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The family of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), includes a variety of receptors that 
bind ligands ranging from endogenous signals such as neurotransmitters and peptides, 
to external stimuli such as odor and taste [1]. With 900 members, GPCRs are the largest 
family of transmembrane receptors and with 30% of marketed drugs targeting a 
GPCR, they are already very important drug targets [2, 3]. The protein structure of all 
GPCRs consists of seven transmembrane spanning regions (7TM), which are connected 
to each other by three intracellular loops (ILs) and three extracellular loops (ELs) 
(Figure 1). The receptor’s amino-terminus and carboxyl-terminus are extracellular and 
intracellular, respectively [4].  GPCR members are subdivided into five classes based 
on their sequence and functional similarity namely rhodopsin (class A), secretin (class 
B), glutamate (class C), adhesion and Frizzled/Taste2 [5]. Binding of specific ligands to 
GPCRs transduces extracellular signals into intracellular effector pathways through the 
activation of heterotrimeric G proteins. Advances in generation of crystal structures of 
GPCRs in the past years have brought about much knowledge on the binding of ligands 
to its respective GPCR [6].  In general, the extracellular region (i.e. the N-terminus and 
the three ELs) modulates ligand access, the TM region (i.e. the seven transmembrane 
regions) forms the structural core, binds ligands and transduces this information to the 
intracellular region through conformational changes [1]. Ligand binding traditionally 
can take place in two subpockets, namely a minor pocket comprised of TMs 1, 2 ,3 and 
7 (TMS1) and a major pocket comprised of TMs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 (TMS2) [7]. Upon ligand 
binding, conformational changes are induced in the intracellular region, allowing G 
proteins to bind to the receptor. G proteins consist of three subunits (α and βγ subunit) 
and four types of G proteins can be distinguished, based on the differences in the 
α-subunit (Gαs , Gαi/o , Gαq and Gα12/13). Binding of a ligand to the receptor stimulates 
a rapid exchange of GTP for GDP on the α-subunit of the G-protein and dissociation 
of α-subunit from βγ-subunit [2]. Both subunits can 
then initiate further activation of signaling cascades, 
dependent on which Gα subunit is activated by the 
receptor.

Ligand binding to its receptor also leads to a process 
of receptor inactivation, through desensitization, 
sequestration and/or internalization. The first step in 
this process is phosphorylation of the receptor by G 
protein regulated kinases (GRKs) followed by binding of 
β-arrestins to the receptor [8]. In this way the receptor 
is targeted for internalization via clathrin coated pits. 
In addition, binding of β-arrestin to a GPCR can lead to 
formation of protein scaffolds and thereby activation of 
G protein-independent signaling [9].  

Prominent members of the GPCR family are chemokine                                              
receptors that have promising therapeutic implications 
[7], which will be further discussed in this chapter.

Figure 1 Crystal structure 
of chemokine receptor 
CXCR4 with the small-size 
antagonist IT1t. Figure made 
by Albert Kooistra and Chris de 
Graaf.
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2. Introduction to the chemokine receptor system

Chemokine receptors belong to the class A of GPCRs and they bind chemotactic 
cytokines, referred to as chemokines. During immune responses chemokine receptors 
are responsible for guidance of leukocytes by the concentration gradient of these small 
peptides (8-10 kDa) at the site of inflammation. To date 22 chemokine receptors have 
been identified, some binding specifically one or two chemokines while the majority 
binds a panel of chemokines. The classification of chemokine receptors is based on the 
subtype chemokine that they bind and this divides them into four classes (Figure 2). 
The categorization is based on the number and spacing of conserved cysteine residues 
in the N-terminus of the chemokines (i.e. C, CC, CXC, CX3C) [10]. To match the diversity 
of the receptors present throughout the body, it is known that over 45 chemokines exist 
that are either constitutively secreted in lymphoid tissues to assure leukocyte homing 
during immune surveillance (homeostatic chemokines), or that are secreted upon 
inflammation or trauma (inflammatory chemokines) [11].  

The interaction of the chemokine with their receptor usually occurs through binding of 
the core chemokine region to the N-terminus and the ELs  of the receptor, followed by 
the interaction of the chemokine with a second site of the receptor consisting of parts of 
the ELs and/or TM domains [7]. This two-step model for chemokine receptor binding 
and activation may apply to most chemokine-receptor pairs.  However, the exact regions 
involved in these interactions seem to differ between receptors and between ligands.

Figure 2 Schematic representation of chemokines (vertical) and receptors they bind 
(horizontal). All subgroups are represented, namely CC-, CXC-, XC-, CX3C-, atypical chemokine 
receptors (ACKR) as well as the virally encoded receptors known to bind chemokines (US28 
and ORF74). Filled grey square indicates that the  receptor  corresponding to that row binds the 
chemokine corresponding to that column. Figure adapted from [7].  The focus of this thesis is on 
CXCR4, CXCR7 and US28 (highlighted and in bold).
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In general, binding of a chemokine to its receptor will induce a conformational change 
to the receptor and lead to the activation of G proteins. Activation of Gαi proteins is 
most prominent, leading to migration of cells. Interestingly, not Gαi but the βγ-subunit 
which is released upon binding of the receptor with the α-subunit is responsible for 
chemotaxis [12]. Through activation of phospholipase C (PLC) by the βγ-subunit 
inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate (InsP3) and diaglycerol (DAG) are accumulated and this on 
its turn ensures a transient Ca2+ release followed by chemotaxis (Figure 3A) [13].  In 
addition, the release of βγ-subunit from Gαi can activate phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase 
(PI3K) pathway and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway.

Additionally it has also been reported that chemokines can induce receptor coupling 
to Gα12/13 thereby activating signaling by Rho family members (Figure 3A) [2, 13, 
14]. Just like other GPCRs, chemokine receptors are known to be phosphorylated by 
GRKs at the C-terminus leading to recruitment of β-arrestins and initiation of receptor 
internalization. Besides this process, β-arrestin serves as a scaffold, bringing together 
other signaling molecules and initiates G protein-independent signaling by chemokine 
receptors (Figure 3B) [15]. 

The above described mode of chemokine receptor signaling is not the only one, 
i.e. not all chemokine receptors signal through G protein activation and induce 
chemotaxis. The chemokine receptors DARC (ACKR1), D6 (ACKR2), CXCR7 (ACKR3) 
and CCX-CKR (ACKR4) engage in another mode of signaling; they act as chemokine 
sinks by scavenging a variety of chemokines from the extracellular matrix, through 
internalization upon β-arrestin binding to the receptor intracellularly.  In that way they 
modulate the migratory abilities of leukocytes [16]. Just recently these receptors have 
been renamed to atypical chemokine receptors (ACKR) and the new nomenclature is 
included in Figure 2 [17]. Still these receptors are able to initiate important processes 
such as ligand internalization, degradation and transport as well as activation of less 
conventional pathways which are not yet fully understood.

To make matters more complex, certain herpesviruses are known to contain genes 
encoding for viral chemokines and chemokine receptors, which were most likely 
‘hijacked’ by the viruses in the course of evolution with the effect of achieving life-
long latent infections [18]. Upon viral infection of the mammalian host cell, these 
viral counterparts of the mammalian receptors are often found to bind chemokines 
promiscuously or to show constitutive activity.  This allows them to evade the immune 
system and interfere with cellular processes. Hence, they are believed to be associated 
with several diseases. Two viral chemokine receptors which are well studied are ORF74, 
encoded by the Kaposi sarcoma associated herpes virus (KSHV) and US28, encoded by 
Human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) (Figure 2). These receptors will be discussed in more 
detail in view of their role as oncomodulators in section 3.4. Disturbance in expression 
of human chemokines and chemokine receptors leads to various pathologies which will 
be discussed in the remaining of the chapter. 
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3. The chemokine receptor family in disease

Besides its involvement in leukocyte trafficking, the chemokine axis is involved in 
the positioning of cells in various organs and tissues, in organogenesis, in lymphoid 
development and in hematopoietic stem cell release [19]. It comes as no surprise that 
there are several pathological conditions in which this complex system is involved or is 
even the main cause. In the subsequent paragraphs a few important pathologies will be 
discussed that are influenced by chemokines and their receptors.

3.1  Inflammatory Diseases
Since chemokines are involved in cell trafficking towards sites of inflammation, it is 
understandable that they play an important role in chronic inflammation. Chronic 
inflammation is characterized by continuous activation and ongoing infiltration of 
circulating immune cells, followed by removal of inflammatory stimulus by dedicated 
immune cells. Chemokines and their receptors contribute to the pathogenesis of 
many inflammatory diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease, multiple sclerosis, 
psoriasis, COPD, atherosclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis [20]. Very often, not one, 
but rather a combination of chemokines and receptors are involved in disease onset 
and development.   For instance, in human multiple sclerosis (MS) lesions, production 
of CCL2 is increased in astrocytes, microglia, endothelial cells and macrophages. This 
causes the recruitment of monocytes and T-cells via binding to CCR2 that is present on 
these cells [21]. Studies in CCR2 knockout mice and CCL2 deficient mice showed that 

Figure 3 Bimodal signaling of chemokines and their receptors. (A) In a first mode of straight 
activation of cognate signaling pathways, binding of chemokines to their receptors can lead to 
activation of G proteins, namely Gαi and Gα12/13. Binding of these G proteins to the receptor leads 
to activation of distinct signaling pathways that on their turn initiate distinct cellular processes 
such as proliferation, chemotaxis and invasion. (B) In a second mode, activation of the chemokine 
receptor by its chemokine, leads to desensitization of the receptor and activation of alternative 
signaling pathways.  The desensitization occurs through phosphorylation of its C-tail by G protein 
regulated kinases (GRKs). Phosphorylation of the C-tail leads to recruitment of β-arrestin to the 
receptor, which will initiate the process of internalization and receptor degradation. β-arrestin 
can serve as a scaffold protein, initiating G protein-independent signaling of the receptor.  
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CCR1-CCL3-5, CXCR3-CXCL9-10, CXCR6-CXCL16 and CCR7-CCL19/CCL21, are found to 
be involved in different stages of MS development and progression. Interestingly, there 
are receptors that are often implicated in several different inflammatory diseases such 
as CXCR3 and CCR5 since they are expressed on T-cells that mark certain inflammatory 
reactions [7, 24]. Inhibiting production of CXCR3 ligands at sites of inflammation is 
shown to inhibit trafficking of CXCR3-positive T-cells and could be beneficial to patients 
with diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and lupus [25]. The same holds true 
for use of a small molecule that specifically binds and inhibits CCR5 and CXCR3 in a 
mouse RA model, thereby downregulating T-cell migration [26]. Several inhibitors of 
the chemokine receptor axis are available and are being implemented in vitro as well 
as in vivo to find a suitable treatment for inflammatory diseases [27]. One of the most 
advanced compounds is CCX282-B, which targets CCR9 and is in development for 
treating Crohn’s disease [28]. This compound has shown promising results in Phase II 
trials in terms of efficacy and safety, and further Phase III trials are ongoing [29].

3.2 WHIM Syndrome
In contrast to other diseases, Human Papillomavirus Virus (HPV)-induced Warts, 
Hypogammaglobulinemia, bacterial Infections, and the pathognomonic Myelokathexis, 
further referred to as WHIM Syndrome, is exclusively characterized by CXCR4-CXCL12 
axis dysfunction. This immunodeficiency disorder is an unusual form of congenital 
neutropenia associated with hyperplasia of mature neutrophils in the bone marrow, 
termed myelokathexis [30].  Patients with this syndrome experience leucopenia as well 
as severe bacterial infections of the aero-digestive tract and lung. 

In most cases this syndrome is linked to autosomal, dominant gain of function mutations 
of CXCR4 [31]. All of these mutations lead to the truncation of the C-terminus, which 
makes the receptor refractory to internalization [32].  Due to the continuous presence 
of CXCR4 on the cell membrane, both G protein-dependent and β-arrestin-dependent 
signaling is enhanced resulting in, among others, increased chemotaxis of neutrophils 
and T lymphocytes [33]. Some patients do express the wild type CXCR4 gene.  However 
in this case the cells become hypersensitive to CXCL12 which leads to the same 
phenotype as patients with CXCR4 mutations. In one case decreased levels of GRK3 
caused hypersensitivity to CXCL12, again demonstrating that impaired internalization 
of this receptor is an important determinant of the disease [34].

3.3 HIV
Human immunodeficiency virus 1 (HIV-1) is known to impact many lives mostly in 
the developing countries. Through extensive research we learned a lot about how the 
virus invades the immune system and how the disease develops. HIV-1 entry turned 
out to be highly dependent on the presence of two chemokine receptors, namely CCR5 
and CXCR4 [35, 36]. In the first step of virus entry, the viral gp120 binds to the CD4 
protein expressed on T-lymphocytes and macrophages [37]. This interaction provides 
an important conformational change in gp120 which results in the ability of this viral 
protein to interact with its co-receptor, i.e. CCR5 for the T-tropic and/or CXCR4 for the 
M-tropic strains [38]. Next, gp41 is activated leading to other steps that will eventually 
allow the virus to fuse with the cell. The majority of primary HIV-1 isolates depends 
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on CCR5 and only during late infection gradually becomes dependent on CXCR4 for 
entry. Other chemokine receptors, like CCR2, CXCR6 and CX3CR1 have also been found 
to function as co-receptors [39]. Moreover, a CCR5 delta32 polymorphism (mainly in 
Caucasians) serves as a protection from HIV-1 infection in individuals who have two 
copies of this mutation. In individuals carrying a single copy the progression to AIDS is 
delayed through altered chemokine signaling [39].  

The importance of co-receptors is demonstrated by the fact that the first FDA-approved 
chemokine receptor-targeting drug was an anti-CCR5 small compound Maraviroc (Figure 
4A). The current treatment regime for HIV patients includes highly active antiretroviral 
therapy (HAART) as first-line treatment, including two reverse transcriptase inhibitors 
and one protease inhibitor [40]. Maraviroc is nowadays successfully used in the clinics 
as an inhibitor of HIV-entry in antiretroviral treatment-experienced patients with 
CCR5-tropic HIV-1 infection [41].   

3.4 Cancer
In a complex disease such as cancer, many cues in the cell contribute to the eventual 
disease phenotype. Several mutations that occur on gene level, such as amplification of 
oncogenes like ErbB2 or deletions of tumor suppressor genes like p53, contribute to a 
great extent to the onset of the disease [42], not just individually but by their virtue of 
redressing the cell’s regulatory network [43]. In some early studies in various cancer 
cell lines it was found that expression of chemokines and chemokine receptors was 
altered.  However the breakthrough was the finding that certain chemokine pairs affect 
breast cancer metastasis. In mouse models the CXCR4-CXCL12 and CCR7-CCL21 axis 
determined to which sites the metastasis of breast cancer occurred [44]. In the following 
years many studies have been conducted to study the involvement of this receptor 
family in cancer. It became apparent that the CXCR4-CXCL12 axis plays a pivotal role 
in tumors of the brain, breast, prostate, ovary and cervix [45]. Next to invasion and 
metastasis, this axis can promote proliferation, angiogenesis and stem cell mobilization. 
Recently it was discovered that another receptor is able to bind CXCL12, namely CXCR7. 
As mentioned in section 2, this receptor does not signal through the conventional G 
protein cascade, but shows β-arrestin-dependent signaling [46]. CXCR7 was also shown 
to be overexpressed in cancers like breast, lung, prostate, and glioma’s [47-49]. The 
interactions of these two receptors (i.e. CXCR4 and CXCR7) and their ligands has been 
a matter of debate for the past years, mainly because they seem to be involved in many 
cancer types. Moreover, when both receptors are expressed on the same cell they tend 
to change their signaling properties, contributing to their therapeutic potential [50]. 

Another important chemokine in tumor progression and angiogenesis is CXCL8. The 
production of this chemokine is upregulated by  EGFR-Ras-Raf pathway, which is often 
constitutively activated in cancer through mutations of several pathway components 
[51]. CXCL8 strongly induces angiogenesis in vivo and it is thought that its angiogenic 
effects are due to activation of CXCR2.  CXCL8 is secreted by both endothelial cells and 
tumor cells and is able to, amongst others,  upregulate matrix metallopeptidases MMP-
2 and MMP-9 leading to degradation of extracellular matrix, allowing endothelial cell 
migration to occur [52]. Moreover a direct correlation is found between CXCL8 and 
CXCR2 expression and aggressiveness in melanoma [53].
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cancer, nowadays more attention is given to the role they may play in the tumor 
microenvironment and to their ability to affect the infiltration of immune cells [54]. For 
example, attraction of the regulatory T-cells to the tumor site by the CCL22-CCR4 axis 
leads to poor prognosis in ovarian and breast tumors [55, 56]. Furthermore, infiltration 
of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) to the tumor site is dependent on CXCR2, 
CXCR4 and CCR2 expression and is known to lead to tumor progression through 
suppression of anti-tumor effectors [54]. Tumor associated macrophages (TAM) are 
a huge contributor to the tumor mass and they are mostly derived from circulating 
monocytes which are attracted into tumor sites by high concentrations of chemokines 
like CCL2, CCL5, CCL7, CCL8 and CXCL12 [57]. Presence of TAMs in the primary tumor 
will lead to suppression of adaptive anti-tumor immunity, because of their ability to 
produce immunosuppressive molecules including IL-10, TGF-β, and arginase [58]. 

Next to the human chemokine system, virally encoded chemokine receptors have been 
shown to have oncomodulatory properties. Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus 
(KSHV) encoded chemokine receptor ORF74, has transforming capabilities and led 
to formation of tumors [59]. By its constitutive activity and its chemokine binding 
properties, this receptor is able to activate multiple signaling pathways leading to tumor-
associated inflammation and thereby to promotion of tumor development [60, 61]. Very 
similar to ORF74, the human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) encoded chemokine receptor 
US28 is able to contribute to tumorigenesis by its constitutive activity as well as by its 
binding to multiple chemokines [18]. Its role in glioblastoma multiforme (GMB) has 
been best described, where US28 is expressed in 60% of tested human GMB tissues and 
primary cell lines [62]. In glioblastoma cell lines US28 is able to activate the IL-6-JAK1-
STAT3 signaling axis constitutively and to initiate a positive feedback loop leading to 
increased proliferation [63]. Importantly, co-localization of US28 and phosphorylated 
STAT3 is found in tumor vasculature of glioblastoma patients and increased phospho-
STAT3 expression correlated with poor patient outcome [63]. In addition, CCL5-
dependent activation of US28 leads to invasion by tumor glioma cells through increased 
VEGF expression, suggesting a paracrine signaling of US28 by binding of CCL5 [62]. 
These data suggest that HCMV infection is a major contributor to tumor progression in 
glioblastoma, with US28 being an important contributor to this phenomenon. 

4. Therapeutic targeting of chemokine receptors

As stated in section 3.3, Maraviroc is the first small molecule non-competitively 
(i.e. allosteric modulator) targeting a chemokine receptor (CCR5) that has been 
approved by the FDA for use in HIV treatment (Figure 4A) [64].  Approval of Plerixafor 
(AMD3100) targeting CXCR4 for use in stem cell mobilization in malignancies quickly 
followed (Figure 4B) [65].  Many other small compounds against several chemokine 
receptors are currently undergoing clinical trials for several pathologies, including 
the ones mentioned in previous sections [66]. Most of these compounds are allosteric 
modulators, as they bind to sites that only partly overlap the chemokine binding 
site or even bind to a completely different site on the receptor presumably induce a 
conformational change that leads to blockage of chemokine binding [67]. Next to small 
molecules, antibodies specifically recognizing chemokine receptors are also being 
developed and characterized [68]. Recently the first antibody specifically binding CCR4 
has been approved in Japan for use in patients with adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma 
(ATL) and is further investigated in clinical trials in Europe and US [69]. In addition, 
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antibody-based therapeutics targeting GPCRs are gaining increased attention , such as 
nanobodies, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

5.  Starring CXCL12/CXCR4/CXCR7 and viral chemokine receptor US28

In the previous sections I explained the importance of chemokines and chemokine 
receptors by highlighting several aspects of their signaling mode and their involvement 
in pathologies. One of the most intriguing features of this family of receptors is their 
ability to activate two modes of signaling, namely G protein–dependent and β-arrestin–
dependent activation. Even though most chemokine receptors (e.g. CXCR4) are known 
to signal through both modes, atypical chemokine receptors (e.g. CXCR7) seem to only 
activate β-arrestin – dependent signaling. Despite the different modes of signaling that 
they activate, CXCR4 and CXCR7 do share the same ligand, CXCL12. In this thesis I would 
like to explore further how CXCL12 activates these two receptors in order to gain a 
better understanding of what the consequences are of CXCR4 and CXCR7 activation 
by CXCL12. I hypothesize that activation by CXCL12 leads to activation of several 
signaling pathways by both receptors, which are able to influence one another in order 
to contribute to several aspects of tumorigenesis. My aim is to distinguish between the 
two signaling modes by use of receptor specific inhibitors in a cell line endogenously 
expressing both receptors (Chapter 4 and 5). 

In section 3.4 I emphasized the role of CXCR7 in tumorigenesis and indicated the 
potential of CXCR7 as a therapeutic target for cancer treatment. My believe is that 
targeting of CXCR7 could contribute to improvement of cancer treatment when used in 
combination with other therapeutics. In Chapter 3 I describe the characterization and 
mode of action of specific CXCR7 nanobodies when used on head and neck cancer cells.

Figure 4 Chemical structure of first clinically approved chemokine receptor antagonists. 
(A) CCR5 antagonist Maraviroc, in use as a HIV-entry inhibitor. (B) CXCR4 antagonist Plerixafor 
(AMD3100), in use for stem cell mobilization in patients with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and 
multiple myeloma.
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viral chemokine receptor US28, which is able to signal constitutively and activate several 
signaling pathways leading to tumorigenesis. Based on experimental data obtained 
earlier by this laboratory, I postulated that US28 would be able to constitutively activate 
hypoxia inducible factor 1 (HIF-1). In Chapter 6 my findings concerning US28-mediated 
activation of HIF-1 and its role in tumorigenesis are described and discussed.  

Throughout this thesis several important properties of chemokines and their 
receptors will be discussed, thereby highlighting the role they play in cancer onset and 
development. 
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The human chemokine system has evolved to enable strict regulation of the immune 
response after exposure to various pathogens and homing during immune surveillance 
[1]. Chemokines attract immune cells which express a subset of chemokine receptors, 
to sites of inflammation and thereby initiate the process of pathogen clearance [1]. 
Aberrant chemokine and chemokine receptor expression can play a role in several 
diseases such as cancer [2]. In particular, CXCR4 and its natural ligand CXCL12 are 
known to be extensively involved in proliferation as well as metastasis of various types 
of cancer [3]. The most recent addition to the chemokine receptor family is CXCR7, 
which was shown to bind both CXCL11 and CXCL12 [4]. Hence, CXCL12-mediated 
effects previously ascribed to activation of CXCR4 need to be revisited. In past years 
efforts were made to understand the importance of this novel chemokine receptor in 
health and disease as well as its interaction with the CXCR4/CXCL12 axis. Increased 
expression of CXCR7 is associated with enhanced tumorigenesis in several cancer 
types [5]. Moreover, when both CXCR4 and CXCR7 are expressed in tumor cell lines, 
different phenotypes are found compared to cells solely expressing CXCR4 or CXCR7. 
For instance, in breast cancer cells expression of CXCR7 alone leads to promotion of 
tumor growth, while expression of CXCR4 alone leads to increased invasion compared 
to when both receptors are expressed. In addition, chemotaxis is increased when CXCR7 
and CXCR4 are both expressed in these cells [6]. The signaling networks underlying 
these events are poorly understood. Inhibition of chemokine receptor signaling has 
been investigated and has led to several inhibitors entering clinical trials. Both small 
molecules and antibodies are extensively designed with the aim of inhibiting chemokine 
binding to their receptors, thereby preventing cellular responses leading to pathogenic 
phenotypes. 

Human herpesviruses encode viral G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) which show 
homology to human chemokine receptors [7]. More specifically, human cytomegalovirus 
(HCMV) encodes four viral GPCRs, including viral chemokine receptor US28. Infection 
of immunocompromised individuals with HCMV has been associated with development 
of several types of cancer. On a cellular level, US28 contributes to tumorigenesis by 
activation of multiple cellular pathways through constitutive signaling as well as 
through binding of human chemokines [7]. 

This thesis aims to provide a better understanding of chemokine receptor-induced 
oncogenic signaling and of potential targeting of this network.  It thereby focuses on 
chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7 as well as on the viral chemokine receptor 
US28. In Chapter 3 the characterization of llama-derived single variable domains 
(nanobodies) directed against CXCR7 and the therapeutic relevance of targeting CXCR7 
in head and neck cancer are described. In Chapter 4 the focus is on cross-talk between 
the CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 axis and the receptor tyrosine kinase receptor HER2 as 
well as on the effect of this cross-talk on oncogenic signaling.   As perturbation tool, 
specific small molecule ligands are used to target CXCR4 or CXCR7 in breast cancer cells.  
Oncogenic signaling networks activated by CXCR4 and CXCR7 in the same breast cancer 
cell line are explored further in Chapter 5 by means of Reverse Phase Protein Array 
(RPPA). Finally, the role hypoxia induced factor 1 (HIF-1) plays in oncogenic signaling 
mediated by the HCMV-encoded viral chemokine receptor US28 is investigated in 
Chapter 6. 
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The additional aim is that the new insights obtained in this thesis reveal the different 
roles CXCR4 and CXCR7 have in cancer cells when both are expressed, as well as the 
relevance of CXCR7-specific targeting. In addition, further exploration of constitutive 
signaling by US28 led to the finding that US28 is also able to activate transcription factor 
HIF-1, thereby inducing expression of proteins involved in cellular metabolism. Data 
provided in this thesis serves as a starting point for more extensive research on a systems 
biology level [8] on contributions of chemokine receptor signaling to oncogenesis. The 
need of a detailed evaluation of the oncogenic signaling networks and their effect on 
cellular metabolism is highlighted as improved insight may result in more effective 
therapies in the treatment of this multi-faceted disease. 
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1. Towards nanobody-based targeting of G protein-coupled receptors

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), consisting of 7 transmembrane proteins (TMs), 
detect a vast repertoire of stimuli (ranging from light to large glycoproteins) and 
activate various intracellular signaling pathways. Upon activation, GPCRs undergo a 
conformational change that enables the recruitment and activation of proteins that 
relay signals from the plasma membrane to the cell interior. These include several 
classes of G proteins that modulate effector proteins, as well as  the scaffolding protein 
β-arrestin, which has been implicated both in termination of G protein-mediated GPCR 
signaling and in initiation of distinct GPCR-dependent signaling cascades [1].

GPCR-induced signaling is a virtually universal means of intercellular communication, 
and deregulated GPCR signaling has been implicated in a multitude of diseases. An 
estimated 30% of marketed drugs exert their effect through modulation of GPCR 
function [2]. Considering that only a small portion of these receptors is targeted by 
current therapies [3], the GPCR family provides a large untapped source of potential 
therapeutic interventions. Not surprisingly, many pharmaceutical companies have 
active programs aimed at identifying novel GPCR-interacting molecules. Low molecular 
weight molecules have proven to be successful as therapeutics. Yet, in the last decade 
the number of new small molecular entities targeting GPCRs approved as therapeutics, 
was small. The high attrition rate in pre-clinical and clinical trials, ascribed to toxicity, 
insufficient efficacy, or inadequate selectivity, is leading to an enormous increase in 
the costs of drug discovery [4]. In the meantime the implementation of biologics as 
therapeutics has gained considerable attention. Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are 
attractive therapeutics as they are highly selective and remain much longer in the body 
than small molecules. With new and improved immunization-related technologies and 
with advances in expression and/or purification methods of GPCRs, this has led to 
further attempts at antibody-based targeting of GPCRs. Recently, a mAb targeting the 
chemokine receptor CCR4 was approved for treatment of adult T cell leukemia in Japan 
[5]. Various therapeutic mAbs targeting GPCRs for the treatment of various indications 
(e.g. inflammation, oncology) are under investigation in clinical trials [3, 6, 7]. 

mAbs are large (150 kDa) heteromultimeric glycoproteins, which is associated with the 
inability to target intracellular components and molecular cavities, as well as with limited 
drug administration routes and high production costs. Nanobodies (Nbs) represent a 
novel class of antibody-based therapeutics with some favorable characteristics. They 
have already been successfully developed against several drug targets. Recently, we 
identified the first nanobodies targeting GPCRs in vivo. Furthermore, the nanobody 
platform has led to significant breakthroughs in basic research on GPCR structure and 
signaling. In this review we will focus on the exciting progress in the field of GPCR-
targeting nanobodies. 

2. Unique characteristics and therapeutic potential of nanobodies 

2.1 Discovery and advantages of Nbs 
In the early 1990’s Hamers-Casterman et al. discovered that camel sera contain a unique 
class of antibodies, i.e. hcAbs composed of only heavy-chains [8]. Other members of 
the Camelidae family (e.g. llamas and alpacas) express the same type of 90 kDa heavy-
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chain antibodies (hcAbs) (Figure 1). Another class of evolutionarily distinct hcAbs 
(Immunoglobulin New Antigen Receptor (Ig-NAR)) was discovered in cartilaginous fish 
[9-11]. 

The antigen-binding properties of hcAbs are solely dependent on a single 12-15 kDa 
variable domain of the heavy-chain antibody (VHH) (Figure 1). The recombinant 
equivalents of these VHH domains, termed nanobodies or Nbs, retain full antigen-
binding characteristics. The biochemical properties of Nbs provide advantages over 
conventional antibody-based molecules, thus facilitating many biotechnological 
and therapeutic applications. Especially the small size, single domain nature and the 
hydrophilic characteristics of Nbs contribute greatly to their excellent biochemical and 
pharmaceutical properties, encompassing stability, facility of production, affinity and 
formatting. 

The straightforward and cost-effective production of Nbs is an important advantage 
compared to the high production costs of mAb-based biologics. Although microbial 
production of conventional antibody-based fragments can be achieved, their multi-
domain structure, glycosylation and hydrophobic characteristics result in low yields 
and formation of aggregates. The production of Nbs is straightforward. The monomeric 
nature, absence of post-translational modifications and high aqueous solubility 
contribute to the cost-effective production of Nbs in a variety of cell expression 
systems of bacterial, yeast, plant or mammalian origin [12]. Nbs have low propensity 
for aggregation and are highly stable [13-17]. They retain full antigen-binding capacity 
at harsh thermal (60-80°C) and chemical (2-3 M guanidinium chloride) denaturing 
conditions and display high refolding capability [16, 17]. Moreover, the small proteins 
can be resistant to proteolytic degradation in the gastro-intestinal tract, which 
potentially permits effective oral administration of Nbs [18]. 

Major strengths of antibody-based biologics, including Nbs, are their high affinity and 

Figure 1 Structural features of different antibodies. Conventional gamma-immunoglobulins 
consist of two heavy-chains, each containing three invariant (constant) domains (CH1-CH3) and 
a single variable region (VH), as well as two light chains composed of a constant region (CL) and 
a variable region (VL). The VH and VL region together form the paratope, and it is this antigen-
recognizing portion of the antibody that is retained in Fab fragments. In contrast, camelid heavy-
chain antibodies are composed of a homodimer composed of two heavy-chains containing 
two constant regions (i.e. they are lacking the CH1 domain) and a single variable (VHH) domain 
harboring three complementarity determining regions (rectangles). Nanobodies, derived from 
the VHH domains of the Heavy chain antibodies are the smallest functional single-chain antigen-
recognizing polypeptides known to date, with a molecular weight of 12-15 kDa and 1.5-2.5 nm 
dimensions.
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specificity for their target. The affinity of nanobodies is in the nanomolar-picomolar 
range, and as such they are highly suited for research, diagnostic and therapeutic 
purposes [14, 19-21]. The antigen-interacting surface of a conventional antibody 
has a flat or concave (i.e. hollow) shape, whereas Nbs can adopt a more flexible and 
often convex (i.e. protruding) conformation. Overall, their unique flexible paratope 
structure and small size enable nanobodies to bind molecular clefts and cavities, for 
instance receptor binding pockets or enzyme active sites. This is supported by X-ray 
crystallography studies of Nb-bound lysozyme or epidermal growth factor receptor 
(EGFR) revealing buried epitopes, that are targeted by Nbs and not by other antibody-
based molecules [21, 22]. 

The small size has a major impact on clearance. Since the Nb size is below the renal cutoff 
size of 50-60 kDa, the proteins are rapidly cleared from the body. On average, the half-
life of a Nb does not exceed 2 hours, which is comparable to other antibody-fragments, 
though a lot shorter than mAbs. A short half-life is ideal for a number of purposes, 
including stem-cell mobilization, toxin-delivery and noninvasive in vivo imaging [23-
25]. Yet, in case of chronic treatment a prolonged presence of Nbs is desired. This can be 
achieved by ‘formatting’ the monomeric Nbs, i.e. generating multimeric constructs. Half-
life extension methods used for conventional antibody fragments, such as PEGylation or 
fusion to Nbs targeting serum albumin has tailored the half-life of Nbs from <2 hours to 
several weeks [26-29]. This broadens their applicability as therapeutics for both acute 
and chronic treatments. 

The Nb platform allows a plug-and-play approach with multiple possibilities not only 
to tailor half-life, but also to increase avidity and to create multispecific Nbs. Through 
coupling of two identical (bivalent) or distinct Nbs that recognize different epitopes 
on the same antigen (biparatopic) up to 4000-fold increases in avidity and potency 
as compared to their monovalent counterparts have been observed [19, 20, 27, 30].  

2.2 Diagnostic and therapeutic potential of Nbs 
Nbs are highly suitable as diagnostic tools and have as such been evaluated as 
biosensors and in vivo imaging tracers. Immuno-imaging is a valuable tool for non-
invasive visualization of biomarkers in vivo. Currently, radiolabeled biomarker-specific 
mAbs are used in the clinic, both to image tumors and for patient stratification. With 
their high affinity and specificity, proper tissue penetration and rapid clearance [26, 
31], Nbs provide advantages over mAbs and meet most characteristics of an ideal non-
invasive molecular imaging probe [32-34]. An array of Nbs targeting EGFR/HER2 [31, 
35, 36], macrophage mannose receptor [37] and VCAM1 [38] have been successfully 
labeled with radionuclides for positron emission tomography (PET) and/or single-
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging purposes, to image tumors, 
inflammation and atherosclerotic lesions, respectively. The pre-clinical results indicate 
that images with high signal-to-noise ratios are obtained within a few hours after 
administration [31, 38]. These results demonstrate the potential of nanobody-linked 
tracers as a new class of diagnostic imaging tools. In addition, coupling to a recently 
described hcAb that can traverse the blood-brain barrier might enable Nbs to enter the 
brain [39, 40].  

While no Nbs have found their way to the market yet, various humanized and sequence 
optimized Nbs have entered the clinical phases of drug research. Most advanced are the 
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Nbs targeting tumor necrosis factor (TNFα) [27]  and IL-6 receptor [41] for the treatment 
of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) [27]. Nbs against TNFα and IL-6R display excellent efficacy 
in in vitro models and mouse models of RA and have successfully progressed into Phase 
IIb clinical testing. Nbs characterized pre-clinically so as to target receptor tyrosine 
kinases like EFGR [42], c-Met [28] and VEGFR2 [43], constitute promising therapeutic 
candidates for the treatment of cancer.

3. GPCR-targeting nanobodies 

3.1 Modulation of GPCR function by Nbs
The first nanobodies targeting GPCRs, namely chemokine receptors and their ligands, 
were described recently [19, 20]. Chemokine receptors are expressed on immune 
cells and their main function is to guide leukocytes along chemokine gradients upon 
inflammation [44]. This receptor family is implicated in pathologies such as inflammatory 
diseases, cancer and HIV [45-47]. Targeting of these receptors and their ligands has 
been intensively investigated in the past years (Figure 2), leading to the FDA approval of 
two small molecule drugs specifically targeting this receptor family. Maraviroc, a CCR5 
antagonist, has been used successfully for several years now in the treatment of CCR5-
tropic HIV-1 infection, and Plerixafor (AMD3100), a CXCR4 antagonist, has recently 
been approved for haematopoietic stem cell mobilization (see Chapter 1) [48, 49].

One of the most investigated chemokine-chemokine receptor pairs is the CXCL12/
CXCR4 axis, because of its role in cancer and HIV entry [50, 51]. Using a time-efficient 
whole cell immunization of llamas with intact CXCR4-expressing HEK293T cells, 
followed by phage display and counterselection, Nbs against CXCR4 were identified 
[19]. The reported CXCR4-Nbs bind with high affinity and specificity to the extracellular 
loop 2 (ECL2) of CXCR4 and potently inhibit CXCL12-induced signaling and chemotaxis 
(Figure 3A). Bi-paratopic CXCR4-Nbs, which have distinct and partially overlapping 
epitopes, show enhanced affinities and potencies (Figure 3A). Interestingly, these bi-
paratopic Nbs act as inverse agonists (reversing the signaling pathway activated) on 
CXCR4 whereas AMD3100 acts a neutral antagonist (binds to the receptor and does 
not activate signaling) [19]. Since CXCR4 is overexpressed in a large number of tumors 
[61], which is often associated with increased levels of basal activity, the use of inverse 
agonistic CXCR4 bi-paratopic Nbs could be beneficial. The two identified Nbs targeting 
CXCR4 are highly selective for human versus murine CXCR4, indicating that minor 
changes (5 additional  amino acids) in ECL2 suffice to affect the Nbs’ affinity for CXCR4. 
This underlines the exquisite selectivity that can be achieved by Nbs. It is of therapeutic 
interest, that CXCR4 nanobodies inhibited HIV-1 virus replication in vitro and mobilized 
stem cells in cynomolgus monkeys (Figure 3B) [19]. 

Like CXCR4, CXCR7 binds CXCL12 and plays an important role in proliferation, 
angiogenesis and metastasis [62]. However, CXCR7 is an atypical chemokine receptor 
(see Chapter 5) as it may not signal through G proteins, but specifically activates 
signaling pathways through recruitment of β-arrestin [63, 64]. Specific Nbs binding to 
this receptor were developed and characterized very recently (Chapter 3). CXCR7–Nbs 
display high affinity and antagonistic properties, as they are able to inhibit CXCL12-
induced recruitment of β-arrestin2 to CXCR7 (Chapter 3)[20]. Moreover, CXCR7-Nbs 
were shown to inhibit head and neck cancer tumor growth in a mouse xenograft model 
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(Figure 3C) through inhibition of angiogenesis (Chapter 3). The use of CXCR7-Nbs 
might thus be of therapeutic interest in this cancer type.  Also other cancers showing 
high expression of CXCR7 might be effectively targeted by CXCR7-Nbs. 

Nbs targeting chemokines have also recently been reported [53]. Inflammatory 
chemokines CCL2 (binding to CCR2), CCL5 (binding to CCR1, CCR3 and CCR5) and 
CXCL11 (binding to CXCR3 and CXCR7) as well as the homeostatic chemokine CXCL12 
(binding to both CXCR4 and CXCR7) were successfully targeted by chemokine-specific 
Nbs. All these Nbs inhibited chemokine binding to their cognate chemokine receptor 
(Figure 2). Furthermore, the CXCL11- and CXCL12-specific Nbs inhibited Gαi signaling 
and chemotaxis through CXCR3 and CXCR4, respectively (Figure 3D). All of the 
chemokine-chemokine receptor pairs mentioned above have been implicated in cancer 
[46, 65, 66]. Inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis [67, 68] and multiple 

Figure 2 Potential therapeutic strategies for targeting of the chemokine system. 
1. Much effort from both industrial and academic labs has centered around the development 
of antibody- and small molecule-based inhibition of chemokine receptors [6, 44]. Additionally, 
several nanobodies have been described that inhibit chemokine binding to the CXCR4 and CXCR7 
chemokine receptors [19, 20]. Finally, chemokine binding can be competitively inhibited by 
N-terminal truncation mutants of chemokines that have retained chemokine receptor binding 
but are deficient in receptor activation [52]. 2. While chemokine-binding antibodies and 
nanobodies form the mainstay of potential therapeutic options targeting chemokines [6, 53], 
there are also examples of small molecules that bind CXCL12 and prevent binding to its cognate 
receptor CXCR4 [54, 55]. 3. Finally, chemokine function can be modulated through disruption 
of chemokine gradient formation. Such gradients are pivotal for the directed migration of 
leukocytes, and require the interaction of chemokines to cell-associated glycosaminoglycans 
(GAGs) [56]. Chemokine gradient formation can be altered by heparin (a highly sulphated soluble 
GAG subtype) [57] and by chemokine mutants that are defective in GAG binding, but can still bind 
and activate chemokine receptors [58-60].      
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sclerosis (MS) [69, 70] are dependent on CXCL11-CXCR3 and CCL2-CCR2 induced 
cellular signaling. The chemokine-targeting Nbs might prove therapeutically beneficial 
for these indications.

Collectively, Nbs against CXCR4 and CXCR7 as well as against a panel of chemokines show 
great promise both as therapeutics and as research tools for further characterization of 
the chemokine receptor system. 

3.2 GPCR-targeting Nbs as research tools
While Nbs have received a great deal of attention for their therapeutic potential, their use 
as biomolecular tools in basic GPCR research is gaining momentum. One application of 
Nbs in biomolecular research is their use as crystallization chaperones. A major hurdle 
for successful crystallization of GPCRs has been their hydrophobic and thermolabile 
nature. Through in-frame insertion of hydrophilic crystallization chaperones (such 
as T4 lysozyme), addition of high-affinity inverse agonists, or antagonists, with long 
residence times or through mutations that increase thermal stability, several structures 
of GPCRs in their inactive state have now been published [71-75]. Crystallization of 
the agonist-bound active state of a GPCR has provided an even bigger challenge, since 
this receptor conformation appears to be intrinsically less stable than the inactive 
state [76]. Crystallization of such energetically unfavorable protein conformations 
has been achieved through co-crystallization with antibodies, antibody fragments or 
Nbs [77]. Indeed, co-crystallization of the β2 adrenergic receptor (β2AR) with a Nb 
that specifically recognizes the active β2AR conformation led to the unveiling of the 
first GPCR structure in its active state [78]. Subsequently, a Nb directed against the Gαs 
heterotrimer was used to stabilize a co-crystal composed of the active β2AR in complex 
with its G protein [79]. 

Another important asset of GPCR-targeting Nbs in GPCR research is their use as 
conformation-specific biosensors. Fluorescently tagged Nbs provide a means of tracking 
proteins in live cells with unprecedented resolution [80, 81]. Recent efforts [82] 
harnessed this knowledge to study the spatial localization of β2AR signaling using Nbs 
that recognized activated β2AR [78] and nucleotide-free (active) Gαs [83], respectively. 
By genetically fusing these Nbs to GFP and expressing them in β2AR-expressing cells, 
followed by microscopic examination of GFP localization following β2AR activation, 
direct evidence for G protein activation from internalized GPCRs was provided [82].  
This activation has been suggested to occur for multiple GPCRs but had never been 
directly ascertained [84-86].

In addition, these intracellularly expressed nanobodies, also termed intrabodies, can 
be utilized to modulate receptor-dependent signaling. A recent study showed that 
conformational-specific β2AR intrabodies inhibited downstream signal transduction, 
including G protein activation, G protein-coupled receptor kinase (GRK)-mediated 
receptor phosphorylation, β-arrestin recruitment, and receptor internalization [87]. 
These findings illustrate the potential of Nbs as research tools to study receptor-specific 
GPCR signaling.
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3.3 Future perspectives
Conformation-selective nanobodies – Nbs that target the intracellular domain of GPCRs 
recognize and stabilize conformation-specific states, such as the active state of the 
β2AR [78]. Nbs that target the extracellular domain of GPCRs and effectively inhibit 
GPCR function, bind to the ECL epitopes, in particular ECL2 [19, 20], indicating that 
these nanobodies recognize conformation-dependent structures too. Immunization of 
camelids with intact cells or membranes overexpressing GPCRs, allow recognition of 
the GPCR extracellular domains in their native conformation with the appropriate post 
translational modifications. This is of particular interest in view of the emerging concept 
that one can selectively modulate GPCR-induced signaling pathways by means of so-
called ‘biased ligands’ [1]. By binding to distinct GPCR conformations, biased ligands 

Figure 3 Nanobodies targeting the chemokine system effectively inhibit chemokine 
function in vitro and in vivo.  A. A biparatopic nanobody (Nb) targeting the CXCR4 chemokine 
receptor displays increased binding affinity in a CXCL12 radioligand displacement assay as 
compared to the individual monovalent Nbs from which it is composed. Figure adapted from 
[19]. B. The biparatopic CXCR4-targeting Nb induces the mobilization of CD34-positive stem cells 
in the blood of macaque monkeys to a similar extent as the small molecule CXCR4 antagonist 
AMD3100. Figure adapted from [19]. C. A biparatopic CXCR7-targeting Nb inhibits tumor growth 
in mice xenografted with the head and neck cancer cell line UM-SCC-22A. Figure adapted from [20] 
and Chapter 3. D. A CXCL12-binding Nb concentration-dependently inhibits CXCL12-induced 
chemotaxis of murine pre-B L1.2 cells in a transwell migration assay. Figure adapted from [53]. 
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may selectively modulate downstream signaling pathways. Biased ligands may prove 
to be superior as therapeutics, minimizing activation of pathways that cause adverse 
side effects in some diseases [1]. To obtain such conformation-specific Nbs one can 
use genetically engineered GPCRs favoring (in)activation of a given signal transduction 
pathway (e.g. constitutively (in)active GPCRs, receptors stabilized in a specific state 
(StaRs)) overexpressed in cells or viral particles, or purified GPCRs (e.g. in nanodiscs) in 
the presence of high affinity compounds with enhanced residence time (slow off-rate) 
in immunization and/or selection strategies [76]. These biased conformation-selective 
Nbs provide unique opportunities to selectively modulate and examine specific GPCR 
signaling pathways.

The nanobodies targeting the β2AR-Gs complex have proven to be excellent biosensors 
to monitor signaling of GPCRs from endosomes with high spatiotemporal resolution 
in living cells [82]. The nucleotide-free Gα-binding Nb may be a generic tool to study 
signaling through any Gs-coupled GPCR [82]. Similar Nb-based conformation-specific 
biosensors are likely to become pivotal for the advancement of GPCR research. 

Multimerization – Bivalent and biparatopic Nbs targeting the extracellular domain of 
GPCRs show enhanced affinities and potencies as compared to monovalent Nbs [19, 
20]. It is tempting to speculate that these linked Nbs target GPCR dimers, although 
additional experiments are required to further substantiate this. The generation of 
multispecific constructs offers a potential solution to multifactorial diseases where 
targeting multiple targets is therapeutically beneficial. For example, there are instances 
where the targeting of GPCR heterodimers may prove a viable therapeutic option [88] 
and Chapter 5. With the increased awareness of the role of GPCRs in for example cancer 
[89], the use of multimeric Nbs targeting and inhibiting both GPCR and RTK signaling 
networks, which dictate proliferation, metastasis or angiogenesis at once, may be 
favorable.

Diagnostics and therapeutics – In view of their high affinity and selectivity, GPCR-targeting 
Nbs may serve as excellent tools as diagnostics and, potentially, as therapeutics. With 
the advances in microscope and imaging technologies, GPCR-targeting Nbs may be ideal 
to monitor GPCR expression at high resolution and in vivo, respectively. As diagnostics 
and as modulators of GPCR function, GPCR-targeting Nbs will serve as important tools 
to validate the roles GPCRs play in pathologies. GPCR-targeting Nbs might also be used 
as targeting devices for toxic enzymes or engineered to incorporate effector functions 
such as antibody dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) with the aim of eradicating 
tumors. For instance, the mAb targeting CCR4 in the treatment of T cell leukemia has 
been effectively altered by glyco-engineering (defucosylation/Potelligent technology) 
in order to increase its ability to induce ADCC [90]. 

Taken together, the aforementioned studies demonstrate the potential value of GPCR-
targeting Nbs. The emergence of this novel class of antibodies as high-quality research 
tools, diagnostics and therapeutics, may well herald exciting advancements in GPCR 
research. 
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Abstract

The chemokine receptor CXCR7, belonging to the membrane-bound G protein-coupled 
receptor (GPCR) superfamily, is expressed in several tumor types. We developed and 
characterized highly selective and potent Nanobodies against CXCR7. In contrast 
with previously reported CXCR7-targeting agents, these CXCR7-targeting Nanobodies 
potently inhibited CXCL12-induced β-arrestin2 recruitment in vitro. A wide variety of 
tumor biopsies were profiled, showing for the first time high expression of CXCR7 in 
head and neck cancer. Using a patient-derived CXCR7-expressing head and neck cancer 
xenograft model in nude mice, tumor growth was inhibited by a CXCR7-targeting 
Nanobody therapy. CXCR7-targeting Nanobodies did not inhibit cell cycle progression 
but instead reduced secretion of the angiogenic chemokine CXCL1 by the head-and-neck 
cancer cells in vitro, thus acting here as potential inverse agonists vis-à-vis angiogenesis 
in vivo. Hence, with this novel class of CXCR7 inhibitors, we further substantiate the 
therapeutic relevance of targeting CXCR7 in head and neck cancer.

1. Introduction

Chemokine receptors and their associated ligands form a complex molecular system that 
regulate leukocyte trafficking and migration during development as well as inflammatory 
responses [1]. CXCR7 is one of the newest additions to the chemokine receptor family, 
belonging to the superfamily of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). CXCR7 binds 
with high affinity the chemokines CXCL11 and CXCL12, which were previously thought 
exclusively to bind to CXCR3 and CXCR4 , respectively [2, 3]. Unlike other prototypical 
GPCRs, CXCR7 does not signal via Gαi-proteins but rather signals through β-arrestin in 
a G protein-independent manner (Chapter 5). CXCR7 activates downstream signaling 
pathways, e.g. mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) through recruitment of this 
scaffold protein [4]. Furthermore, CXCR7 constitutively internalizes and recycles back 
to the surface in a β-arrestin2-dependent manner [5-9]. 

The frequent overexpression of chemokines and chemokine receptors in various 
tumor types and their involvement in proliferation, metastasis and angiogenesis have 
identified new anti-cancer avenues targeting the chemokine receptors [10]. Tumors 
from various origins including breast, lung, prostate, brain and kidney showed in 
particular overexpression of CXCR7 [11-14]. In some cases, CXCR7 induced proliferation 
[15] and angiogenesis at the primary tumor site due to its expression in tumor cells and 
associated blood vessels [11]. Recent studies demonstrated how CXCR7 directs trans-
endothelial migration of cancer cells [16] and highlighted the clinical importance of the 
CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 axis in glioblastoma [17].

CXCR7 can be targeted therapeutically by non-peptidergic small molecules, by siRNA as 
well as by conventional antibodies [3, 11, 18]. In the present study we identified a novel 
class of potential therapeutics targeting CXCR7, i.e., llama-derived immunoglobulin 
single variable domains (‘Nanobodies’) specifically directed against CXCR7. One can 
therapeutically target the related chemokine receptor CXCR4 both in vitro and in vivo 
with CXCR4-targeting Nanobodies [19]. Nanobodies targeting the intracellular side of 
the β2 adrenoceptor were shown to be valuable tools in crystallization of the active state 
of the β2 adrenoceptor [20]. Nanobodies are novel antibody-based therapeutics derived 
from the single variable domain (VHH) of heavy chain antibodies found in the Camelidae 
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family, e.g. llamas and camels. Their relatively small size (12-15 kDa) and high solubility 
allows them to cross tissue barriers more easily than traditional immunoglobulins (e.g. 
150 kDa IgG human antibodies). Furthermore, Nanobodies present low immunogenicity 
and physical stability [21].  They are easily produced in prokaryotic or eukaryotic host 
organisms [22]. Using DNA and whole cell immunization, we developed several CXCR7-
specific Nanobodies targeting the extracellular site of the receptor that functionally 
antagonized CXCR7. As for CXCR4 Nanobodies, we demonstrated that multivalent 
formatting of Nanobodies improved their potency [19]. Using a patient-derived, CXCR7 
expressing head-and-neck cancer xenograft model in nude mice we here show that the 
CXCR7 Nanobodies inhibit tumor growth by inhibiting angiogenesis. 

2. Results 

Generation of CXCR7 Nanobodies 
To ensure native human CXCR7 protein folding and proper antigen presentation, llamas 
were immunized using two strategies. Similarly to our previous work [19], llamas were 
immunized with HEK293 cells stably expressing human CXCR7. In parallel, genetic 
immunizations were done with a plasmid encoding human CXCR7 DNA subsequently 
followed by a single boost with CXCR7-expressing camel kidney cells. Phage display 
libraries were generated from the peripheral blood mononuclear cells collected after 
the final immunizations, and used for selection of CXCR7-binding clones using CXCR7-
expressing virus-like lipoparticles (VLPs). CXCR7 binding of individual Nanobodies 
from selected outputs after two rounds of selection was verified in phage ELISA on 
VLPs expressing either CXCR7 or control vector, and specific interaction was confirmed 
in FACS on CXCR7-expressing cells. This led to the identification of 78 unique CXCR7-
specific Nanobody sequences belonging to 45 distinct Nanobody B-cell lineages (data 
not shown). Selected CXCR7-specific binders were subcloned into bacterial expression 
vectors, and further analyzed as purified Nanobodies in 125I-CXCL12 displacement 
assays on CXCR7 expressing NIH-3T3 cells. 

Purified Nanobodies (at 10-6 M) displaced 125I-CXCL12 from CXCR7-expressing NIH-
3T3 cells to different extents, varying from 10-20 % up to full displacement (Figure 1A 
and Table 1). As a negative control, an unrelated Nanobody showed no displacement of 
125I-CXCL12 binding to CXCR7-expressing cells. Next, the CXCR7 Nanobodies showing 
more than 50% displacement of 125I-CXCL12 from CXCR7 expressing cells were 
characterized further. We focused on two strong displacers, namely NB2 and NB3, 
and a weaker displacer NB1 for full binding characterization (Fig.ure 1B). Increasing 
concentrations of CXCR7 Nanobodies displaced 125I-CXCL12 in a dose-dependent 
manner from CXCR7 expressing cells with potencies varying from a nanomolar (pKi NB3 
= 8.6 ± 0.2) to submicromolar (pKi NB1 = 7.8 ± 0.3) range (Table 1). Importantly, CXCR7 
Nanobodies were able to displace 125I-CXCL12 with a potency comparable to those of the 
CXCR7-specific monoclonal IgG antibody 8F11 (pKi = 8.4 ± 0.2) and the small molecule 
VUF11403 (pKi = 8.3 ± 0.1) [23]. NB1 only partially displaced 125I-CXCL12 from CXCR7 
expressing cells. To confirm a specific interaction of CXCR7 Nanobodies to CXCR7 we 
tested their ability to displace 125I-CXCL12 from cells expressing the related chemokine 
receptor CXCR4. While CXCR4-specific inhibitor AMD3100 fully displaced 125I-CXCL12 
from CXCR4, we observed no displacement of 125I-CXCL12 from CXCR4-expressing cells 
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with these novel CXCR7 Nanobodies, confirming their specificity towards CXCR7, away 
from both  CXCR4 and CXCL12 (Fig.ure 1C).

CXCR7 Nanobodies inhibit CXCL12-induced β-arrestin2 recruitment
Having confirmed the specific binding of the Nanobodies to human CXCR7, we next 
investigated their inhibitory capacities in the CXCR7/β-arrestin2 signaling axis [4]. 
Besides the two endogenous ligands of CXCR7, i.e. CXCL12 and CXCL11, several 
reported CXCR7-specific low molecular weight molecules are also able to induce 
β-arrestin2 recruitment towards CXCR7 [4, 9, 23]. Thus, we evaluated whether the 
CXCR7 targeted Nanobodies would behave as CXCR7 agonists, and/or act as antagonists 
in a β-arrestin2-recruitment assay. For this bioluminescence resonance energy transfer 
(BRET)-based CXCR7/β-arrestin2 assay, cells were transiently transfected with CXCR7-
RLuc and β-arrestin2-eYFP and stimulated with CXCL12, the CXCR7 ligand VUF11403 
[23] or CXCR7-targeting Nanobodies. As expected, both CXCL12 and VUF11403 induced 
the recruitment of β-arrestin2 to CXCR7 (Figure 2A). However, Nanobodies NB1-3 were 
unable to induce an agonistic BRET signal at the receptor-saturating  concentration 
(see above) of 10-5 M (Figure 1B), indicating that monovalent Nanobodies are devoid of 
agonistic properties. 

Subsequently, the Nanobodies were evaluated for antagonist properties by pre-treating 
cells with the Nanobodies prior to CXCL12 stimulation (10-7.5 M). As shown in Figure 2B, 
Nanobodies NB2 and NB3 effectively inhibited CXCL12-induced β-arrestin2 recruitment 
to CXCR7 with a high potency (pIC50=7.7 ± 0.4 and 8.7 ± 0.2 respectively). NB1 was not 
able to inhibit recruitment of β-arrestin2 to CXCR7, demonstrating that NB2 and NB3, 
but not NB1, behave as potent antagonists on the CXCL12/CXCR7/β-arrestin 2 axis.

Table 1 Affinities (pKi) and potencies (pIC50) of CXCR7-specific reagents in 125I-CXCL12 
displacement and CXCL12-induced β-arrestin2 recruitment assays (at least n=3) on human 
CXCR7.
n.a., not applicable; mAb, monoclonal antibody. S.E.M is standard error of the mean for the n=3 or 
more replica assays.
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Formatted Nanobodies display enhanced affinity and potency 
To define whether the Nanobodies targeting CXCR7 bind to similar epitopes, we 
performed FACS-based competition assays with the monoclonal antibody 11G8, known 
to bind the N-terminus of CXCR7 [24]. As shown in Figure 3A, NB1 fully displaced binding 
of 11G8 to CXCR7, while NB2 and NB3 only partially displaced 11G8. This suggests that 
NB2 and NB3 bind to domains distinct from the epitope recognized by NB1, which is in 
line with the 125I-CXCL12 displacement data (Figure 1B). This was further confirmed 
by the inability of NB1 to displace Alexa647-labelled NB3 from CXCR7 expressing cells 
(data not shown). 

Next, we engineered multivalent Nanobody constructs with repetitive GS sequences 
since this approach had previously led to a gain of function for the CXCR4 Nanobodies 
[19].  In addition, CXCR7 Nanobodies were ‘formatted’ by genetically linking them to 
a Nanobody binding serum albumin (referred to as “Alb8”) with the aim of increasing 

Figure 1 Selection and characterization of CXCR7-specific Nanobodies. A. 125I-CXCL12 
displacement screening of purified monoclonal Nanobodies (10-6 M) on hCXCR7-expressing NIH-
3T3 cells. Unlabeled human CXCL12 and a CXCR7-unrelated Nanobody were used as controls to 
determine the specificity of the radioligand and control for non-specific effects of Nanobodies. B. 
125I-CXCL12 displacement assay on stable hCXCR7-expressing NIH-3T3 cells with cold CXCL12, 
CXCR7-specific Nanobodies (NB), monoclonal antibody (mAb) 8F11 and small non-peptidergic 
compound VUF11403. C. 125I-CXCL12 radioligand binding assay on membrane extracts from 
HEK293T cells transiently transfected with hCXCR4. 
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their half-life for in vivo studies [25]. Using the epitope data, we linked NB1 and NB3 as 
they bind to different epitopes and coupled them to Alb8, generating the formatted 
NB4. The formatted NB5 was composed of a bivalent NB2 coupled to Alb8 (Table 1). 
Binding studies on hCXCR7-expressing NIH-3T3 cells revealed that the trivalent 
Nanobodies NB4 and NB5 are able to displace radiolabelled 125I-CXCL12 from human 
CXCR7 (Figure 3B). Notably, NB4 showed increased affinity (pKi = 9.3 ± 0.1) towards 
CXCR7 compared to the monovalent Nanobodies (Table 1). To examine whether the 
CXCR7 Nanobodies also cross-react with the mouse counterpart, of potential importance 
for in vivo studies, we performed a displacement binding experiment on cells expressing 
mouse CXCR7. NB4 was able to fully displace [125I]-CXCL12 from mouse CXCR7 with 
only a slightly lower potency (pKi = 8.4 ± 0.1) as compared to human CXCR7. In contrast, 
NB5 only partially (70%) displaced 125I-CXCL12 from mouse CXCR7, whilst accomplishing 
complete displacement on the human receptor (Figure 3C). Moreover, the affinity of 
NB5 for the mouse CXCR7 was lower when compared to that of the human CXCR7 (pKi 
= 8.5 ± 0.1 for human, pKi = 7.6 ± 0.2 for mouse). Next, the formatted Nanobodies were 
assayed for their capacity to inhibit CXCL12-induced β-arrestin2 recruitment (Figure 
3D). Both NB4 and NB5 were able to inhibit CXCL12-induced β-arrestin2 recruitment, 
with NB4 showing a 10-fold higher potency compared to NB5 (pIC50 = 9.7 ± 0.0 and 8.3 
± 0.1 respectively). Overall, NB4 and NB5 constructs display improved affinities and 
potencies towards CXCR7 as compared to their monovalent counterparts.

CXCR7 is highly expressed in head and neck cancer biopsies
To obtain insight in the expression pattern and role of CXCR7 in human tumor 
biology and in order to test the novel CXCR7 Nanobodies, we screened several tumor 
biopsies for CXCR7 protein expression. Immunohistochemistry with the monoclonal 
IgG antibody 8F11 was performed and staining intensity was scored to distinguish 
between CXCR7 non- (grade 1), low- (grade 2) or high-expressing (grade 3) tumors 
(Figure 4A). As previously documented, CXCR7 staining was not solely membranous 
but also intracellular [26], which may be due to its intrinsic ability to constitutively 
internalize and recycle back to the cell surface [6]. CXCR7 displayed a non-uniform 

Figure 2 Antagonistic properties of Nanobodies in signaling assays. A. bioluminescence resonance 
energy transfer (BRET)-based assay in CXCR7-RLuc and β-arrestin2-YFP-expressing HEK293T 
cells stimulated with CXCL12, low molecular weight compound VUF11403 or Nanobody NB1, 
NB2, NB3. B. hCXCR7/β-arrestin2 BRET assay in HEK293T cells preincubated with dose-
dependent concentrations of NB1, NB2 or NB3 prior to stimulation with CXCL12 (10-7.5 M).
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expression in various human tumors. Biopsies from colon or gastric cancer showed 
poor expression of CXCR7, namely 17 and 33 % of tumors with a staining score of at 
least 2, respectively (Figure  4A-B). By contrast, biopsies from head-and-neck (Figure 
4C-D), melanoma, and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) displayed a strong CXCR7 
protein expression (100 %, 83 % and 93 % of tumors stained with a score of at least 2, 
respectively). These data suggest a novel tumorigenic role of CXCR7 in head and neck 
cancer.                                                                                                                                                              

Head and neck cancer cell line 22A as CXCR7-expressing in vitro and in vivo model system 
In order to confirm CXCR7 expression in head and neck cancer cells lines, we screened 
four previously described head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) cell lines 
[27]. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis was performed on RNA extracted from 11B, 22A, 
FaDu and VU-SCC-OE cell lines. Two out of the four tested cell lines displayed CXCR7 
mRNA expression, namely the 22A and VU-SCC-OE cell lines (Figure 5A). Since CXCL12, 
highly expressed at tumor sites [28], is also known to bind CXCR4 we also determined 

Figure 3 Formatting of Nanobodies for in vivo study. A. FACS-based competition assay with APC-
labeled monoclonal antibody 11G8 in transiently transfected HEK293T cells with hCXCR7 in the 
presence of increasing concentrations of NB1-3. B-C. 125I-CXCL12 displacement assay with NB4 
(NB3-35GS-NB1-35GS-Alb8) and NB5 (NB2-35GS-NB2-35GS-Alb8) Nanobodies on NIH-3T3 cells 
stably expressing human CXCR7 (B) or on HEK293T cells transiently transfected with mouse 
CXCR7 (C). Increasing concentrations of formatted trivalent Nanobodies were used to displace 
125I-CXCL12. D. Inhibition of CXCL12-induced (10-9 M) β-arrestin2 recruitment by formatted  
Nanobodies NB4 and NB5.
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CXCR4 mRNA expression levels in these cell lines. As can be seen in Figure 5A CXCR4 
mRNA levels in all four examined cell lines were low as compared to CXCR7 mRNA 
levels. In contrast, primary keratinocytes isolated from healthy tissue did not exhibit 
any expression of neither CXCR7 nor CXCR4 mRNA (Figure 5A). To confirm CXCR7 
expression at the protein level, we conducted 125I-CXCL12 displacement studies on 
these cell lines. In accordance to our quantitative RT-PCR data, CXCL12 and CXCL11 
were both able to displace 125I-CXCL12 from 22A and VU-SCC-OE cell lines. The 
displacement observed with both CXCL11 and CXCL12 demonstrates that only CXCR7 
and not CXCR4 protein is expressed in these cell lines. As expected, NB4 was also able 
to inhibit 125I-CXCL12 binding, confirming CXCR7 protein expression on the cell surface 
(Figure 5B). To establish an in vivo tumor model, we focused our efforts on the 22A cell 
line, which had been reported to grow as xenograft in nude mice [29]. 22A cells were 
injected into the flanks of nude mice and growing viable tumors were measured from 
20 days post-injection. At 61 days post-injection, 22A tumors reached an average size 
of 278 ± 64 mm3 (Figure 5C). At that stage, CXCR7 protein expression was investigated 
by immunofluorescence. A rabbit polyclonal anti-CXCR7 antibody (C1C2, GeneTex) was 
used instead of mouse monoclonal antibodies to avoid the use of a secondary anti-mouse 
antibody that might react with endogenous murine immunoglobulins. To ensure the 
specificity of this antibody, Fadu xenograft sections that do not express CXCR7 protein 
were also stained with the antibody.  They showed no CXCR7 expression (Figure 5D).  
22A xenograft sections displayed a strong and non-homogenous expression of CXCR7, 

Figure 4 CXCR7 expression in human tumor biopsies. A. Expression of CXCR7 protein was 
determined by immunohistochemistry with the monoclonal antibody 8F11 in human cancer 
biopsies (NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer). Staining intensity was ranked from weak (1), to 
average (2) and high (3). B. Representative marginal CXCR7 immunohistochemical staining in 
colon cancer biopsy with 8F11 monoclonal anti-CXCR7 antibody C-D. Representative CXCR7 
immunohistochemical staining in head and neck cancer biopsy in the absence (C) or presence (D) 
of anti-CXCR7 antibody.
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reflecting the differentiated nature of the tumor with a mixture of epithelial cells (CXCR7 
positive) and stromal cells (Figure 5E). This pattern was similar to what was observed 
in human biopsies (Figure 4C). We conclude that 22A cells grown as xenograft express 
CXCR7 protein.

Formatted CXCR7 Nanobodies inhibit secretion of angiogenic factor CXCL1, but not cell 
cycle progression
Next, we tested whether Nanobodies inhibit cell cycle progression of 22A cells, focusing 
solely on NB4 due to its enhanced affinity and potency as compared to NB5. Stimulation 
of 22A cells with CXCL12 (10-9 M) did not affect cell cycle progression in a significant 
manner, nor did NB4 (10-6 M) (Figure 6A).  As a positive control, 22A cells were stimulated 
with epidermal growth factor (EGF) (10 µg/ml) as it was reported earlier that these 
cells are EGF-sensitive [30]. As expected, EGF stimulation led to a significant increase 
in cell cycle progression. Blocking endogenous EGFR signaling with the EGFR-specific 
monoclonal antibody Erbitux (10 µg/ml) significantly decreased cell cycle progression. 
Thus in contrast to EGFR, CXCR7 did not influence 22A cell cycle progression. 

Finally, an angiogenesis antibody array was used to determine whether NB4 treatment 
would affect the secretion of angiogenic factors from 22A cells. 22A cells secrete several 
angiogenic factors under basal (unstimulated) conditions, which was unaffected by 
stimulation with 10-9 M CXCL12 (data not shown). Only NB4 treatment led to a significant 

Figure 5 CXCR7 expression in head and neck cancer cells. A. Human head and neck cancer 
cell lines and primary keratinocytes were tested for CXCR7 and CXCR4 mRNA expression by 
quantitative RT-PCR. Expression was related to the β-actin content. A.U., arbitrary units; OE, 
VU-SCC-OE. B. 125I-CXCL12 radioligand binding with head and neck cancer cells. Specific CXCR7 
expression was confirmed using the cold chemokines CXCL12 and CXCL11 and CXCR7-specific 
NB3. (TB, total binding) C. Growth rate of 22A cells injected s.c. in the flank of nude mice. D-E.
Immunofluorescence staining of CXCR7 protein with C1C2 polyclonal antibody on Fadu-derived 
(D) and 22A-derived (E) xenograft tumors developed in nude mice.
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decrease of basal CXCL1-3 and CCL5 secretion (Figure 6B). To further confirm these 
findings we determined the secretion of CXCL1, CXCL2 and CCL5 by ELISA. We validated 
the decrease of CXCL1 secretion by treatment with NB4, while CXCL2 secretion remained 
unaffected and CCL5 secretion was significantly increased (Figure 6C). Overall, our 
results demonstrate that CXCR7 displays basal receptor activity associated with the 
secretion of chemokines, which can be modulated by the CXCR7 Nanobodies in vitro. 

CXCR7 Nanobodies inhibit tumor growth and angiogenesis in vivo
After determining the effects of Nanobodies in vitro, we evaluated the therapeutic 
potential of CXCR7 Nanobodies in vivo. To ensure that mice from different groups 
(treated vs non-treated) presented similar initial tumor sizes for the therapy 
experiment, we performed tumor transplantations. First, donor nude mice were 
initially subcutaneously (s.c.) injected in their flanks with 2 x 106 22A cells. Tumors 
were allowed to grow to a size of 200-500 mm3 and then excised, cut into smaller pieces 
of equal size, and transplanted s.c. into recipient nude mice. When tumors engrafted and 
started growing, mice were distributed at random into five groups that were injected 
bi-weekly with 400 ul of PBS without or with 1.5 mg CXCR7-specific Nanobodies. Over a 
period of 50 days of therapy, the control (PBS) and NB5-treated groups grew tumors to 
a similar extent (Figure 7A). However, mice treated with NB4 displayed a slower tumor 
growth and significantly smaller size compared to PBS-injected mice at the end of the 
therapy experiment (PBS tumors size = 274 ± 47 mm3, NB4 tumors size = 119 ± 30 
mm3). Since during the therapy period, no weight loss was observed for any Nanobody-
injected animal, the tumor growth inhibitory effect of NB4 could not be attributed to 
toxicity issues. 

In order to identify the in vivo mode of action of Nanobodies, tumors were stained 
for the angiogenesis marker CD31 (Figure 7B). CD31 staining was oberved in the 
periphery of the tumor and CD31 staining pattern was strongly reduced in NB4 treated 
mice as compared to PBS treated mice. Quantification of the staining intensities in 10 
independent tumors from both PBS- and NB4-treated groups confirmed that CD31 was 
significantly decreased in mice receiving NB4 therapy.

3. DISCUSSION

Nanobodies constitute a novel class of potential antibody-based therapeutics and 
have been successfully developed against several drug targets. Llama-derived 
immunoglobulin single variable domain antibodies have proven to be an excellent 
platform in cancer drug research, either as therapy or as a diagnostic tool [31]. 
Therapeutic Nanobodies have been generated against cancer-specific drug targets such 
as the receptor tyrosine kinases EGFR/Erbb1 [32-35], HER2 [36], c-Met [25], VEGFR2 
[37] and more recently against the chemokine receptor CXCR4 [19]. Based on our 
experience with CXCR4 [19], we identified therapeutic and high-affinity Nanobodies 
against the other CXCL12 receptor, i.e. CXCR7 (Figure 1). Following in vivo whole cell and 
DNA immunization, [125I]-CXCL12 radioligand displacement screening on whole CXCR7-
expressing cells allowed us to select potent Nanobodies with affinities in the nanomolar 
range. In order to characterize these Nanobodies functionally, we used a β-arrestin2 
BRET recruitment assay, since CXCR7 is devoid of the classical G protein-mediated 
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signaling [4], (Chapter 5). Unlike our CXCR7-specific small molecule VUF11403 [23], 
the majority of Nanobodies act as CXCL12-antagonists on CXCR7 and do not induce 
recruitment of β-arrestin by themselves (Figure 2). As such, the low molecular weight 
agonist and the antibody-derived therapeutics present opposite effects on CXCR7 
mediated recruitment of β-arrestin2.

Previously, we observed that different CXCR4 Nanobodies, generated from whole cell 
immunization, bind to distinct epitopes and that coupling of Nanobodies increases their 
potency [19]. Differential displacement of the APC-labeled monoclonal antibody 11G8, 
known to bind the N-terminus of CXCR7 [24], by the NB1-3 (Figure 3) and the inability 
of NB1 to displace NB3 from CXCR7 expressing cells indicate that these Nanobodies 
recognize distinct epitopes. Additionally, the partial displacement of [125I]-CXCL12 from 

Figure 6 Effect of Nanobodies on cell cycle progression of cancer cells and release of angiogenic 
factors. A. Cell cycle analysis of 22A cells in the absence or presence of CXCR7 (CXCL12 or NB4) 
or EGFR (EGF ligand or EGFR-specific monoclonal antibody Erbitux) reagents. B. Secretion of 
angiogenic factors from 22A cells in the absence or presence of NB4 (10-6 M). Only CXCL1-3, 
CCL5, Angiogenin CXCL8 and TIMP1 were detected in this array and were therefore quantified 
(p<0.05 in an unpaired t-test comparison).C. Validation of angiogenesis array by the use of ELISA. 
Secretion of CCL5, CXCL1 and CXCL2 was measured in 22A cells in the absence or presence of NB4 
(10-6 M) for 72 hours. 
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CXCR7 by NB1 and the inability of NB1 to effectively inhibit CXCL12-induced β-arrestin2 
recruitment to the receptor, point towards allosteric properties for this specific 
Nanobody. By coupling of Nanobodies with distinct binding properties (NB1 and NB3) 
a biparatopic Nanobody (NB4) was created with increased affinity and potency.

The chemokine receptor CXCR7 is currently considered as a drug target in oncology due 
to its over-expression in a wide range of tumors, e.g. glioblastoma [13], hepatocellular 
carcinoma [38], bladder [39] and cervical cancer [40]. In our search for an appropriate 
CXCR7-expressing in vivo tumor model, we evaluated human tumor biopsies from 
various origins for CXCR7 expression by immunostaining with the 8F11 monoclonal 
antibody. Our results  confirm that CXCR7 is highly expressed in melanoma, mammary 
and NSCLC tissue (Fig.ure 4A) [11, 41]. Moreover, we show that colon and gastric tumor 
tissue express relatively low levels of CXCR7 compared to the other tumor tissues 
analyzed. Importantly, we show a high incidence of CXCR7 protein expression in head 
and neck tumor biopsies, in line with previous studies where CXCR7 expression was 
detected in oral carcinoma patient material [42]. Several human HNSCC cells analyzed 
in our studies showed high expression of CXCR7, as detected by radioligand binding and 
anti-CXCR7 antibody staining (Figure 5). 

The selected patient-derived HNSCC 22A cell line appears a suitable model system 
for CXCR7, inducing tumor formation in a xenograft model, showing elevated levels of 
CXCR7 expression and not CXCR4 in these cells (Figure 5). Most importantly, we showed 
that the CXCR7 Nanobody NB4 reduced tumor growth in vivo (Figure 7). The fact that 
NB5 is unable to reduce tumor growth may be attributed to its 10-fold lower affinity 
and to its similarly lower potency to inhibit CXCL12 binding and signaling on the human 
CXCR7 receptor, when compared to NB4. 

Figure 7 Nanobodies reduce in vivo xenograft growth by reducing angiogenesis. A. Nude mice 
transplanted with 22A tumors were treated biweekly for 7 weeks with PBS (cross), NB4 (open 
circle) or NB5 (closed circle). Tumor growth was followed by measuring xenograft size with a 
caliper and was significantly slower in mice treated with NB4 compared to PBS or NB5. B-C. 
Tumor sections from PBS- or NB4-treated mice were stained for the endothelial cell marker 
CD31. The staining was quantified and significantly less CD31 staining was observed in NB4-
treated tumors compared to PBS-treated tumors (p<0.05 in an unpaired t-test comparison) (C). 
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We cannot exclude a potential effect of NB4 on mouse stromal cells due to its cross-
reactivity with mouse CXCR7. However, staining of 22A-derived mouse xenograft and 
human biopsies seem to exclude the presence of CXCR7 protein in tumor stromal cells. 
Overall, the inhibitory effect of NB4 strengthens the evidence for a role for CXCR7 in 
oncogenesis, and in particular in head and neck cancer.

Cell cycle progression of 22A cells in vitro was not affected by treatment with NB4 or 
the chemokine CXCL12, making a direct involvement of CXCR7 in head and neck cancer 
cell proliferation less likely. This lack of involvement of CXCR7 in cell proliferation was 
previously observed in other cancer types, in particular in glioma cells [13]. 

In vitro, we demonstrated that inhibition of CXCR7 by NB4 in 22A cells reduces secretion 
of the angiogenic factor CXCL1 (Figure 5). CXCL1 was shown to be important in tumor-
associated angiogenesis in melanoma, NSCLC, Kaposi’s sarcoma and colorectal cancer. 
[43-46]. Most importantly, a correlation has been found between CXCL1 expression 
and angiogenesis in oral cancer patients as well as increased expression of CXCL1 in 
patients suffering from oral tongue squamous cell carcinoma [20, 47]. Our findings 
confirm that CXCR7 is able to promote angiogenesis and signaling in a ligand-
independent manner, which is an interesting characteristic of this atypical chemokine 
receptor [15]. The CXCR7 Nanobodies are able to inhibit this basal activity (i.e. in the 
absence of chemokine), thus acting here as inverse agonists. CXCR7 expression in PC3 
prostate cancer cells was also shown to display constitutive active properties [15]. 
The significant increase in CCL5 secretion, not observed in the antibody array, is an 
unexpected observation that warrants further investigation. In vivo, we confirmed that 
NB4 reduces tumor angiogenesis significantly (Figure 7). Further research is required 
to establish the exact molecular mechanisms by which NB4 decreases angiogenesis in 
head and neck tumors. 

In summary, using the Nanobody platform we generated Nanobodies against the 
oncogenic chemokine receptor CXCR7. These llama-derived single domain antibodies 
were functionally able to inhibit CXCL12 binding, block β-arrestin2 recruitment to 
CXCR7 and decrease secretion of angiogenic factors in a head-and-neck cancer cell 
line. We demonstrated for the first time an enhanced CXCR7 expression in head and 
neck cancer biopsies, as well as in derived cell lines. Treatment of head and neck cancer 
xenografts with CXCR7 Nanobodies reduced tumor growth and inhibited blood vessel 
formation. We demonstrate that CXCR7 is a novel drug target in certain cancers.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generation of Nanobodies 
Llamas were immunized four times with two-week intervals with either CXCR7-
expressing HEK293 cells, or with pVAX1-CXCR7DNA (2 mg/injection) via jet injection 
(Akra DermoJet, France). Three weeks after the final DNA immunizations llamas 
received a boost with whole CXCR7-expressing human kidney cells. After the last 
genetic immunization, as well as after the final cell boost, peripheral blood lymphocytes 
were collected. Total RNA extracted from peripheral blood B cells was used to amplify 
Nanobody-encoding fragments. cDNA products were subsequently subcloned into 
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phagemid vectors pAX50 to generate phage display libraries, where the phage particles 
express individual Nanobodies as a fusion protein with a C-terminal His6-Myc-tag and 
with the Gene-III protein. Selection of the resulting immune libraries was performed by 
two rounds of panning on CXCR7 virus-like lipoparticles (VLPs, Integral Molecular), or 
on CXCR7-expressing Caki and NIH-3T3 cells, alternating cell background. Individual 
phage clones of selected outputs were generated to verify specific CXCR7 binding in 
a phage ELISA on CXCR7-VLPs. Binding to cell-expressed CXCR7 was further verified 
by binding of Nanobodies in crude periplasmatic extracts of HEK293-CXCR7 cells by 
detecting the associated Myc-tag. Selected CXCR7 Nanobodies were recloned in an E. 
coli  expression vector pAX100 and expressed as C-terminal linked myc-His6-tagged 
proteins for further characterisation. Expression in E. coli was induced by IPTG and 
allowed to continue for 4h at 37°C. After spinning the cell cultures, periplasmic extracts 
were prepared by freeze-thawing of the cell pellets. Nanobodies were purified from 
these extracts using immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) and a buffer 
exchange to D-PBS. 

Multivalent Nanobodies were constructed with one or two N-terminal CXCR7-specific 
building blocks and a C-terminal human serum albumin (HSA)-specific building block 
(ALB8), providing the Nanobodies with an extended half-life in vivo. The building 
blocks are connected with a flexible [GGGGS]7-linker. Different combinations of CXCR7 
Nanobodies were explored, combining either two identical CXCR7 Nanobodies, or two 
distinct Nanobodies. Bivalent and trivalent Nanobodies were expressed with His6-tag 
extension in Pichia pastoris strain XL-33 in small scale productions. Nanobodies were 
purified from the medium fraction using immobilized metal affinity chromatography 
(IMAC) and a buffer exchange to D-PBS. 

Specific binding of purified Nanobody proteins to human CXCR7 was verified by FACS 
analysis. Hereto serial dilutions of purified proteins (concentration range: 400 nM - 
180 pM) were incubated with stable HEK-CXCR7 cells for 30 min at 4°C and binding 
was detected using anti-mouse anti-myc (Serotec) and anti-mouse IgG-PE (Jackson 
Immunoresearch). Similarly, cross-reactive binding to the mouse and cynomolgus 
orthologues was assessed by transient transfected HEK293 cells with pCDNA3.1-
mCXCR7 or pCDNA3.1-cynoCXCR7 in FACS analysis. 

Cells 
NIH-3T3 and HEK293(T) cells were grown in DMEM (PAA) supplemented with 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin (PAA) in the presence of 10% calf serum (Gibco) and fetal bovine 
serum (Integro), respectively. CXCR7 stable HEK293 and NIH-3T3 cell lines were grown 
in the presence of 400 μg/ml selection antibiotic G418 (PAA). Transient transfection of 
mouse CXCR7 was performed in HEK293T cells using the polyethylenimine method as 
previously described [48]. Head and neck cancer cell lines (22A, 22B) were obtained 
from T. Carey (University of Michigan, U.S.A.), FaDu cells were derived from ATCC and 
VU-SCC-OE were generated at the VU University Medical Center. All head and neck 
cancer cell lines were grown in DMEM supplemented with 25 mM HEPES (Lonza), in 
the presence of 10 % fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin/streptomycin.

Radioligand binding 
CXCR7-expressing NIH-3T3 cells were seeded in regular growth medium on poly-L-
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lysine-coated 96-well plates. The following day, binding buffer (50 mM Hepes pH 7.4, 
1 mM CaCl2, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 M NaCl) supplemented with 0.5 % BSA was added to the 
cells in the absence or presence of either chemokine (10-7 M) or CXCR7-specific NB3 
(10-6 M). Subsequently, radiolabelled 125I-CXCL12 (Perkin-Elmer) was added to reach a 
final concentration of 75 pM. Cells were incubated for 3 h at 4°C then washed twice with 
binding buffer containing 0.5 M NaCl. After harvesting the samples with lysis buffer, the 
remaining cell-bound radioactivity was counted.

β-arrestin2 recruitment assay 
HEK293T cells were transfected with 1 μg CXCR7 and 4 μg β-arrestin2 plasmids 
genetically fused to Renilla Luciferase (RLuc) and enhanced yellow fluorescent protein 
(eYFP), respectively. 24 h post transfection, cells were harvested and seeded on white 
96-well plates coated with Poly-L-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich). The following day, cells were 
washed with Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) and further incubated for 30 minutes 
in fresh HBSS buffer prior to the measurement of YFP fluorescence. For the antagonism 
study, the Nanobodies were added to the cells in desired concentrations and incubated 
for 30 minutes. The RLuc substrate coelenterazine-h (Promega) was diluted in HBSS 
supplemented with 0.05 % BSA and added at a final concentration of 5 μM. After 5 min 
incubation, CXCL12 was then added at a final concentration of 31.6 nM and incubated for 
15 min prior to the measurement of fluorescence and luminescence. For the agonistic 
assay, the Nanobodies were added instead of CXCL12 as described above. Bioluminescence 
resonance energy transfer (BRET) ratio was calculated as the ratio between light emission 
at 535 and 460 nm and normalized against the maximal BRET ratio signal increase. 

Quantitative RT-PCR analysis
Total RNA was extracted from head and neck cancer cell lines and primary keratinocytes 
with the RNeasy kit from Qiagen according to the manufacturer protocol. Messenger 
(m)RNA was converted into cDNA using the BioRad iScript cDNA synthesis kit. 
Subsequently, mRNA expression levels were detected with SyberGreen (BioRad) using 
CXCR7 and β-actin-specific primers from Origene. CXCR7 expression levels were 
normalized against those of β-actin to allow comparison of the different cell lines.

Immunofluorescence 
Fadu or 22A cells-derived xenograft sections (8 µm) were fixed in -20°C acetone. 
Following blocking with 10 % BSA TBS solution, primary antibodies (C1C2 polyclonal 
anti-CXCR7 antibody 1:25, Genetex; anti-CD31, 1:100, BD Pharmingen  #550274) 
were incubated for 1h at RT in blocking buffer. Sections were washed with PBS and 
incubated for 30 min at RT with goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488 or anti-rat Alexa 546 (1:500, 
Invitrogen). Sections were mounted with DAPI-containing Vectashield medium (Vector 
Labs). Fluorescence was visualised using a Nikon Eclipse TE200 microscope and 
processed with XM10 camera and Cell^B imaging software (Olympus). CD31 staining 
intensities were quantified using Image-Pro Premier (Media Cybernetics) and unpaired 
t-test analysis (P<0.05) was used to determine the significance with the GraphPad 
Prism software (San Diego, CA).
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Competition FACS
Transiently transfected HEK293T-hCXCR7 cells were incubated simultaneously with 20 
nM of APC-labelled monoclonal antibody 11G8 (R&D Systems) and with a dilution range 
of Nanobodies or monoclonal antibodies for 2 h at 4°C using a standard FACS protocol. 
 
 
Cell Cycle Assay
22A cells were grown on a 6-well plate (75.000 cells/well). The next day cells were 
synchronized in serum-free medium for 24 hours and stimulated for another 24 hours 
on full growth medium with or without stimuli (1 nM CXCL12, 1µM NB4, 10 µg/ml EGF or 
10 µg/ml Erbitux). Cells were stained with propidium iodine, and cell cycle populations 
were determined by using the Guava EasyCyte system according to the manufacturer’s 
recommendations (Millipore). The Guava Cell Cycle software was used to determine the 
cell populations in the different cell cycle phases and the propidium iodine (P.I.) was 
quantified from the (%S+%G2M)/%G0G1 ratios as previously described [49].

Human Angiogenesis Antibody Array
22A cells were grown on a 12-well plate (200.000 cells/well). The next day the medium 
was removed and cells were incubated on serum-free medium with or without stimuli 
(1µM NB4) for 48 hours. The supernatant was subsequently collected, centrifuged to 
remove cellular debris and used undiluted in a human angiogenesis array (RayBiotech, 
AAH-ANG-1-4) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Relative amounts of 
cytokines and chemokines involved in angiogenesis were normalized against positive 
controls present on the array.

 Chemokine ELISA
22A cells were seeded in a 12-well plate (200.000 cells/well). The next day the medium 
was removed and cells were incubated with serum-free medium with or without stimuli 
(1µM NB4) for 72 hours. The supernatant was subsequently collected, centrifuged to 
remove cellular debris and used 2 times diluted for the detection by ELISA of human 
CCL5, CXCL1 (RayBiotech) and CXCL2 (AssaybioTech) chemokines according to 
manufacturer’s instructions.

Animal experiment
All animal experiments were conducted according to the NIH principles of laboratory 
animal care and Dutch national law [“Wet op de Dierproeven” (Stb 1985, 336)], 
approved by the Dierexperimentencommissie from the VU University Medical Center 
and performed in compliance with the protocol FaCh 10-01. Head and neck cancer cells 
(22A) or Fadu cells were injected subcutaneously (s.c.)  in the flanks of 8- to 10-week old 
female donor nude mice (Hsd, athymic nu/nu, Harlan laboratories). Xenograft tumors 
derived from 22A cells were grown to a size of 200-500 mm3, and were subsequently 
excised, cut in smaller pieces of equal size and transplanted s.c. in the flanks of recipient 
nude mice. When transplanted tumors properly engrafted, mice were injected i.p. bi-
weekly with either PBS, or 1.5 mg trivalent Nanobody. Tumor growth was measured 
bi-weekly with a caliper.
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Tumor screening for CXCR7 expression 
Profiling of CXCR7 protein expression in human tumor biopsies was performed at 
Oncotest (Freiburg, Germany). Briefly, human primary tumors of variable cancer types 
were passaged one time in nude mice. Paraffin embedded tumors were cut into 5 µm 
sections (with a Leica RM 2135 microtome) and stained with hematoxylin and eosin 
Subsequently, one representative region of 1 mm diameter was extracted and a tissue 
microarray (TMA) was prepared as previously described [50]. Paraffin-embedded 
sections were then analyzed for immunohistochemical staining of CXCR7. After removal 
of paraffin, inactivation of endogenous peroxidase with 3% H2O2 and blocking of 
unspecific binding with 10% BSA in PBS, the anti-human/mouse CXCR7 monoclonal 
antibody (Biolegend, clone Mab 8F11) or an isotype control antibody (Biolegend, IgG2b) 
was incubated at a concentration of 25 µg/mL. The secondary antibody goat anti-mouse 
biotinylated IgG (JacksonImmunoResearch) was incubated at a final concentration of 2.8 
µg/mL and detection was performed with the ABC solution and peroxidase substrate of 
the Vectastain ABC kit (Vector). Tissues were finally counterstained with hematoxylin. 
The TMA was evaluated semi-quantitatively using a Zeiss Axiovert 35 microscope. 
Photographs were taken with a Zeiss AxioCam MRc camera. All tumor samples were 
evaluated in duplicate. Staining was interpreted based on the proportion of positively-
stained cells as well as on the signal intensity.  Samples were grouped in the following 
categories: 0, no staining (antigen absent); 1, weak staining; 2, moderate staining; 3, 
strong staining.
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Abstract

Chemokine receptors belong to the family of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) 
and appear to be implicated in inflammatory diseases, tumor growth and metastasis. 
One of its members, CXCR7, binds chemokines CXCL12 and CXCL11, known to bind 
respectively to two other GPCRs CXCR4 and CXCR3. In the present study we show that 
in the breast cancer cell line BT474, both CXCR4 and CXCR7 are expressed as well 
as EGFR family members EGFR, HER2 and HER3. CXCL12 stimulation induces the 
phosphorylation of EGFR, HER2 and HER3, but more specifically HER2 phosphorylation 
is CXCR4 dependent. CXCR7 mediates basal phosphorylation of HER2 and proliferation 
of BT474 cells can be inhibited by a CXCR7 inhibitor.  Combination treatment with HER2 
inhibitor Herceptin shows an additional inhibition of proliferation. Our results suggest 
that the CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 axis can play a role in the proliferation of breast cancer 
cells and that combination therapy should be considered for treatment of patients with 
HER2 positive tumors.

1. Introduction

Chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7 both bind the chemokine CXCL12, activating 
downstream signaling pathways leading to proliferation, invasion and metastasis in 
cancer cells [1]. Chemokine receptors, belonging to the family of G protein-coupled 
receptors (GPCRs), are mostly known for their role in leukocyte trafficking towards 
a chemokine gradient at sites of inflammation [2]. When a chemokine binds to the 
receptor, G protein signaling is activated (mostly Gαi), leading to Ca2+ release and 
chemotaxis [3]. CXCR4 is found to be overexpressed in several tumors including breast, 
colon, melanoma and leukemia [4-7]. Activation of CXCR4 leads to cancer hallmarks like 
proliferation and angiogenesis, but most of all metastasis [8]. In breast cancer CXCL12 
is known to direct organ specific metastasis through CXCR4 [4] and oncogene HER2 
increases CXCR4 levels in order to induce invasion in vitro and lung metastasis in vivo 
[9]. Moreover, expression and relevance of CXCR4 on both normal and cancer stem cells 
is well established [10]. Another important role for CXCR4 and CXCL12 involves the 
tumor microenviroment. Cancer associated fibroblasts in breast cancer on the one hand 
are known to secrete CXCL12, thereby activating proliferation of the primary tumor in 
a paracrine fashion. On the other hand, CXCL12 recruits endothelial progenitor cells to 
the primary tumor in an endocrine fashion and enhances angiogenesis [11]. 

The recent discovery of CXCR7 as a second receptor that binds CXCL12 [12, 13] imposes 
more questions on how the CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 axis contributes to tumorigenesis. 
CXCR7 is known to be involved in proliferation and/or angiogenesis of for instance 
prostate cancer, breast cancer and head and neck cancer [14-16]. Early studies on 
CXCR7 in zebrafish implied that this receptor serves mainly as a scavenger of CXCL12, 
guiding CXCR4-mediated migration [17]. This was supported by the fact that this 
receptor is not able to activate G proteins and processes downstream of it [13], like other 
chemokine receptors do. Also in mammalian cells, CXCR7 was found to scavange both 
of its ligands, CXCL11 and CXCL12, by internalizing and targeting them for degradation 
[18]. Consequently, CXCR7 is constitutively ubiquitinated and CXCL12 binding leads to 
de-ubiquitination, in contrast to CXCR4 [19].   
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However, besides internalization, CXCR7 is able to recruit β-arrestin thereby activating 
downstream signaling pathways, such as MAPK, p38 MAPK and SAPK phosphorylation 
[20, 21]. Furthermore, CXCR7 is able to regulate transendothelial migration (TEM) 
towards CXCL12 of CXCR4+/CXCR7+ tumor cells as well as CXCL12-induced TEM of the 
same cells towards CCL19 and CXCL13, indicating its importance in metastasis and 
invasion [22, 23]. 

In more recent studies, activation of MAPK and Akt signaling pathways  by CXCR7 is 
detected in glioma cells [24, 25], prostate cancer cells [26], T-cells [27], pancreatic cancer 
cells [28], bladder cancer [29], and neuroblastoma [30]. Interestingly, expression of 
both receptors in the same cell leads to differential signaling upon exposure to CXCL12. 
For instance, in rat mammary adenocarcinoma cells overexpression of CXCR4 promoted 
chemotaxis and invasion upon CXCL12 stimulation, while CXCR7 overexpression 
had no effect in vitro, but reduced invasion in vivo [31]. However, overexpression 
of both receptors together reduced CXCL12-induced invasion compared to cells 
expressing CXCR4 alone. Furthermore, CXCR4 and CXCR7 are known to form homo- 
and heterodimers resulting in preferential activation of β-arrestin-linked signaling 
pathways over canonical G protein pathways [21, 32, 33]. 

Besides activating downstream signaling pathways, chemokine receptors like other 
GPCRs also transactivate the EGFR family [34]. CXCL12 has been said to transactivate the 
receptor tyrosine kinase HER2 through CXCR4 in breast cancer [35] and prostate cancer 
[36] cells. Another member of the same family, namely EGFR, was also suggested to be 
regulated by CXCR4 [37-39].  However, these studies did not consider a potential role of 
CXCR7. CXCR7 has also been observed to induce phosphorylation of EGFR, independent 
of ligand stimulation in prostate cancer cells [26]. No information is available yet on 
the ability of CXCR7 to transactivate HER2.  Since CXCR4, CXCR7 and HER2 are highly 
upregulated in various types of cancer [40, 41], we aimed to dissect the roles of CXCR4 
and CXCR7 in CXCL12-induced transactivation of HER2. In the breast cancer cell line 
BT474, expressing  CXCR4, CXCR7 and HER2, we show differential involvement of 
CXCR4 and CXCR7 in CXCL12-induced phosphorylation of HER2. Importantly, inhibiting 
CXCR7 and HER2, and not CXCR4, affect proliferation of BT474 cells, implying relevance 
of a combined therapy. 

2. Results

IT1t and VUF11207 are selective inhibitors of CXCR4 and CXCR7, respectively
To determine the contribution of CXCR4 or CXCR7 in CXCL12-mediated signaling, 
binding and functional properties of endogenous ligands CXCL12 and CXCL11 as well as 
small molecule inhibitors VUF11207, IT1t and AMD3100 targeting these receptors were 
assessed in HEK293T cells transiently expressing these receptors. As can be seen in 
Figures 1A and B CXCL12, IT1t and AMD3100 dose-dependently displaced 125I-CXCL12 
from CXCR4 expressing cells, while CXCL12, CXCL11 and VUF11207 dose-dependently 
displaced 125I-CXCL12 from CXCR7 expressing cells. CXCL12 binds with a higher affinity 
to CXCR7 (Figure 1B) compared to CXCR4 (Figure 1A). CXCL12 has a higher affinity for 
CXCR7 compared to CXCL11 (Figure 1B).  
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CXCR4 inhibitor IT1t [42] has a higher affinity for CXCR4 compared to the more 
frequently studied inhibitor AMD3100 (Figure 1A), while showing equal potency in 
inhibiting CXCL12-induced G protein-dependent activation of CRE transcription factor 
in HEK293T cells transiently expressing CXCR4 (Figure 1C). Moreover, in contrast to 
IT1t, AMD3100 as well as the CXCR4 inhibitor TC14012 have been reported to activate 
CXCR7 at high concentrations [43, 44], an undesirable property that has not been 
associated with IT1t. We therefore selected IT1t for further use in this study.

The CXCR7 specific compound VUF11207 displays a high affinity for CXCR7 in a CXCL12 
displacement assay (Figure 1D), and is able to recruit β-arrestin2 to the receptor in 
HEK293T cells transiently expressing CXCR7 (Figure 1B). As previously shown by our 
lab VUF11207 acts as a functional antagonist by reducing the capacity of CXCR7 that is 
available for binding CXCL12 [45]. 

Figure 1 CXCR4 and CXCR7 inhibitors binding and signaling properties in HEK293T cells. (A) 
CXCL12, IT1t and AMD3100 displace radiolabeled CXCL12 from CXCR4 in CXCR4-expressing 
HEK293 membranes. IT1t has a higher affinity for CXCR4 (IC50 = 3.4 nM) than AMD3100 (IC50 
= 124 nM).  (B) CXCL11, CXCL12 and VUF11207 displace radiolabeled CXCL12 from CXCR7 in 
HEK293T cells transiently expressing CXCR7. CXCL12 has a higher affinity for CXCR7 (IC50 = 0.4 
nM) than CXCL11 (IC50 = 6.7 nM), while VUF11207 has similar affinity as CXCL11 (IC50 = 9.5 
nM).  (C) IT1t and AMD3100 are able to inhibit CRE transcription factor activation with similar 
potency in HEK293T cells transiently expressing CXCR4, as shown by CRE reporter gene assay. 
(D)  A bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) assay shows that VUF11207 is able 
to recruit β-arrestin2 to CXCR7 with a high potency (EC50 = 2 nM). In panels A–D, error bars 
represent the standard error of the mean.
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Breast cancer cell line BT474 expresses CXCR4 and CXCR7 as well as all EGFR family 
members
To select an appropriate model system to investigate the cross talk between CXCR4, 
CXCR7 and EGFR family members several cancer cell lines were screened for expression 
of CXCR4 and CXCR7 by qPCR (data not shown). Three cell lines, namely breast cancer 
cell line BT474, hepato carcinoma cell line HepG2 and Ewing sarcoma cell line CadoES 
showed increases in CXCR4 and CXCR7 mRNA expression and were selected for further 
characterization of these receptors on protein level. As can be seen in Figure 2A 
125I-CXCL12 binds to these cells and can be displaced by CXCL12, indicating expression 

Figure 2 Expression of CXCR4, CXCR7 and HER2 in various cancer cell lines. (A) Displacement 
binding of 125I-CXCL12 to cancer cell lines BT474, HepG2 and Cado ES to determine the expression 
of CXCR4 and CXCR7. As cold ligand 100 nM of either CXCL11 or CXCL12 was used. (B) Expression 
of HER2 in the three cell lines by the use of a specific HER2 antibody in ELISA. Both cell surface 
expression as well as total expression (by permeabilizing the cells) was measured. (C) mRNA 
expression of three chemokine receptors, their two ligands and EGFR family receptors by qPCR in 
BT474 cell line. As internal control, β-actin mRNA expression was used. (D) Expression of CXCR4 
and CXCR7 in BT474 cells by the use of specific CXCR4 and CXCR7 antibodies in ELISA. Both cell 
surface expression as well as total expression (by permeabilizing the cells) was measured.
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of CXCR4 and/or CXCR7. By the use of CXCL11, which is only able to displace 125I-CXCL12 
from CXCR7, we demonstrate that these cells express CXCR7. Next, protein expression 
of HER2 was evaluated in all three cell lines by the use of the specific HER2 monoclonal 
antibody. BT474 cells showed a high level of HER2 expression on the cell membrane 
(Figure 2B), as described in literature [46]. HepG2 cell line did seem to express HER2 
but to a much lower level than BT474 cell line, while Cado ES hardly expressed any 
HER2 (Figure 2B). Since we were interested to investigate the transactivation of HER2 
by CXCL12 and CXCR4 and CXCR7, we pursued these studies with the BT474 breast 
cancer cell line. To ensure that BT474 cells did not secrete CXCL11 and CXCL12, or 
expressed CXCR3, another chemokine receptor known to bind CXCL11, we assessed 
CXCL12, CXCL11 and CXCR3 mRNA levels. CXCR4, CXCR7 and CXCL12 and not CXCR3 or 
CXCL11 mRNA levels were detected in these cells (Figure 2C). By use of CXCL12 ELISA 
no detectable levels (pM range) of this chemokine was found (data not shown). 

Next, we assayed the BT474 cells for mRNA expression of all EGFR family members. 
We found high expression of HER2 and HER3 and lower expression of EGFR and HER4 
(Figure 2C). Finally, we confirmed the expression of CXCR4 and CXCR7 on cell surface by 
ELISA and found that CXCR7 is highly internalized in this cell line, while CXCR4 is mostly 
expressed on the cell surface (Figure 2D).

 CXCL12 induces phosphorylation of EGFR, HER2 and HER3 and HER2 phosphorylation 
Next, we determined the ability of CXCL12 to phosphorylate the EGFR family members. 
Earlier studies in MDA-MB-361 cells showed CXCL12-induced phosphorylation of 
HER2 using an antibody recognizing the autophosphorylation site Y1248 [35]. Using 
this antibody we showed that 10 min exposure of cells to 1 nM CXCL12 increased 
phosphorylation of HER2 Y1248, while at higher concentrations the phosphorylation 
of HER2 was lost (Figure 3A). For further experiments 1 nM of CXCL12 was used to 
stimulate cells. When cells were stimulated for increasing periods of time with 1nM of 
CXCL12, we observed increased phosphorylation of HER2 Y1248, phosphorylation of 
EGFR at Src kinase phosphorylation site Y845, as well as phosphorylation of HER3 at 
site Y1289 (Figure 3B). Unfortunately, we were not able to detect any HER4 on protein 
level, indicating that this cell line has low or no expression of this protein, even though 
mRNA expression of HER4 was detected (Figure 1C).

To determine which receptor was responsible for the CXCL12-induced phosphorylation 
of HER2 we used the CXCR4-specific inhibitor IT1t and CXCR7-specific inhibitor 
VUF11207. Upon inhibition of CXCR4 by IT1t we observed a decrease in HER2 
phosphorylation in time, while inhibition of CXCR7 by VUF11207 had no effect 
(Figure 3C). This finding implies that CXCR4 activation, and not CXCR7, is involved in 
CXCL12-induced HER2 phosphorylation. Interestingly, pre-incubation with VUF11207 
attenuated basal levels of HER2 phosphorylation, implying that CXCR7 might have a role 
in basal HER2 activity. Furthermore, we examined the role of Src, previously reported 
to be implicated in CXCL12-induced HER2 phosphorylation in MDA-MB-361 cells [35]. 
We made use of Src inhibitor PP2 and found that CXCL12-induced phosphorylation of 
HER2 is completely abrogated by pre-incubation of cells with the Src inhibitor, while 
basal phosphorylation of HER2 was not affected (Figure 3D).
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Basal proliferation of BT474 cells is not CXCR4-, but CXCR7 and HER2-dependent 
Thereafter, we assessed the contribution of CXCR4, CXCR7 and HER2 in proliferation 
of BT474 cells using the Cell Titer Blue assay. We observed a weak dose-dependent 
increase with a maximum of 20% in proliferation upon 10 ng/ml EGF stimulation, but 
when cells were stimulated with increasing concentrations of CXCL12 no changes in 
proliferation were observed (data not shown). To investigate involvement of CXCR4, 

Figure 3 CXCL12 induces phosphorylation of HER2 through activation of both CXCR4 and CXCR7. 
(A) BT474 cells were stimulated for 10 minutes with 1, 10 or 30 nM CXCL12 and phosphorylation 
of HER2 Y1248 and HER2 total were assessed using Western Blot. (B) BT474 cells were stimulated 
with 1 nM CXCL12 for 2, 5, 10, 30 and 60 minutes and phosphorylation of EGFR Y845, HER2 Y1248 
and HER3 Y1289 as well as total levels of EGFR and HER2 were assessed using Western Blot. (C) 
BT474 cells were incubated with 1μM CXCR4 inhibitor IT1T, 1μM CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207 or 
combination of both 1 hour prior to CXCL12 stimulation and phosphorylation of HER2 Y1248 
was monitored by Western Blotting. (D) BT474 cells were incubated with 1μM Src inhibitor PP2 1 
hour prior to CXCL12 stimulation and phosphorylation of HER2 Y1248 was assessed by Western 
Blotting.
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CXCR7 or HER2 on basal proliferation we treated BT474 cells with specific inhibitors 
targeting these receptors. Interestingly, the CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207 significantly 
inhibited basal proliferation, while the CXCR4 inhibitor IT1T showed no effect (Figure 
4A). In addition, Herceptin strongly inhibited proliferation, while the EGFR inhibitor 
Erbitux displayed no significant effect (Figure 4A). Most interestingly, combination 
treatment of Herceptin and VUF11207 had an additive effect on proliferation compared 
to Herceptin treatment alone, while combination of Herceptin and IT1t showed no 
additive effect (Figure 4A). The involvement of CXCR7 and HER2 in proliferation was 
confirmed by another method, measuring thymidine incorporation into DNA (Figure 
4B). Both the CXCR7 and HER2 inhibitor abrogated [3H]-thymidine incorporation, 
and combination of the two inhibitors further decreased DNA synthesis. Next we 
investigated the role of various kinases involved in signaling pathways downstream of 
these receptors on basal proliferation using specific kinase inhibitors. We found that 
inhibitors of the PI3K pathway LY294002 and Rapamycin and MEK inhibitor U0126 
induced a significant decrease in proliferation, while the p38 MAPK inhibitor SB239063 
displaced no significant effect on proliferation (Figure 4C). Together these data provide 
us with new insights on how proliferation in HER2 positive cells is controlled. 

Figure 4 Proliferation of BT474 cells can be repressed by the use several inhibitors and 
combination of HER2 inhibition and CXCR7 inhibition is of additional value. (A-C) BT474 cells 
were grown in serum-free conditions and treated with several inhibitors for 72 hours. EGFR 
inhibitor Erbitux (10 μg/ml), CXCR4 inhibitor IT1T (1 μM), CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207 (10 μM), 
HER2 inhibitor Herceptin (1 μM) and a combination treatment (A-B) were used or PI3K pathway 
inhibitors (LY294002 and Rapamycin, all 10 μM), p38 inhibitor SB239063 (10 μM) and MEK 
inhibitor UO126 (100 nM) (C). Proliferation was determined by Cell Titer Blue assay (A and C) or 
[3H]-thymidine incorporation assay (B).  
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3. Discussion

The phenomenon of receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) transactivation and that of EGFR in 
particular, by GPCRs, is well established and reported for different GPCRs [47]. There 
are different mechanisms by which this RTK transactivation occurs. Activation of GPCRs 
by their cognate ligand leads to increase of mediators such as Ca2+ and to activation 
of protein kinases, including protein kinase A (PKA), protein kinase C (PKC) and Src 
kinases, which activate matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) to cleave membrane bound 
EGF. As a consequence EGFRs can be activated and initiate downstream signaling [48]. 
Alternatively, activation of Src kinase can also lead to direct phosphorylation of the 
RTK, leading to ligand-independent receptor activation [48]. In the current study we 
demonstrate the ability of CXCL12 to induce phosphorylation of EGFR, HER2 and HER3 
in the breast cancer cell line BT474. Transactivation of EGFR and HER2 by CXCL12 
through binding to CXCR4 has been described earlier in prostate cancer, breast cancer 
and choriocarcinoma [35-37, 39]. CXCR4 appears to be the receptor involved in CXCL12-
induced HER2 phosphorylation in BT474 cells, as assessed by the use of specific CXCR4 
and CXCR7 inhibitors. Moreover, we established that Src kinase is involved in CXCL12-
induced phosphorylation of this EGFR family member, as the use of Src inhibitor PP2 
abolished the signals. This is in line with earlier findings in breast cancer cells, where 
Src kinase was responsible for the activation of HER2 phosphorylation by CXCL12 [35]. 

Yet, basal phosphorylation of HER2 was decreased by the CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207. 
Similarly, in a study of prostate cancer cells CXCR7 was found to play a role in basal 
phosphorylation of EGFR [26]. In those cells CXCR7 was reported to transactivate the 
EGFR in a constitutive, ligand independent manner. In this study we demonstrate CXCR7-
dependent HER2 phosphorylation in BT474 cells. This observation is noteworthy, as 
HER2-specific inhibitor Herceptin is not able to decrease basal HER2 phosphorylation 
but rather affects the overall HER2 expression [49]. Basal HER2 phosphorylation of 
Y1248 will lead to activation of the MAPK signaling pathway, thereby contributing to 
proliferation [50]. Inhibition of MAPK, a pathway known to be activated by CXCR7 (see 
also Chapter 5), attenuated proliferation, suggesting that this pathway is involved in 
proliferation. Observation that BT474 basal proliferation can be inhibited by CXCR7 
inhibition indicates that an important role for CXCR7 could be in place in HER2 positive 
breast cancer cells. Possibly, CXCR7 contributes to HER2 basal phosphorylation by 
complex formation. Transactivation of RTKs by GPCRs through complex formation has 
been described earlier for β2AR and EGFR [51]. In this study it is shown that multi-
protein signaling complex is required to induce GPCR-mediated RTK transactivation. 
Possibly a similar mechanism is in place for transactivation of HER2 by CXCR7.  

Extensive research of other HER2- and CXCR7-expressing breast cancer cell lines is 
required to gain more information on the role of CXCR7 in HER2 transactivation and 
proliferation. Interestingly, treatment of BT474 cells with CXCR4 inhibitor IT1T did not 
have any effect on the basal proliferation. In previous studies, transactivation of HER2 
by CXCL12 through CXCR4, induced cell migration and chemoinvasiveness [35, 36], 
however the effect of this cross-talk directly on proliferation has not been described. 
Possibly, the role for CXCR4 in transactivation of HER2 lies more in migration and 
metastasis as opposed to proliferation. 

Furthermore, our data indicate that CXCR7 could be of importance in cells showing 
resistance to Herceptin, as combination treatment of Herceptin and VUF11207 shows an 
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additional decrease in proliferation in comparison to Herceptin treatment alone. Again, 
further examination of cells resistant to Herceptin is needed to make any statements on 
the involvement of CXCR7 in Herceptin resistance.

Proliferation of cancer cells is one of the important drivers of cancer progression. 
Treatment of cells with several types of inhibitors revealed the involvement of both 
the PI3K and the MAPK signaling pathway in proliferation. Interestingly, use of a MAPK 
p38 inhibitor did not decrease proliferation of BT474 nor did treatment with the EGFR 
monoclonal antibody Erbitux. Lack of effectiveness of EGFR inhibitors in HER2-positive 
cells has been described [52]. It is hypothesized that this observation is due to dominant 
overexpression of HER2, rendering little influence of EGFR on proliferation. 

Besides HER2, HER3, another member of the EGFR family  is important in tumorigenesis. 
Phosphorylation of Y1289 is known to activate the PI3K signaling pathway leading to Akt 
phosphorylation and cell growth [53]. Furthermore, HER2/HER3 dimer is responsible 
for the activation of the PI3K pathway [54].  

To our knowledge, phosphorylation of HER3 by CXCL12 stimulation is reported for the 
first time in this study. Further investigation is required to determine which receptor 
(CXCR4 and/or CXCR7) is responsible for the CXCL12-induced HER3 phosphorylation 
and to dissect the underlying mechanism.

The findings of this study are summarized in Figure 5. CXCL12 binding to CXCR4 leads to 
Src-dependent transactivation of HER2. Inhibition of CXCR4 leads to abrogation of HER2 
phosphorylation, however only CXCR7 inhibition leads to a decrease in proliferation. On 
the other hand, CXCR7 phosphorylates HER2 in a constitutive manner, independently 
of activation by CXCL12. Proliferation of these cells is controlled by activation of CXCR7, 

HER2 and PI3K and MAPK signaling 
pathways. Altogether, these studies 
indicate that CXCR4 and CXCR7 have 
distinct roles in BT4747 cells.  In 
Chapter 5 a more elaborate study 
on involvement of CXCR4 and CXCR7 
in CXCL12-mediated signaling using 
a Reverse Phase Protein Array is 
presented. 

Figure 5 Schematic representation of the hypothesis. Stimulation of BT474 cells with CXCL12 
leads to phosphorylation of EGFR, HER2 and HER3. CXCR4 activation by CXCL12 is able to 
phosphorylate HER2 through activation of Src. Simultaneously, CXCR7 is able to constitutively 
(i.e. in the absence of CXCL12) phosphorylate HER2, leading to proliferation. Possibly, CXCR7 
leads to proliferation through other signaling pathways. Proliferation of BT474 cells is dependent 
on Akt and MAPK signaling pathways, activated through phosphorylation of HER2.
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4. Materials and Methods

Cell Culture
Human breast cancer cell line BT474 was obtained from ATCC. Hepato carcinoma cell 
line HepG2 and Ewing’s sarcoma cell line CadoES was received from Ewa Snaar lab 
in Leiden, but cells originate from ATCC. BT474 and HepG2 were cultured in DMEM 
medium (PAA), while CadoES were cultured in IMDM medium (PAA). For all three 
cell lines, medium was supplemented with 10% featal bovine serum (PAA) and 1% 
penicillin/streptomycin (PAA). Importantly, to guarantee a good adherence of CadoES 
cells, before adding 5 ml of cell suspension to a T-25 flask, 1 ml of 0.1% gelatin from 
porcine skin (Sigma Aldrich) in demi water was added.

Materials
CXCL11 and CXCL12 were obtained from Peprotech. The CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207 
was synthesized as described previously [45].  The inhibitors of PI3K, LY294002 
and Wortmannin and Src inhibitor PP2 were purchased from Sigma, mTOR inhibitor 
Rapamycin from Cayman Chemical, CXCR4 inhibitor  IT1T from Calbiochem, HER2 
inhibitor Herceptin from Roche, EGFR inhibitor Erbitux from Merck, MEK inhibitor 
UO126 from Promega and P38 inhibitor SB239063 from Tocris. 

 
Radioligand binding 
CXCR7-expressing HEK293 cells were seeded in regular growth medium on poly-L-
lysine-coated 96-well plates, while BT474, HepG2 and CadoES cells were seeded on 
coated 48-well plates. For CadoES cells 0.1% gelatin from porcine skin was added 
prior to seeding the cells. The following day, binding buffer (50 mM Hepes pH 7.4, 1 
mM CaCl2, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1 M NaCl) supplemented with 0.5% BSA was added to the 
cells with increasing concentrations of CXCL11, CXCL12 and CXCR7-specific compound 
VUF11207 in case of HEK293T cells. For other cell lines, binding buffer was added to the 
cells in the absence or presence of either CXCL11 or CXCL12 (100 nM).  Subsequently, 
radiolabelled 125I-CXCL12 (Perkin-Elmer) was added to reach a final concentration 
of 75 pM. Cells were incubated for 3 h at 4 °C then washed twice with binding buffer 
containing 0.5 M NaCl. After harvesting the samples with lysis buffer, the remaining 
cell-bound radioactivity was counted. For CXCR4 radioligand binding assay, membranes 
from HEK293T cells transiently expressing CXCR4 were prepared 48 h after transfection 
as previously described [55]. AMD3100 or IT1t were incubated with membranes and 
125I-CXCL12 (90 pM) supplemented with 0.5% BSA in binding buffer (50mM Hepes, 
pH 7.4, 1 mM CaCl2 , 5 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl) for 2 h at 22 °C. Membranes were then 
harvested over polyethylenimine (0.5%)-treated GF/C filter plates (Whatmann) and 
washed three times with ice-cold binding buffer containing 500 mM NaCl. Plates were 
counted by liquid scintillation.

 CRE Reporter gene assay
HEK239T cells were transfected with pcDEF3-CXCR4 and pCRE-luc grown in DMEM 
supplemented with 10% FBS in 384-well plates. After 16 h 1 µM Forskolin, and increasing 
concentrations of IT1t or AMD3100 were added to the cells. Following another 6 h of 
incubation the medium was removed, the cells were lysed in luciferase assay reagent 
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(0.83 mM ATP, 0.83 mMD-luciferin, 18.7 mM MgCl2, 0.78 µM Na2H2P2O7, 38.9 mM Tris 
(pH 7.8), 0.39% (v/v) glycerol, 0.03% (v/v) Triton X-100, and 2.6 µM dithiothreitol). 
Luminescence was measured for 3 s in a Wallac Victor2. 

β-arrestin2 recruitment assay
HEK293T cells were transfected with 1 µg CXCR7 and 4 µg β-arrestin2 plasmids 
genetically fused to Renilla Luciferase (RLuc) and enhanced yellow fluorescent protein 
(eYFP), respectively. 24 h post transfection, cells were harvested and seeded on white 
96-well plates coated with Poly-L-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich). The following day, cells were 
washed with Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS) and further incubated for 30 minutes 
in fresh HBSS buffer prior to the measurement of YFP fluorescence. The RLuc substrate 
coelenterazine-h (Promega) was diluted in HBSS supplemented with 0.05% BSA and 
added at a final concentration of 5 µM. After 5 min incubation, VUF11207 was then 
added in increasing concentrations and incubated for 15 min prior to the measurement 
of fluorescence and luminescence. Bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) 
ratio was calculated as the ratio between light emission at 535 and 460 nm and 
normalized against the maximal BRET ratio signal increase.

ELISA
BT474, HepG2 and CadoES cells were seeded on a 48-well plate. Again, for CadoES 
cells 0.1% gelatin from porcine skin was added prior to seeding the cells and the next 
day cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde in TBS and subsequently part of the plate 
was permeabilized with TBS/0.5% NP-40. After blocking with 1% skim milk in 0.1M 
NaHCO3 pH 8.6, cells were incubated overnight at 4°C with anti-HER2 (MAB1129, R&D 
Systems), anti-CXCR7 (C1C2, Genetex) or anti-CXCR4 (IMG-537, Imgenex). After three 
washing steps with TBS, cells were incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibody 
(Bio-Rad) for 2 hours. Absorbance was measured at 490nm with the Powerwave X340 
absorbance plate reader (BioTek) after addition of substrate and stopping solution.

qRT - PCR
BT474 cells were cultured on a 6-well plate and harvested after 24 hours. The cells 
were centrifuged and the pellet was used to isolate RNA with RNeasy kit (Qiagen). 
Subsequently cDNA was prepared by the use of iScript reverse transcriptase kit (Bio-
Rad) according to manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR primers used are described in 
Table 1. PCR reactions were performed using SYBR Green mix with MyiQ Real-Time 
PCR detection system (Bio-Rad).
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Table 1: Primer sequences

Gene product Primer Forward 5’ -> 3’ Primer Reverse 5’ -> 3’
CXCR4 TCTTTGCCAACGTCAGTGAG CCATGATGTGCTGAAACTGG
CXCR7 CGGAGTACTCTGCCTTGGAG AGCATCAAGACCCGAAGCTA

CXCR3
 SA Biosciences: product code 
PPH01041A

 SA Biosciences: product code 
PPH01041A

CXCL11 GACGCTGTCTTTGCATAGGC GGATTTAGGCATCGTTGTCCTTT
CXCL12 ATTCTCAACACTCCAAACTGTGC ACTTTAGCTTCGGGTCAATGC
EGFR GTGACCGTTTGGGAGTTGATGA GGCTGAGGGAGGCGTTCTC
HER2 TGCAGGGAAACCTGGAACTC ACAGGGGTGGTATTGTTCAGC
HER3 GTCTGTGTGACCCACTGCAACT GGGTGGCAGGAGAAGCATT
HER4 TGCCCTACAGAGCCCCAACTA GCTTGCGTAGGGTGCCATTAC

β-actin CGGGACCTGACTGACTACCTC CTCCTTAATGTCACGCACGATTTC

 SDS-Page and Western Blot
BT474 cells were seeded on 6- or 12-well plates. The next day, full medium was 
replaced with serum free medium and kept on the cells for 40 hours. After 40 hours 
cells were either pre-incubated with indicated inhibitors for 1 hour or with DMSO 
control. Subsequently cells were stimulated with 1nM CXCL12 at pre-determined 
time points before wells were aspirated and washed with ice-cold PBS, where after 
lysis buffer containing protease inhibitor cocktail was added. After sonication and 
centrifugation the supernatant was collected. The protein concentration in lysates was 
determined using BCA Assay Kit (Pierce), and samples were subsequently diluted with 
H2O and 6x Loading buffer into a concentration of 5μg/20μL. Protein aliquots were 
boiled at 95°C for 5 minutes before loaded and separated on SDS-Polyacrylamide gels 
at 100V, followed by transfer onto PVDF membranes at 200mA. After 1 hour incubation 
in blocking buffer, membranes were incubated with primary antibody in 5% bovine 
serum albumin in TBS-T overnight at 4°C. Primary antibodies against phospho-EGFR 
(Tyr845) and HER3 (Tyr1289) (Cell Signaling Technology) and phospho-ErbB2 
(Tyr1248) (Millipore) were assessed. Antibodies recognizing total levels of EGFR (Cell 
Signaling) , HER2 (Cell Signaling) and β-actin (Sigma Aldrich) were used.  After washing 
with TBS-T, membranes were incubated with horseradish peroxidase conjugated 
secondary antibody (anti-rabbit and anti-mouse, Bio-Rad) in TBS-T 1:5000 for 1 hour 
at room temperature. Following washing with TBS-T, antibody binding was detected 
by chemoluminescense and the bands were visualized by the use of Chemi Doc imager 
(Bio-Rad) and quantified with Image Lab Software (Bio-Rad).

Thymidine incorporation assay
BT-474 cells were seeded on a poly-L-lysine coated 48 well plate and after 24 hours 
the medium was removed and replaced with serum-free DMEM. Following 24 hours 
of serum starvation inhibitors were added in serum free medium and incubated for 24 
hours. 1μCi/ml 3H-Thymidine (Perkin-Elmer) was subsequently added to the culture 
and incubated for 24 hrs, where after the cells were washed twice with ice-cold PBS 
and fixed with ice-cold methanol for 10 minutes. After washing with H2O six times, 
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cells were incubated at room temperature in 0.2 M NaOH 1% SDS solution for 2 hours. 
Contents were transferred into scintillation tubes containing 4 ml scintillation liquid 
and measured with a scintillation counter.

Cell Titer Blue assay
BT-474 cells were seeded on a white 96-well plate. After 24 hour incubation the medium 
was replaced with serum-free DMEM containing inhibitors. After incubation for 72 
hours Cell Titer Blue dye (Promega) diluted 1:1 in serum-free DMEM was added. After 3 
hours incubation fluorescence was measured with Victor 2 (Perkin-Elmer).
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Abstract

The chemokine CXCL12 is important for tissue homeostasis, immune surveillance and 
tumorigenesis. We hypothesized that it activates a complex bi-modal signaling axis,  
activating G protein- dependent signaling pathways when binding to its receptor CXCR4 
and activating β-arrestin-dependent signaling pathways upon binding to CXCR4 and its 
CXCR7 homologue. Using the breast cancer cell line BT474 which expresses both CXCR4 
and CXCR7 but not CXCL12, we examined the (phospho-) protein status of a large panel 
of proteins by Reverse Phase Protein Array (RPPA).  The BT474 cells were stimulated by 
CXCL12 for various amounts of time, in the presence or absence of selective inhibitors 
of CXCR4 and CXCR7. An unsupervised correlation-based analysis found that several 
phospho proteins were specifically modulated by CXCR4 or CXCR7 and others by both 
in non-additive ways. Our findings support our hypothesis that CXCR4 and CXCR7 do 
not affect a single but a dual signaling mechanism.

1. Introduction

Chemokines are small peptides that are secreted by immune cells to modulate the 
immune response and immune surveillance of the body [1]. Even though most 
chemokines are released strictly in response to inflammation or injury, expression of 
some chemokines is constitutive and limited to specific cells and organs in order to 
sustain acquired immunity [2]. In case of inflammation, chemokines are released at 
the site of inflammation to form a gradient, which attracts leukocytes that express the 
cognate receptor the chemokine binds to. 

C-X-C motif chemokine 12 (CXCL12) mediates tissue homeostasis and immune 
surveillance in healthy tissue [3]. In cancer, CXCL12 is overexpressed by carcinoma-
associated fibroblasts and this contributes to proliferation of the primary tumor [4]. 
Alternatively, CXCL12 is secreted by distant organs forming a gradient and promoting 
migration of primary tumor cells (metastasis) towards these organs [4]. 

For long, CXCL12 was thought to bind and activate only the chemokine receptor CXCR4. 
Yet, in the last decade CXCL12 was found to bind and activate the chemokine receptor 
CXCR7 as well [5].  Chemokine receptors are known as G protein-coupled receptors 
(GPCRs) that signal through activation of G proteins (Gαi, Gα12/13), initiating Ca2+-release 
and migration [6]. This rule applies to CXCR4, but intriguingly, CXCR7 has been found 
to signal in a β-arrestin dependent manner [7], which can lead to activation of the MAP 
kinase pathway as well as other prominent signaling pathways [8]. For this reason, 
CXCR7 has recently been designated as an atypical receptor (Atypical ChemoKine 
Receptor 3, ACKR3) [9]. Both receptors are overexpressed in various cancer types, and 
inhibition of either of them leads to decreased tumorigenesis in vitro and in vivo [10]. 

The CXCR4/CXCL12 signaling axis has been studied extensively, and there is ample 
knowledge on how this ligand-receptor pair interacts and which pathways it activates. 
However, as noted above, CXCL12 also binds to CXCR7, a chemokine receptor that was 
more recently discovered [11, 12], and thus the effects of what was supposed to be the  
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CXCR4/CXCL12 axis may have been confounded with CXCR7 and needs to be revisited.  

The complexity of CXCR4, CXCR7 and CXCL12 signaling has only recently begun to 
be appreciated. For example, it was reported for several cell types that CXCR4 and 
CXCR7 are able to form heterodimers both in vitro and in vivo, which alters G protein-
dependent calcium responses, causes constitutive recruitment of β-arrestin, and 
enhances cell migration [13-15]. There are also reports of cell types in which one of the 
receptors is expressed, but not the other. In glioblastoma cells CXCR7 expression seems 
to predominate [16], while in gastric cancer, CXCR4 overexpression is well-established 
[17-21] but CXCR7 does not seem to be highly expressed [22].

The importance of CXCR4 in mammary tumor growth and metastasis is well-established. 
Specifically, in breast tumors, CXCR4 signaling plays an important role in proliferation 
and vascularization of the primary tumor, as well as in migration and metastasis to 
distant sites [23]. CXCR7 is known to promote proliferation in this tissue as well as 
to scavenge CXCL12 by internalization and recycling [24-26]. Moreover, expression of 
CXCR7 can lead to tumor growth and metastasis of CXCR4-positive cells [25].

There are presently two ways of conceptualizing the CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 system.  
It either functions as two independent signaling axes, each with their own individual 
singaling cascades  or it is a single axis of signaling, with CXCR7 modulating the signaling 
of  CXCR4.  

We here aim to elucidate the signaling machinery that is activated by CXCL12 when 
both receptors are endogenously expressed. In the human breast cancer cell line BT474, 
both CXCR4 and CXCR7 are expressed (see Chapter 4), which makes it a suitable model 
system for the study of this network. In addition, the cells do not secrete CXCL12, a 
confounding trait some other cell types do display. Using receptor-specific inhibitors 
enabled us to study the downstream effects of the two receptors in isolation. 

To be able to scan a broad panel of (phospho-)proteins for their involvement in CXCR4/
CXCR7-mediated signaling, we shall here evaluate our samples using a Reverse Phase 
Protein Array (RPPA). RPPA is an established, high-throughput and reproducible 
proteomics approach for detection of some 100 signal transduction proteins by more 
than 100 validated antibodies [27]. Moreover, reliable methods have been developed 
for appropriate data processing, ensuring the quality of obtained results [28]. In view 
of the growing appreciation of the complexity of GPCR signaling, applying a systems 
biology approach is an increasingly attractive method for studying these systems, and 
RPPA is a suitable method in the exploratory phase of the model-building process [29].  

Our findings underline that CXCR4 and CXCR7 modulate distinct signaling mechanisms 
and that their combination signals differently again.
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2. Results

The BT474 breast cancer cell line expresses CXCR4 and CXCR7 but not CXCL12
First, we tested the BT474 breast carcinoma cell line for expression of CXCR4, CXCR7, 
and CXCL12. Since CXCR7 is known to also bind to CXCL11 [11], a characteristic it shares 
with CXCR3, we checked for the presence of this receptor and ligand as well (Figure 1A).  
Interestingly, while CXCR4 was mostly expressed on the cell surface, CXCR7 was found both 
on the cell surface as well as intracellularly (Figure 1B). Although there was expression 
of CXCL12 on the mRNA level, when we assayed for CXCL12 secretion in culture medium, 
we did not detect physiologically relevant CXCL12 secretion on the protein level (Figure 
1C). The cells did not express CXCR3 or CXCL11 mRNA either, making them a suitable 
“clean” system for the study of CXCL12-induced signaling through CXCR4 and/or CXCR7. 
 
Stimulation with CXCL12 should lead to binding of the chemokine to CXCR4 and/or 
CXCR7, and activation of the respective signaling cascades (Figure 1D). At several time 
points after such stimulation, we took samples for RPPA to study the effects of CXCL12 
on the downstream machinery over time. To study the individual roles of CXCR4 and 
CXCR7 in this response, we also pre-incubated with the CXCR4-specific inhibitor IT1t or 
the CXCR7-specific inhibitor VUF11207, one hour prior to CXCL12 stimulation. 

Figure 1 Characteristics of CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 expression in BT474 cells. (A) qPCR showed 
that CXCR4, CXCR7, and CXCL12 are all expressed. (B) For CXCR4 and CXCR7 this was confirmed 
by an ELISA, which also shows the levels and locations of the proteins.(C) CXCL12 was not secreted 
in BT474 cells growing on full medium as the observed value was below detection limit of the 
ELISA. BT474 cells grown on serum free medium for 42 hours show very low, physiologically 
irrelevant secretion of CXCL12. (D) Schematic representation of the signaling system and its 
inhibitors. CXCR4 and CXCR7 are both activated by the chemokine CXCL12. 
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Binding and signaling characteristics of these two inhibitors are shown in Chapter 4. 
For each of the conditions ( only CXCL12, CXCL12 + 1 µM IT1t, and CXCL12 + 1 µM 
VUF11207), we assayed by RPPA the relative levels of 161 antibody probes, at six 
time points (0, 2, 5, 10, 30, and 60 minutes after stimulation), making for a total of 
3x161x6=2898 data points.   

The signaling response to CXCL12 stimulation is due to both CXCR4 and CXCR7 
The output of a reverse-phase protein array (RPPA) can be thought of as that of a western 
blot, performed on, in our case, 161 probes at once. A common way to initially organize 
this large quantity of data, after normalization, is to scale all relative expression values 
to a color bar and cluster the probes and samples, which yields a heatmap view.  If 
CXCR4 and CXCR7 would induce the same pathways upon activation by CXCL12, then 
neither IT1t nor VUF11207 should have an affect on the (phospho) protein pattern 
change caused by the addition of the chemokine and the three conditions should 
give the same protein pattern.  In the clustered heatmap view of our experiment, the 
different pre-incubation conditions (CXCL12 only, IT1t and CXCL12 , or VUF11207 and 
CXCL12) show expression patterns that are distinct from one another, indicating that 
the signaling responses to CXCR4 and CXCR7 differ at a molecular level (Figure 2A).  
The two are not redundant (parallel) signaling routes vis-à-vis the expression changes 
of most proteins.

Figure 2 Overview of the RPPA results presented in this study. Pre-incubation with the CXCR4 
inhibitor IT1t or the CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207 in BT474 cells allowed us to study each receptor’s 
downstream response. (A) Heatmap representation of the RPPA results. Red color indicates 
increased (phospho-)protein levels compared to basal (unstimulated cells), while green indicates 
decreased phospho-protein levels. On the horizontal axis the different treatments are illustrated, 
from right to left: CXCL12 treated lysates for increasing times, CXCL12+IT1t treated lysates  and 
CXCL12+VUF11207 treated lysates. On the vertical axes antibodies are indicated, ordered per 
cluster. (B) Changes in probe intensity of three phospho-proteins upon stimulation with CXCL12 
alone, or stimulation with CXCL12 after pre-incubation with IT1t (CXCR4 inhibitor) or VUF11207 
(CXCR7 inhibitor).  
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To illustrate this further, we show three examples of changes in the phosphorylation 
status of proteins in Figure 2B. Phosphorylation of Akt at Thr308 is strongly increased 
upon CXCL12 stimulation with a peak at 30 minutes. This increase seems to be due to 
CXCR4 activation, since pre-incubation with its inhibitor IT1t abolishes the signal, while 
CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207 is not able to attenuate the increase in phosphorylation. The 
opposite applies to phosphorylation of p44/42 MAPK at Thr202/Tyr204, where CXCR7 
inhibition leads to decreased phosphorylation while inhibition of CXCR4 has no effect 
(Figure 2B). Furthermore, we find proteins where CXCL12-induced phosphorylation 
seems to be mediated by the combination of CXCR4 and CXCR7 and not by either alone, 
as is the case for p38 MAPK phosphorylation at Thr180/Tyr182 (Figure 2B, bottom).   
The proteins belonging to the third category (i.e. both CXCR4 and CXCR7 contribute 
to phosphorylation changes upon CXCL12 stimulation) show that signaling by CXCR4 
and CXCR7 simultaneously is not the mere sum of their individual signaling, but can be 
more.  This is the case where the whole is more than the sum of its parts, i.e. a case of 
synergy.

Correlation analysis confirms that CXCR4 and CXCR7 regulate differently and in a non-
additive way
We then analyzed the correlation between the three conditions for all treatment time 
points for each phosphorylated protein and plotted this for all phosphorylated proteins. 
First we asked whether the CXCR7 dependence of the protein levels was simply a bit more 
or less of the CXCR4 dependence.  This would happen if both receptors would essentially 
activate the same signaling pathways.  We plotted (Figure 3A) the phosphorylation level 
in the presence of IT1T versus the expression level in the presence of VUF11207. This 
was performed for all phosphorylated proteins and for all time points after addition of 
CXCL12.  If the two receptors activated the same signaling route just to different extents, 

Figure 3 Correlation analysis of phospho proteins derived from RPPA data. (A) Cell lysates pre-
treated with IT1t followed by CXCL12 stimulation in time were plotted on the x-axis against cell 
lysates pre-treated with VUF11207 followed by CXCL12 stimulation in time on the y-axis. (B) 
Cell lysates only stimulated with CXCL12 in time were plotted on the x-axis against the sum of 
IT1t and VUF11207 pre-treated cell lysates on the y-axis. Readouts of the different proteins were 
included in this graph. Data obtained from phosphorylated proteins was included in this analysis.
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then the data should fall on the line y=x, or in the case of non-linearities  in the positive 
quadrant of the plot.  It is seen however, that a substantial number of data points fall 
outside of the positive quadrant, indicating that the two receptors also drive different 
signaling routes.

Then we asked whether the regulations by the two receptors, different as they were, 
were still additive approximately.  We addressed this by summing the phosphorylation 
level obtained for any protein at any time point after addition of CXCL12 in the presence 
of IT1t and the corresponding expression level in the presence of VUF11207.  We 
plotted this sum versus the phosphorylation level obtained in the presence of CXCL12 
but in the absence of inhibitors.  Should the regulations through the two receptors 
be additive, the data should again fall on the line y=x, or at least in the first quadrant.  
Again however, substantial number of  phosphorylated proteins fall outside of the 
positive quadrant demonstrating synergism between the two receptors (Figure 3B).  
Some proteins appear above the line y=x revealing positive cooperativity and others 
below that line: negative cooperativity. We quantified our findings by calculating the 
correlation coefficients for both plotted conditions in Figure 3.  The results are given in 
Table 1.  Correlation coefficients are relatively small in either case, meaning that there 
is a relatively big difference in plotted responses. This finding suggests that the CXCR4 
and CXCR7 receptors regulate different sets of proteins differently in non-additive ways.

Differential clustering analysis also reveals CXCR4- and CXCR7-mediated differential 
signaling
If CXCR4 and CXCR7 mediated the same signaling pathways after activation with CXCL12, 
and if all responses were linear in time, then a clustering analysis of all the phospho 
protein changes should generate a single cluster of regulated proteins independent of 
which of the two was active.  If the cluster response were to vary in time, a limited 
number of clusters should be expected. Instead the clustering analysis indicated (see 
Figure 2A) a multitude of apparent clusters, which is what one would find if the two 
receptors regulate different proteins sets nonlinearly in time.  

Although detailed visual inspection of Figure 2A alone already gave these insights, the 
highly intertwined nature of signaling networks may obscure more subtle effects of 
the activation of these receptors by CXCL12. Therefore, we performed a computational 
analysis aimed at identifying protein clusters that were responsive to CXCL12 in ways 
that differed between the various inhibitor pre-incubation conditions. For instance, we 
asked biologically relevant questions such as “which probes have response A in CXCL12-
only and CXCL12 + IT1t, but the opposite response in CXCL12 + VUF11207?”, while 
minimizing the amount of time spent on less informative correlations in the data (e.g., 
probes that respond to all treatments correlate strongly with themselves and similar 
probes, but the biological meaning of this is less relevant). This type of  computational 
analysis has the added benefit of helping to focus on the hypotheses at hand, i.e. does 
signaling through the two receptors address the same regulatory pathways  and if not, 
are the two different pathways addressed additive or synergistic? Details about the 
specific approach we used can be found in Materials and Methods, but we provide a 
summary in Figure 4A.
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Table 1 Correlation coefficient calculation for all phosphorylated proteins as measured by RPPA. 
Correlation coefficients were calculated for each phosphorylated protein (column 1) between 
cell lysates pre-treated with IT1t and cell lysates pre-treated with VUF11207 followed by CXCL12 
stimulation in time (column 2). In addition, correlation coefficients were calculated between cell 
lysates only stimulated with CXCL12 in time and the sum of cell lysates treated with inhibitors 
(column 3). Proteins are sorted according to correlation found in column 2.
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Figure 4 Summary of differential clustering analysis. (A) By comparing to each other all time 
course expression patterns, a matrix of correlation values is obtained. We can then cluster the 
probes according to their similarity under all combinations of inhibitor conditions, and use 
questions like “which probes cluster under CXCR4 inhibition, but not under CXCR7 inhibition?” 
to obtain lists of leads. (B) The list of ~ 20 leads is manually inspected. Phosphorylated MAPK 
p42/44, c-Jun, and p70S6K were reported by the analysis and stood up to scrutiny, and were 
selected for further investigation.
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The results of an unsupervised computational analysis must often be manually pruned. 
In our analysis, an initial number of 34 probes of (potential) interest was reported. 
After applying cut-offs to eliminate probes that showed moderate or low differential 
expression, or erratic correlations, 18 were left, whose expression patterns were then 
inspected individually. The probes identified as MAPK p42/44 pT202/Y204, c-Jun 
pS73, and p70S6K pT389 were flagged by the computational analysis and withstood 
the subsequent manual curation step. As their responses to CXCL12 are dependent on 
either CXCR4 or CXCR7 according to the RPPA results (Figure 4B), we selected these 
proteins for further experimental validation. 

CXCR7 mediates signaling through MAPK p42/44
To validate the differential phosphorylation of MAPK p42/44, we performed western 
blots to verify its abundance at several time points after CXCL12 stimulation, with and 
without pre-incubation with CXCR4 and CXCR7 inhibitors. First we validated the same 
samples that were subjected to RPPA by Western Blot, followed by evaluation of an 
independent lysate set by Western Blot (Figure 5A). As already suggested by the RPPA 
data we discussed above (Figure 4B),  the level of MAPK p42/44 phospho-T202/Y204 
(one phosphorylation on both p42 and p44, therefore two bands on the blot)  increased 
after CXCL12 stimulation in a VUF11207, i.e. CXCR7-dependent manner (Figure 5A).
The western blot results confirm that the CXCR4-dependent regulation by CXCL12 
differs from the CXCR7-dependent regulation: pre-incubation with IT1t had no effect 
on phosphorylation of p42/44 -T202/Y204. 

Western blotting confirmed neither the CXCR4-dependent phosphorylation of c-Jun 
(Figure 5B) observed in Figure 4 nor the CXCR7-dependent phosphorylation of p70S6K 
(Figure 5C), although their relative expression patterns on the RPPA resembled specific 
CXCR4 and CXCR7 responses,  respectively.  For p70S6K  the increase observed by RPPA 
was minimal to start with (Figure 4B). 

Figure 5  Western blotting on same samples analyzed by RPPA  (A) Phosphorylation of MAPK 
42/44 at T202/Y204 decreases upon CXCR7 inhibition. This finding confirms our computational 
prediction of CXCR7-mediated signaling through MAPK, and is consistent with the earlier RPPA 
results (Figure 4B). Conversely, inhibition of CXCR4 by IT1t has no discernable effect on CXCL12-
induced MAPK phosphorylation. CXCR4-mediated c-Jun phosphorylation (B) and CXCR7-
mediated phosphorylation of p70S6K (C) were not confirmed by the western blot results. 
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3. Discussion

The BT474 breast cancer cell line expresses both CXCR4 as well as CXCR7 endogenously.  
This enabled us to study the relative contribution of both receptors to signaling of the 
chemokine CXCL12, which activates both. Upon inhibition of CXCR4 or CXCR7 in BT474 
cells, we observed a distinct change in phosphorylation pattern of signaling proteins on 
a reverse-phase protein array (RPPA). 

RPPA has been designed to enable the probing of samples of interest with (phospho-)
protein-specific antibodies in a fast and reproducible manner. This method has been 
used widely in studies to gain insight into complex signaling networks. For example, the 
60 cancer cell lines in the NCI-60 panel were characterized using RPPA to assess which 
signaling networks are most often affected in cancer, and to gain insight into sensitivity 
to standard anti-cancer therapy [35]. Furthermore, RPPA has been used to make a 
molecular distinction between different cell populations in acute myeloid leukemia [36].  
Because RPPA is an antibody-based assay, it lends itself to a wide variety of research 
questions and experimental setups. We here asked two questions specifically. The first 
question was whether the CXCR4 and CXCR7 signalling routes are the same and thereby 
redundant vis-à-vis each other (Figure 3).  We found that they are not: inhibition of 
either receptor had significant effects on the pattern of CXCL12-induced changes in 
the phospho-proteome.  Moreover, these differed between the two inhibitors used, 
confirming that each signaling route addressed its own phospho-proteome.  The second 
question was whether the signaling activities of the two receptors were independent of 
each other.  In that case, the phospho-proteome pattern in the absence of any inhibitor 
should equal the sum of the two patterns obtained with either inhibitor alone.  For a 
substantial number of proteins the pattern obtained when both receptors were allowed 
to be active did not correspond to the sum of the independent signaling patterns. We 
conclude that the two signaling routes are distinct but not independent of each other.

MAPK p42/44 was found to be phosphorylated upon addition of CXCL12 to the cells.  
However, this signaling leg persisted when we inhibited CXCR4 but disappeared when 
we inhibited CXCR7, showing that MAP kinase activation ran through CXCR7 and not 
through CXCR4.  MAPK p42/44 signaling is activated by the “decoy” receptor CXCR7 [7], 
which we therefore do not see as a decoy receptor, but as a signaling receptor, be it one 
not involved in G protein-dependent signalling. 

Various reports in the literature already suggest functional differences between CXCR4 
and CXCR7-mediated signalling.  We may here have highlighted part of the mechanism 
behind this difference:  Notwithstanding the homology between the CXCR4 and the 
CXCR7 recpetors, they addressed different efferent signalling routes.

One may wonder whether the functional differences between the two signaling routes 
are substantial.  Our RPPA methodology enabled us to ask whether just a few or many 
downstream proteins were involved in the difference.  Indeed, the RPPA results indicated 
that various proteins are phosphorylated upon stimulation with CXCL12. In some cases, 
this was CXCR4-dependent (and previously known; e.g. phosphorylation of Akt [30]), 
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in others, it was CXCR7-dependent (e.g. MAPK p42/44 phospho T202/Y204), while yet 
another category seemed to depend on the activation of both receptors (e.g. MAPK p38 
phospho T180/Y182) (Figure 4B). Although western blotting results confirmed the 
CXCL12-induced phosphorylation of c-Jun and p70S6K that we observed on the RPPA, 
the specific roles of CXCR4 and CXCR7 in these processes were not substantiated by 
these experiments. For p70S6K this may be because the phosphorylation is limited 
in extent also in the RPPA analysis, but for c-Jun the reason for this is less clear. The 
western blots did confirm the phosphorylation of MAPK p42/44 at T202/Y204 upon 
CXCL12 stimulation, and also confirmed that this phosphorylation followed activation 
of CXCR7. There is a slight discrepancy in the level of MAPK p42/44 phosphorylation 
observed by the Western Blot and RPPA.  This is most likely due to the fact that there is 
always a bias that needs to be considered when performing semi-quantitative assays. 
In general, our use of RPPA in combination with specific inhibitors, results in CXCR4/
CXCR7-specific “signaling fingerprints”, which can in turn be used to elucidate the 
activation and interaction of elements in the downstream signaling network (Figure 6).

MAPK p42/44 has often been found to be phosphorylated in cells that express 
chemokine receptors. For instance, activation of the MAPK/ERK pathway is a common 
response to stimulation of CXCR4 with CXCL12 (i.e.[37-39]). CXCR7 activation by 
CXCL12 has been shown to lead to phosphorylation of MAPK in glioma cells, human 
epidermal melanocytes, and T lymphocytes [40-42]. Our finding that CXCL12 activates 
MAPK p42/44 through CXCR7 in breast cancer cells but not through CXCR4 is in line 
with these earlier observations in above mentioned cell types, and provides further 
confirmation of the receptor’s role as an important activator of MAPK/ERK pathways in 
various cellular contexts. Before discovery of CXCR7, MAPK p42/44  phosphorylation 
that was observed with CXCL12 stimulation and attributed to CXCR4 activation might 
have well been induced by CXCR7. However, after CXCR7 discovery studies have been 
conducted that showed CXCR4-dependent activation of MAPK p42/44 (i.e. [39]) 
showing that both CXCR4 and CXCR7 are able to activate this protein, dependent on 
cellular content. Our data affirms the influence of CXCR7-mediated signaling in the 
context of prominent signal transduction pathways (Figure 6), although the definitive 
characterization of these pathways will require additional research.  

One intriguing further characteristic is already suggested by the present study: the 
CXCR4 and CXCR7 signaling routes are not independent of each other. In terms of a 
mechanistic underpinning of this, the ability of CXCR4 and CXCR7 to form heterodimers 
should be considered.  Because the extent of heterodimerization is likely to depend 
strongly on the relative expression levels of the two receptors, this adds strongly to the 
complexity of chemokine signaling [13].  We conclude that CXCR4 and CXCR7 signaling  
cannot be described as a single signaling axis leading from CXCL12 through G proteins. 
Neither can it be described as two axes, one leading from CXCL12 through G proteins 
and one from CXCL12 to alternative downstream signaling including the MAPK/ERK 
route.  Because of the interactions we observed we propose it should be described as 
a dual signaling axis from CXCL12 to both G protein and MAPK/ERK and potentially to 
other downstream pathways.
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The cooperativity between the two signaling routes also reflects on the functional 
implications of complex chemokine receptor signaling.  For instance, a recent study 
where the rat mammary adenocarcinoma cell line MTLn3 was used to overexpress these 
two receptors showed that CXCR7 expression increased chemotaxis of MTLn3 cells 
towards CXCL12 as compared to cells that only expressed CXCR4, and that binding of 
CXCL12 to CXCR4 was responsible for this response [24]. Also, both in vitro and in vivo, 
CXCL12-induced invasion was decreased when cells expressed both CXCR4 and CXCR7, 
compared to cells that only expressed CXCR4. Additionally, cells expressing CXCR4 had 
increased cell motility within the primary tumor as well as increased intravasation 
as compared to non-CXCR4-expressing cells, while CXCR7-expressing cells enhanced 
primary tumor growth. 

CXCR4 and CXCR7 are not the only chemokine receptors to show distinct pathway 
activation while binding the same ligand. Decoy receptor CCX-CXR (or ACKR4) shares 
CCL19 and CCL21 with CCR7 and CCL25 with CCR9 (Figure 2, Chapter 1). While 
CCR7 and CCR9 activate G protein-dependent pathways, this decoy receptor is found 
to increase cAMP levels and CRE activity when Gαi proteins are inactivated [43]. In 
addition, CCX-CKR activated β-arrestin recruitment, but further downstream signaling 
is not elucidated.  Still, nothing is known on the signaling interaction between CCX-CKR 
and CCR7 and/or CCR9 and it is therefore difficult to predict whether it shares a similar 
interaction to CXCR4 and CXCR7.

The pervasive involvement of the dual CXCL12/CXCR4/CXCR7 axis in cancer prompts 
the question whether this axis could be used as a drug target. CXCR4 inhibitors have 

Figure 6 The network context of MAPK, p70S6K, and c-Jun with respect to important signaling 
pathways and upstream stimulation. The MAP kinase pathway is implicated in cell growth and 
frequently deregulated in cancer. The PI3K/Akt axis, shown partially in the center of the network, 
is known to respond to CXCR4 activation [30], and various means of cross-talk exist between the 
MAP kinase and PI3K/Akt pathways [31-34]. For each (phospho-) protein that was assayed by 
RPPA, its CXCL12 response profile according to the computational analysis (CXCR4-associated, 
CXCR7-associated, and non-specific response), as well as the results of the subsequent manual 
curation step (“selected upon manual inspection”), are denoted by colored circles.
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already been widely studied in this context; besides in the treatment of HIV [44], 
AMD3100 has recently begun to see clinical use as a stem cell mobilizer. Furthermore, 
several reports describe the combined use of AMD3100 and chemotherapy in the 
treatment of cancer [45-47]. Besides small molecules, other types of CXCR4 inhibitors 
have been shown to be effective. Notably, we previously reported the generation of 
CXCR4-specific nanobodies that are effective at inhibiting HIV replication and inducing 
stem cell mobilization [48] and Chapter 2. 

CXCR7 inhibitors have shown promising results in animal models. For instance, the small 
molecule CCX754 inhibited tumor growth in a mouse model of B lymphoma and lung 
carcinoma [11]. In the present study, we used the CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207, which 
is derived from the CCX754 series of compounds [49]. Also, siRNA-induced depletion 
of CXCR7 expression has been successfully used to inhibit the growth of prostate and 
breast tumors [26, 50] and CXCR7-specific nanobodies were shown to inhibit head and 
neck tumor growth in vivo (see Chapter 3). 

An important result of our study is that one should examine the use of both inhibitors 
independently as well as in combination since they engage with different downstream 
signaling pathways. Since endogenous CXCL12 expression is known to predispose 
tissues to metastasis [51, 52], activation of the CXCR4 and/or CXCR7 signaling axis in 
cancer cells may contribute to tumor progression. The results of our RPPA experiment 
suggest that a combination treatment with CXCR4 and CXCR7 inhibitors could be 
effective in tumors expressing both receptors, as phosphorylation of key drivers of 
proliferation was abolished upon treatment with these inhibitors. However, complete 
understanding of these effects is contingent on a thorough investigation of the response 
to the activation of individual receptors and, because of the cooperativity we observed, 
the response of the activation of both of them. In this study, we have contributed to 
this by showing that breast cancer cells expressing both CXCR4 and CXCR7 respond to 
CXCL12 treatment by activating a diversity of signaling pathways, and that the response 
differs between the two receptors and is again different when both are activated. 
Specifically, we showed that signaling through MAPK p42/44 increases upon CXCR7 
activation. Hence, targeting of CXCR7 besides CXCR4 should be considered in addition 
to the current clinical repertoire. As the MAPK pathway is a common suspect in disease 
etiology, we expect that further investigation of chemokine signaling in the context of 
human physiology and disease will be a rewarding endeavor. 

4. Materials and Methods

Cell Culture
The human breast cancer cell line BT474 was obtained from the American Tissue 
Culture Collection (ATCC). Cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium 
(PAA) supplemented with 10% (V/V) fetal bovine serum (PAA) and 1% penicillin/
streptomycin (V/V) (PAA).
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Quantitative RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from BT474 cells with the RNeasy kit from Qiagen according 
to the manufacturer’s protocol. Messenger (m)RNA was converted into cDNA using the 
BioRad iScript cDNA synthesis kit. Subsequently, mRNA expression levels were detected 
with SYBRGreen (BioRad) using CXCR3, CXCR4, CXCR7, CXCL11, CXCL12 and β-actin-
specific primers (see table 1 Chapter 4). mRNA expression levels were normalized 
against those of β-actin to determine relative expression.

ELISA
BT474 cells were seeded  onto a 48-well plate. After one day cells were fixed with 4% 
formaldehyde in TBS and subsequently the cells in some of the wells were permeabilized 
with TBS/0.5% NP-40. After blocking with 1% skim milk in 0.1M NaHCO3 of pH 8.6, 
cells were incubated overnight at 4°C with anti-CXCR7 (C1C2, Genetex) or anti-CXCR4 
(IMG-537, Imgenex). After three washing steps with TBS, cells were incubated with 
HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (Bio-Rad) for 2 hours. Absorbance was measured 
at 490nm with the Powerwave X340 absorbance plate reader (BioTek) after addition of 
substrate and stopping solution.  

Determination of (phospho) protein status of treated BT474 cells by RPPA
BT474 cells were seeded on a 6-well plate and the next day the cells were put on 
serum free medium for 40 hours for synchronization. Subsequently, either 1µM CXCR4 
inhibitor IT1t (Calbiochem) or CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207 [49] was added to the cells. 
The control cells were treated with the same percentage of DMSO. After 1 hour, all cells 
were stimulated with 1 nM CXCL12 for 2, 5, 10, 30, or 60 minutes.  Control cells received 
medium without CXCL12. Treatment was ended by washing the cells twice with ice-cold 
PBS and then lysing them with an aqueous ‘lysis buffer’ containing 1% Triton X-100, 
50 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1mM EGTA, 100 mM NaF, 10 mM 
Na pyrophosphate, 1 mM Na3VO4 and 10% glycerol, containing freshly added protease 
and phosphatase inhibitors. Cellular proteins were denatured by 1% SDS (with beta-
mercaptoethanol) and diluted in five 2-fold serial dilutions in dilution buffer (lysis buffer 
containing 1% SDS). Serially diluted lysates were arrayed on nitrocellulose-coated 
slides (Grace Biolab) by Aushon 2470 Arrayer (Aushon BioSystems). A total of 5808 
array spots were arranged on each slide including the spots corresponding to positive 
and negative controls prepared from mixed cell lysates or dilution buffer, respectively. 
Each slide was probed with a validated primary antibody plus a biotin-conjugated 
secondary antibody. Only antibodies with a Pearson correlation coefficient between 
RPPA and western blotting of greater than 0.7 were used further in this study. Antibodies 
with a single or dominant band on western blotting were further assessed by direct 
comparison to RPPA using cell lines with differential protein expression or modulated 
with ligands/inhibitors or siRNA for phospho- or structural proteins, respectively. 
The signal obtained was amplified using a Dako Cytomation–catalyzed system (Dako) 
and visualized by DAB colorimetric reaction. The slides were scanned, analyzed, and 
quantified using customized software (Microvigene, VigeneTech Inc.) to generate spot 
intensities. Each dilution curve was fitted with a logistic model (“Supercurve Fitting” 
developed by the Department of Bioinformatics and Computational Biology at the 
MD Anderson Cancer Center, “http://bioinformatics.mdanderson.org/OOMPA”). This 
fits a single curve using all the samples (i.e., dilution series) on a slide with the signal 
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intensity as the response variable and the dilution steps as the independent variable. 
The fitted curve was plotted with the signal intensities - both observed and fitted - on 
the y-axis and the log2-concentration of proteins on the x-axis for diagnostic purposes. 
The protein concentrations of each set of slides were then normalized by median polish, 
which was corrected across samples by the linear expression values using the median 
expression levels of all antibody experiments to calculate a loading correction factor for 
each sample. For each time course, we then determined each data point’s value relative 
to t=0, and log-normalized the resulting values.

Correlation analysis
For each probe, four time course experiments were performed (CXCL12, CXCL12 + IT1t, 
CXCL12 + VUF11207, CXCL12), each of which consisted of 7 time points (0, 2, 5, 10, 30, 
or 60 minutes). We disregarded the 180 minute time point in all analyses described 
here, because we expect the phenomena under study to manifest on a much shorter 
time scale. This brings us to a total of 161 (probes) x 3 (experiments) x 6 (time points) 
= 2898 data points. We regarded an entire six point time course as the smallest unit 
on which biologically meaningful analyses could be performed. We can calculate the 
correlation between two such time courses by dividing the dot product of the two time 
courses by the product of their norms. This correlation coefficient is well-suited to log-
normalized data when relative activation matters most, and is unaffected by the x-axis 
bias of the Pearson correlation coefficient. 

Differential clustering analysis and target selection
We calculated the pairwise correlation between all three time-courses for the same 
probe to gauge whether different treatments elicited different responses in terms of 
the same (phospho-)protein. Any (phospho-)probe for which an inhibitor condition 
correlated negatively with the uninhibited (CXCL12 only) condition was selected for 
a closer look at this stage. We also calculated pairwise correlations between all probes 
in the same time-course experiment to determine the classes of responses that were 
observed under that particular treatment regimen. Using an unsupervised average 
linkage-based clustering algorithm, we then grouped each probe into one of four clusters 
based on its correlation with the other members of that cluster. This was done for each 
treatment condition, resulting in 3 clusters for each experiment. Next, for each probe, 
we checked whether the other probes it clustered with were the same across all four 
experiments. If this was not the case, and for instance, a probe clustered consistently 
in all conditions except CXCR4 inhibition, then that probe would be marked for a 
closer look to see whether it shows a response to that particular treatment. After such 
individual inspection of the automatically selected probes, we selected p42/44 MAPK 
pT202/Y204, c-Jun pS73, and p70S6K pT389 for validation using western blotting.

SDS-Page and Western Blot
Cell lysates were loaded onto 4-15% TGX gels (Bio-Rad) and after electrophoresis, 
proteins were transferred onto PVDF membranes and blocked for 1 hour in 5% skim 
milk with 0.1% Tween-20/TBS. Subsequently membranes were incubated overnight 
with corresponding primary antibodies (p42/44 MAPK: #4695, CST; p42/44 MAPK 
pT202/Y204: #4377, CST; p70S6K pT389: #9205S, CST; c-Jun pS73: #9164S, CST; 
c-Jun (total): #9165, CST; β-actin: #A5316, Sigma) and detected using HRP-conjugated 
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secondary antibody (Bio-Rad). The bands were visualized by the use of Chemi Doc 
imager (Bio-Rad) and quantified with Image Lab Software (Bio-Rad). 
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Abstract

 
The human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) encoded chemokine receptor US28 is known to 
promote tumorigenesis. US28 displays constitutive activity and signals in a G protein-
dependent manner, hijacking the cellular machinery.  An important factor in tumorigenesis 
is activation of the hypoxia inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α), a regulator of angiogenesis 
and energy metabolism. In this study we show that US28 is able to induce secretion of 
VEGF constitutively, through activation of HIF-1α. Increase of HIF-1 transactivation is G 
protein- and mTOR-dependent and occurs through increased protein stability rather than 
increased transcription levels of HIF-1α. Furthermore, the HIF-1 target genes glucose 
transporter type 1 (GLUT1) and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), 
were upregulated in US28 expressing cells. AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) and 
pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2), were differentially phosphorylated in US28 expressing 
cells. Also in HCMV infected fibroblasts and malignant glioblastoma cells, HCMV 
increased HIF-1 transcriptional activity, in part via US28. Finally, increased proliferation 
of cells expressing US28 is abolished upon inhibition of HIF-1 dimerization. These data 
highlight the importance of HIF-1α in US28- induced proliferation and angiogenesis.      
 

1. Introduction  

 
The human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) is a widespread pathogen that infects 30-90% 
of the population [1]. Following a generally asymptomatic primary infection, the virus 
is able to establish lifelong latencies, evading the host’s immune system in healthy 
individuals. During immune-suppression (e.g. AIDS, (auto-) inflammatory disease or 
allograft patients) the opportunistic virus can cause severe diseases [2-5]. Additionally, 
HCMV is suggested to promote tumorigenesis during primary infection and/or virus 
reactivation. Although the oncomodulatory role of HCMV is in debate [6-8], there is a 
growing body of evidence implicating HCMV with proliferative malignancies including 
glioblastoma and colon cancer [5, 9-11]. 

In part, this is attributed to the HCMV-encoded G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) 
US28. It is well established that various human herpesviruses encode GPCRs [5]. Most 
of these viral GPCRs show homology to the human chemokine receptor family [12]. 
The chemokine receptor family plays a key role in the immune response by recruiting 
leukocytes that express these receptors, to sites of inflammation [13]. Chemokine 
receptors may be involved in cancer [14], including the human chemokine receptors as 
well as viral chemokine receptors [5, 15]. For instance, the viral GPCR ORF74, which is 
encoded by Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV), plays an essential role in 
initiation and progression of Kaposi’s sarcoma in vivo [16]. 

Interestingly this receptor constitutively activates several signaling pathways in a small 
subset of infected endothelial cells, leading to secretion of several cytokines that in 
turn activate oncogenic pathways, including the mTOR/Akt axis in a paracrine fashion 
[15]. We have shown that the HCMV encoded chemokine receptor US28 promotes 
tumorigenesis both in vitro and in vivo by constitutively activating signaling pathways in 
a G protein-dependent manner, leading to proliferation and angiogenesis [17, 18]. More 
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specifically, US28 constitutively activates NF-κB, leading to increased COX-2 expression 
and activity [19]. In addition, US28 is responsible for the secretion of the cytokine IL-
6, thereby activating the transcription factor STAT3 which leads to activation of IL-6 
via a positive feed-forward mechanism on the one hand and activation of target genes 
such as VEGF on the other hand [20, 21]. In glioblastoma and medulloblastoma patients, 
expression of US28 was evident and correlated with increased STAT3/IL-6 as well as 
COX-2 expression [20-22].

Another important factor known to regulate VEGF expression is the hypoxia-inducible 
factor 1 (HIF-1). As its name implies HIF-1 is normally active in cells undergoing 
hypoxia. The transcription factor HIF-1 contains an oxygen-regulated α subunit and 
a stable β subunit, which upon complex formation activates transcription of many 
genes involved in glycolysis (e.g. GLUT1 and HK1), proliferation (e.g. TGFA and IGF2) 
and angiogenesis (e.g. VEGF and PDGF) [23]. In cancer cells however, expression of the 
oxygen-regulated subunit (HIF-1α) is increased by either increased HIF-1α synthesis 
and stability or by increased mRNA expression [23]. Mutations in oncogenes and 
tumor suppressor genes lead to changes in signaling pathways controlling HIF-1α 
synthesis and stability. Additionally, oncogenic viruses have been shown to increase 
HIF-1α stability. For instance the KSHV-encoded GPCR ORF74 is able to induce HIF-1 
transactivation through increase of HIF-1α protein expression and nuclear localization 
under non-hypoxic conditions [24, 25]. 

In this study we demonstrate that the HCMV-encoded chemokine receptor US28 
increases secretion of VEGF by increased HIF-1 transactivation. Protein levels of 
HIF-1α are increased upon US28 expression whereas mRNA levels are unaltered, 
indicating a role for US28 in HIF-1α protein regulation. Furthermore, US28 expression 
leads to a decrease of phosphorylation of the nutrient sensor AMPK and an increase 
in phosphorylation of the glycolytic enzyme PKM2, associated with an increase in 
dimeric PKM2, thus acting as a co-factor for transcription. Also in infected fibroblasts 
and glioblastoma cells, HCMV increased HIF-1α activity in part via US28. These findings 
further confirm the contribution of US28 and HIF-1α in proliferation and angiogenic 
processes. 

2. Results

Role of HIF-1 in US28-induced VEGF secretion
Previously, we demonstrated that the HCMV-encoded receptor US28 constitutively 
promotes tumorigenic processes in NIH-3T3 cells, among others through secretion 
of VEGF [17]. Since HIF-1 is known to regulate VEGF expression we investigated the 
role of HIF-1 in US28-induced VEGF secretion. NIH-3T3 cells stably expressing US28, 
as witnessed by specific binding of 125I-CCL5 (Figure 1A), induced secretion of VEGF 
already 24 hours after serum starvation (Figure 1C). Acriflavine, an inhibitor of HIF-
1 dimerization [26], significantly inhibited VEGF secretion after 24 and 48 hours of 
treatment (Figure 1C). In HEK293T cells transiently expressing US28, VEGF promoter 
activation was increased, which was partially inhibited by Acriflavine treatment (Figure 
1B). These findings indicate the involvement of HIF-1 in US28-induced VEGF expression.
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US28-dependent G protein signaling increases HIF-1 transactivation through upregulation 
of HIF-1α protein levels, while HIF-1α mRNA levels are unaffected    
To elucidate the mechanism by which US28 controls HIF-1, a hypoxia response element 
(HRE) luciferase reporter gene was used. Because the HIF-1 complex associates with 
HRE sequences of target gene promoter regions, the reporter gene luminescence 
reflects HIF-1 activity. Transient cotransfections of HEK293T cells with increasing 
amounts of US28 DNA and a fixed amount of the HRE reporter gene, in the absence of 
chemokines revealed a dose-dependent increase in luminescence, indicating that US28 
is able to transactivate HIF-1 constitutively (Figure 2A). In contrast, HIF-1 activation 
was not observed in cells expressing the G protein-uncoupled receptor mutant US28-
R129A, demonstrating that US28-induced HIF-1 activity is G protein-dependent (Figure 
2B). Since US28 promiscuously interacts with several G protein families [5], further 
HRE reporter gene assays were conducted with the G protein family-specific inhibitors 
pertussis toxin (Gαi/0) and UBO-QIC (Gαq/11) (Figure 2C). The US28-induced HIF-1 
activity could be inhibited down to mock levels with the Gαq/11-specfic inhibitor UBO-
QIC. Pertussis toxin treatment, in contrast, did not affect US28-dependent HIF-1 activity. 
Together this illustrates that US28-dependent HIF-1 activity is mediated through Gαq/11 
signaling. The inhibitors did not decrease HIF-1 activity in mock and US28-R129A 
transfected cells, thus ensuring specificity of the compounds. 

As expected, chemical induction of hypoxia by cobalt chloride, further induced HIF-1 
activation in both mock and US28 transfected cells. Inhibition of HIF-1α and HIF-1β 
dimerization by acriflavine completely reduced the US28-mediated HIF-1 transactivation 
(Figure 2D), further confirming the role of US28 in upregulation of HIF-1 activity. Since 
the upregulation of HIF-1α is the determining factor for increased transactivation of 
HIF-1, we assessed the effect of US28 expression on HIF-1α gene transcription and 
protein levels. As depicted in Figure 2E no change in mRNA expression of HIF-1α was 
observed in US28-expressing NIH-3T3 cells. However, a clear upregulation of HIF-1α 
protein was observed in cells expressing US28 (Figure 2F). 

Figure 1 US28 constitutively induces promoter activation and secretion of VEGF. (A) NIH-3T3 
cells stably expressing US28 were assayed for binding of radiolabeled 125I-CCL5 (100 pM) and for 
displacement thereof by unlabeled US28 ligand CX3CL1 (100 nM). (B)  HEK293T cells transfected 
with US28 and VEGF promoter reporter gene were treated for 24 hours with HIF-1 dimerization 
inhibitor Acriflavine (1 μM) and VEGF promoter activity was measured. (C) Secretion of VEGF-A 
in the supernatant of NIH-3T3 cells stably transfected with US28 was measured 24 and 48 hours 
after 0.5% bovine serum starvation with or without treatment with HIF-1 dimerization inhibitor 
Acriflavine (1 μM).
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US28 expression regulates HIF-1α stability and translation, leading to changes in 
phosphorylation status of metabolic proteins and proliferation
The mTOR complex has been reported to promote HIF-1α activity by stimulating mRNA 
translation, thus elevating protein expression levels, whilst HIF-1α protein stability is 
unchanged [27, 28]. In order to determine whether US28 utilizes a similar mechanism 
for HIF-1α regulation by increasing the rate of translation of mRNA into protein through 

Figure 2 US28 constitutively induces transcriptional activation of the HIF-1 complex by increasing 
the HIF-1α protein level. (A) HEK293T cells were transiently transfected with increasing amounts 
of US28 DNA (as indicated below the columns) as well as 500 ng of hypoxia responsive element 
(HRE) reporter gene. (B-D) HEK293T cells were co-transfected with US28 or the G protein-
uncoupled mutant US28 R129A as well as the HRE-responsive element reporter gene and treated 
with (B) cobalt chloride (150 μM) to mimic hypoxia, (C) G protein family-specific inhibitors 
pertussis toxin (Gαi/0) and UBO-QIC (Gαq/11) or (D) dimerization inhibitor Acriflavine (1 μM), HIF-
1 transcriptional activity was measured after 24 hours of treatment.  (E) NIH-3T3 cells stably 
transfected with US28 were used for RNA isolation, followed by quantitative RT-PCR using HIF-
1α-specific primers to determine the mRNA expression levels. (F) Lysates were prepared from 
NIH-3T3 cells stably transfected with US28 or control vector, and expression of HIF-1α protein  
was evaluated with a specific antibody by western blotting, followed by quantification with the 
use of β-actin as a loading control. The blot was quantified in the graph next to the blot.
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mTOR-dependent pathways, the mTOR inhibitor Rapamycin was used. Incubation of 
US28 expressing cells with this inhibitor resulted in an attenuated increase in HIF-
1 reportergene activity (Figure 3A), illustrating that US28 increases HIF-1 activity 
through mTOR dependent pathways. The mTOR pathway has been reported to be 
regulated by the tumor suppressor LKB1, which phosphorylates AMP-activated protein 
kinase (AMPK) that in turn inhibits mTOR-mediated protein synthesis [29]. In US28-
expressing NIH-3T3 cells, phosphorylation of AMPK at Thr172 was decreased compared 
to control cells, suggesting that AMPK is not able to suppress protein synthesis mediated 
by the mTOR complex (Figure 3B). Interestingly, total levels of AMPK are increased in 
US28-expressing cells. Next, we assessed mRNA expression of HIF-1 target genes vegf, 
gapdh and glut1. The latter two genes are known to be involved in glucose transport 
and metabolism [30, 31]. As expected from the measurements of VEGF promotor 
activity and secretion (Figure 1), expression of VEGF mRNA was increased (Figure 3C). 
Additionally, GAPDH and GLUT1 mRNA expression were upregulated in cells expressing 
US28 (Figure 3C). This observation, together with the decreased AMPK phosphorylation 
led to the hypothesis that US28 might affect regulation of glycolysis. 

To test this hypothesis, we examined the phosphorylation status of pyruvate kinase M2 
(PKM2). PKM2 functions as a switch with a distinct dual role depending on its oligomeric 
form. Tetrameric PKM2 functions as a pyruvate kinase in the cytosol, and is involved 
in the energetically favorable oxidative phosphorylation with glucose as the substrate 
[32].  Phosphorylation of PKM2 at Tyr105 has been reported to inhibit formation of the 
active tetrameric form of PKM2 and to promote dimerization of the protein [33]. The 
PKM2 dimer has diminished pyruvate kinase activity and is associated with increased 
lactate secretion and aerobic glycolysis [33]. In addition, the dimeric protein is able to 
translocate to the nucleus where it functions as a protein kinase and co-transcription 
factor, regulating expression of proliferative genes thereby promoting tumorigenesis 
[32, 34, 35].  In US28-expressing cells there is a modest increase in total PKM2 protein 
levels, whereas there is a striking increase in phosphorylated PKM2 at Tyr105 (Figure 
3D), suggesting that there is relatively less PKM2 pyruvate kinase activity in these 

Figure 3 A & B. US28 constitutively regulates HIF-1α through mTOR dependent pathways, 
regulates HIF-1-controlled metabolic enzymes and induces proliferation in a HIF-1 dependent 
fashion. (A) HEK293T cells were transfected with US28 as well as HRE-responsive element 
reporter gene  and treated for 24 hours with mTOR inhibitor Rapamycin (1 μM) and HIF-1 
transcriptional activity was measured. (B) Lysates were prepared from synchronized  stably 
transfected NIH-3T3 cells with US28 or empty vector and the phosphorylation status of AMPK 
was assessed by western blotting. The blot was quantified in the graph next to the blot. 
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elucidate if the relative abundance of PKM2 dimers is altered by US28 expression. 
Native lysates of mock and US28 NIH-3T3 cells were subjected to formaldehyde cross-
linking and subsequently probed for PKM2 levels by western blot analysis (Figure 3E). 
In US28-expressing cells there is a relative 2.4±0.2 fold increase of  dimeric (120 kDa) 
PKM2 in US28-expressing cells compared to mock cells. There are two additional bands 
present above the 180 kDa mark, which could potentially represent tetrameric PKM2 
and posttranslational modifications. Overall the data supports the hypothesis that US28 
forces the metabolic master switch PKM2 to act as a co-transcription factor promoting 
cell proliferation. Previously, we have shown that NIH-3T3 cells stably expressing US28 
show increased cell growth and proliferation [17]. To determine if HIF-1 activation is 
of importance, cells were treated with the HIF-1 dimerization inhibitor acriflavine and 
3H-thymidine incorporation was measured (Figure 3F). Acriflavine treatment resulted 
in decreased proliferation of cells expressing US28, compared to untreated cells. 

Figure 3 C ,D ,E & F (C) mRNA expression was determined corresponding to  GAPDH, GLUT1 
and VEGF-A, all HIF-1 target genes, in RNA isolated from stably transfected NIH-3T3 cells with 
US28 or empty vector. (D) Lysates were prepared from synchronized  stably transfected NIH-3T3 
cells with US28 or empty vector and phosphorylation status of PKM2 was assessed by western 
blotting. The blot was quantified in the graph next to the blot. (E) Native lysates were prepared 
from synchronized stably transfected NIH-3T3 cells with US28 or empty vector (mock). PKM2 
protein was cross-linked using 0.25% formaldehyde/PBS solution (+), lysates without cross-
linking treatment were included as loading and total PKM2 expression controls. In the first lane 
on the left the marker is visualized and the size of the protein bands. (F) NIH-3T3 cells stably 
transfected with US28 or empty vector, were treated with Acriflavine for 48 hours. Proliferation 
of the cells was determined by 3H- thymidine incorporation assay.
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HCMV infection induces HIF-1 activity in part via US28
As US28 is an HCMV-encoded GPCR it is essential to study its signaling properties 
in a viral context as well. McFarlane and colleagues described the ability of HCMV 
to induce HIF-1 [36], yet the viral proteins and molecular mechanism driving this 
process remain unclear. To improve our understanding of HCMV-dependent HIF-1 
induction, we studied the contribution of US28 to HIF-1 activity upon HCMV infection 
of disease relevant cell lines. Human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF) and U373 malignant 
glioblastoma cells were infected with the clinical HCMV-Titan strain (Titan WT) and its 
US28 deletion mutant (Titan ΔUS28) [17] at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 2 and 
assessed for viral protein (Immediate early antigen (IEA) and US28) expression and 
HIF-1 activity 48 hours post-infection (Figure 4). Immunofluorescence of HCMV Titan 
WT and ΔUS28-infected HFF and U373 were performed to verify infection efficiency 
and US28 expression (Figure 4A). The infected cells can be visualized by IEA staining 
in the nucleus (green). In addition to the nuclei, the cytosol of infected cells can also be 
visualized. The genomes of HCMV Titan strains encode GFP, resulting in minor cytosolic 
expression levels of this fluorescent protein (also in green) during later phases of the 
infection cycle. The representative immunofluorescence images (panel I-IV) illustrate 
that HFF and U373 cells are susceptible to HCMV Titan WT and ΔUS28 infection. As 
described previously, US28 (red) is only expressed in the WT-infected cells (panel I and 
III) and primarily localized in the perinuclear region [20, 37]. As can be seen in Figures 
4B and 4C, the HRE reporter gene results of infected HFF (Figure 4B) and U373 (Figure 
4C) cells indicate that HCMV Titan WT infection induces HIF-1 transcriptional activity 
to a great extent, which is partially, but significantly reduced in cells infected with the 
Titan ΔUS28 strain. This demonstrates that HCMV-dependent HIF-1 transactivation 
may in part be attributed to US28 signaling. Taken together the results of HCMV Titan 
infection experiments demonstrate that US28 affects HIF-1 transactivation in a viral 
context.  

3. Discussion

Hypoxia is a common event occurring in tumors. Blood vessels that supply cells of 
oxygen are not as well structured around the tumor tissue, thereby they have reduced 
oxygen supply to the tumor. [38]. During normoxia, HIF-1α protein is rapidly degraded 
due to oxygen-dependent post-translational modifications. Concerted hydroxylations 
by proline and aspargine hydroxylases promote interaction with the Von Hippel 
Lindau (pVHL) E3 ubiquitin ligase, consequently marking the transcription factor 
for proteosomal degradation [39]. Under hypoxic conditions, oxygen-dependent 
hydroxylases fail to promote HIF-1α degradation, resulting in its translocation to the 
nucleus where it forms a functional dimer with HIF-1β and activates gene transcription. 
This will allow the cell to adapt to hypoxic conditions and survive [40].  Many cancer 
cells have increased HIF-1α levels even under normoxic conditions. This may be due to 
mutations of proteins within signaling pathways activated by receptor tyrosine kinases 
and/or GPCRs and through loss of function of tumor suppressor genes (e.g. p53 and 
PTEN). Increase of HIF-1α allows for the activation of many genes that will provide 
the building blocks needed for rapid cell growth [24]. Besides mutations, infection 
of cells with oncogenic viruses has been reported to alter HIF-1α regulation, thereby 
contributing to this aspect of the oncogenic phenotype. KSHV is known to increase HIF-
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Figure 4 US28 contributes to HCMV-dependent HIF-1 activation in U373 glioblastoma and HFF 
cells. (A) Immunofluorescence of HCMV Titan WT and ΔUS28 infected U373 or HFF cells 48 hours 
post-infection at MOI2. Cells were stained with anti-US28 antibody (red), anti-immediate early 
antigen (IEA) antibody (green) and DAPI (blue). Additionally, since a GFP tag is incorporated in 
the viral genome, the cytosol of infected cells can also be detected with green fluorescence. Panel 
I-IV display IEA-specific staining in the nuclei and GFP in the cytosol of HCMV Titan-infected cells.  
Panels I and II display US28-specific staining in primarily the perinuclear region of Titan WT 
infected cells, which cannot be detected in cells infected with the US28 deletion mutant (ΔUS28). 
(B) HFF or (C) U373 cells were infected with HCMV Titan WT or ΔUS28 at MOI of 2. Mock and 
infected cells were transfected with the HRE reporter gene 24 hours post-infection, followed by 
HIF-1 activity measurement 48 hours post-infection.
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1-mediated transactivation as well as nuclear localization and decrease its degradation 
[25, 41-43]. Other examples of potentially oncogenic viruses increasing HIF-1 activity 
are Hepatitis B and C virus [44, 45], EBV [46, 47], HPV [48] and  HCMV [36]. 

Our data demonstrate that the HCMV-encoded GPCR US28 induces proliferation and 
angiogenic processes via activation of HIF-1α. Inhibition of HIF-1α resulted in impaired 
proliferation and VEGF secretion in US28-expressing cells. Also in HCMV-infected 
human foreskin fibroblasts and glioblastoma cells increases in HIF-1 transcriptional 
activity were detected. This observed increase can be ascribed in part to the HCMV-
encoded chemokine receptor US28. This observation is in line with earlier studies that 
demonstrated that infection of human fibroblasts with HCMV led to increased HIF-1α 
accumulation [36]. Moreover, inactivated HCMV, irradiated with ultraviolet light, also 
elicited this effect, demonstrating that the response was induced by interaction of the 
infecting virion with the cell and that viral gene expression was not required. As US28 
has been reported to be present on the virion and signals readily after infection [49], 
this viral receptor protein accounts in part for the observed increases after HCMV 
infection. In cells infected with the HCMV Titan ΔUS28 there is significant residual HIF-
1 activity, suggesting that other HCMV-encoded genes, in addition to US28, also affect 
HIF-1 transactivation. Other HCMV-encoded chemokine receptors also reported to be 
expressed on the virion, like UL33 [50], may also play a role in modulating this pathway. 

We have previously shown that promoter activation of VEGF by US28 was realized 
through activation of G proteins, more specifically Gαq and Gβγ, followed by activation 
of protein kinases p38 and p44/42 MAPK [17]. In our follow-up studies, we confirmed 
the partial involvement of STAT3 in US28-mediated VEGF promoter activity and 
showed that COX-2 inhibitor Celecoxib is able to partially decrease US28-induced VEGF 
secretion [19, 20]. In the present study, we showed that US28 induced VEGF promoter 
activity and that VEGF secretion was mediated by HIF-1 transactivation presumably via 
activation of Gαq and mTOR. Phosphorylation of AMPK at T172, reported to inhibit mTOR 
mediated protein synthesis [29], was decreased in US28 expressing cells, suggesting 
that this impairment may contribute to increases in HIF-1 activity. The AMPK levels 
were, however, increased in US28 expressing cells, as reported earlier in HCMV infected 
fibroblasts [51]. 

In addition, our results show that US28 expression in NIH-3T3 cells modulates the 
phosphorylation state of the pyruvate kinase isoform M2 (PKM2). PKM2 plays an 
enigmatic dual role in cellular metabolism and proliferation. In normal cells PKM2 exists 
primarily in a tetrameric state, functioning as an essential enzyme in glucose metabolism 
[52]. It ensures effective conversion of phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) and ADP to yield 
pyruvate and ATP, driving glycolysis towards energy efficient oxidative phosphorylation 
[32, 33]. Intriguingly, its enzymatic role can be diminished by oncogenic signaling that 
causes phosphorylation and subsequent destabilization of the tetramer, thus promoting 
enzymatically inactive PKM2 dimers [53]. The dimer has diminished metabolic activity, 
resulting in accumulation of PEP. This does not cause but is rather accompanied by 
increased flux of aerobic glycolysis and increased lactate secretion [32, 54]. Only in 
a dimeric form PKM2 can translocate into the nucleus and act as a co-activator [34], 
enhancing expression of the STAT3 [34], β-catenin [55], Oct4 [56], and HIF-1 [57] gene. 

The expression and function of PKM2 is closely intertwined with HIF-1 in positive 
feedback loops. Whereas hif-1α is a target gene of the PKM2/STAT3 pathway, pkm2 
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expression is in its turn regulated by the HIF-1 transcription complex [58]. Hence, 
PKM2 and HIF-1 promote metabolic reprogramming and proliferation.    

In this study we show that US28 expression is associated with increased phosphorylation 
of PKM2, thereby inducing PKM2 dimer formation.  These findings are further 
corroborated by increases in dimeric form of PKM2 in US28 expressing cells (Figure 
3E). There are additional bands visible on the blot above 180 kDa mark, which could 
belong to PKM2 tetramers and potential post-translationasl modifications. However, 
to confirm the size of the bands a different percentage of the gel should be used in 
combination with a marker with a band size indication of the higher end. The finding 
that total expression levels of PKM2 are increased in US28-expressing cells is in line 
with the reported positive feedback loop between HIF-1 and PKM2, since an increase 
in HIF-1 activity appears to be related to an increase in PKM2 expression. Kosugi et 
al., reported that the enzymatic activity and nuclear translocation of PKM2 can be 
affected by receptor tyrosine EGFR signaling [59].  To our knowledge, this is the first 
time that a GPCR is shown to induce phosphorylation and dimerization of PKM2. Next 
to modulating AMPK and PKM2 activity, we show that cells expressing US28 induce 
increased expression of the glucose transporter GLUT1 and metabolic enzyme GAPDH. 
Future experiments need to be done to assess whether US28 expression, modulating 
the activity of these metabolic enzymes, induces changes in cellular metabolism.   With 
the likelihood that the glucose transporter has flux control, the enhanced expression 
of the transporter should increase glycolytic flux.  With a reduced activity of pyruvate 
dehydrogenase complex due to increased NADH also caused by  increased expression 
of GAPDH and/or by lack of oxygen, this shuld lead to the increased production of lactic 
acid.

Our previous work has substantiated the importance of the constitutive activity of 
US28 in enhancing proliferative and angiogenic signaling and contributing to HCMV-
associated malignancies [17, 19, 20, 60, 61]. The data reported here indicate that US28 
is also able to impinge into the signaling module that regulates HIF-1 activity. 

Since inhibition of HIF-1 activity led to loss of US28-induced proliferation (Figure 3F) 
we propose an extended mechanism by which US28 is able to promote tumorigenesis 
(Figure 5). Constitutive signaling of US28 inhibits phosphorylation of T172 on AMPK 
through activation of unknown intermediates, followed by activation of mTOR 
and increased translation of HIF-1α. This mechanism is responsible for increased 
translocation of  HIF-1α to the nucleus, dimerizing with HIF-1β and binding to HRE 
regions of target genes like VEGF-A, GLUT1 and GAPDH. Increased secretion of VEGF-A, 
as was reported before, leads to angiogenesis in vitro and in vivo [17]. In addition, 
phosphorylation at Y105 on PKM2 is mediated by US28, leading to increased levels in 
phosphoenolpyruvate and anaplerotic reactions on the one hand and translocation of 
PKM2 to the nucleus on the other hand, where it then functions as a co-activator for 
transcription of transcription factors like HIF-1. 

In conclusion, in this study we show that the HCMV-encoded GPCR US28 induces 
HIF-1 activation through stabilization and increased translation of HIF-1α, through 
modulation of metabolic enzymes. These findings further substantiate a role for this 
viral GPCR in proliferation and angiogenesis in HCMV-associated malignancies.
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4. Materials and Methods

 Cell Culture
NIH-3T3 cells stably transfected with mock vector (empty pcDEF3 expression vector), 
US28-WT or US28-R129A were cultured as previously described [17]. The human 
embryonic kidney cell line HEK293T and the human malignant glioblastoma cell line 
U373 were cultured in DMEM (PAA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 
heat-inactivated bovine serum (Gibco), respectively, 50 IU/ml penicillin and 50 μg/
ml streptomycin (PAA). All cells were grown at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 
5%CO2. Transient transfections were performed using the polyethylenimine (PEI) 
method [62]. Human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF) were cultured in MEM Eagle with 
Earle’s salts and sodium bicarbonate (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 0.1 mmol/L 
non-essential amino acids (PAA), 2 mmol/L L-glutamine and 10% fetal bovine serum. 
The clinical HCMV strain Titan WT and the deletion mutant Titan ∆US28, previously 
described in [17] was used to infect U373 and HFF cells with a MOI of 2. In order to 
synchronize the infection cycle, the virus was removed 2 hours post infection.   

FIGURE 5 Proposed mechanism of US28 induced activation of HIF-1α. US28 constitutively 
stimulates Gαq-dependent signaling cascades resulting in decreased phosphorylation and activity 
of AMPK. Since AMPK negatively regulates the mTOR complex 1, US28 drives mTORC1 activity 
supporting HIF-1α translation and activity. HIF-1α translocates to the nucleus and dimerizes with 
HIF-1β to form a functional HIF-1 transcription factor that binds HRE regions to regulate HIF-1 
target genes supporting angiogenesis and metabolic reprogramming. In parallel, US28 signaling 
modulates PKM2 phosphorylation and rearrangement into enzymatically less active, but protein 
kinase active dimers. The PKM2 dimers support a proliferative and angiogenic phenotype through 
activation of HIF-1.  Hence, US28 induces HIF-1 activation through stabilization and increased 
translation of HIF-1α, thereby modulating metabolic enzymes. In this way US28 contributes to 
proliferation and angiogenesis in HCMV-associated malignancies.
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Materials
Recombinant human CX3CL1 was obtained from Peprotech. Acriflavine (HIF-1 
inhibitor),  pertussis toxin (PTx,Gαi/0-inhibitor) and Cobalt Chloride were obtained from 
Sigma-Aldrich. Rapamycin (mTORC1 inhibitor) was purchased from Cayman Chemical. 
The Gαq-inhibitor UBO-QIC was purchased from the Institute of Pharmaceutical Biology, 
University of Bonn. 

Radioligand binding
Expression of US28 in stably transfected NIH-3T3 cells was confirmed using 125I-CCL5 
binding (specific binding was determined using CX3CL1 10-7 M) as was described 
previously [18].

VEGF ELISA
NIH-3T3 cells were seeded in regular growth medium in a 6-well plate. The next day 
cells were synchronized by addition of DMEM with 0.5% bovine serum with or without 
1μM of acriflavine. After 24 or 48 hours the medium was collected, centrifuged and the 
supernatant was used in a mouse-VEGF Quantikine kit (R&D Systems), according to 
manufacturer’s procedures.

Reporter gene analysis
HEK293T cells were transfected with US28 and either VEGF promoter luciferase 
reportergene as described earlier [17] or HIF-1 reportergene. For the latter, 1.106 cells 
were transfected with 500 ng pTL-HIF-1-luc vector (Affymetrix). Three to six hours 
after transfection cells were treated with 150 μM Cobalt Chloride, 1 μM Acriflavine, 1 
μM Rapamycin, 1 μM UBO-QIC or 10 ng/ml pertussis toxin overnight. 24 hours after 
transfection luciferase activities were measured. For infection experiments, 2.105 
HFF and U373 cells were seeded and grown overnight in a 6-well plate. The cells 
were transfected with 500 ng pTL-HIF-1-luc vector (Affymetrix) and 500 ng control 
vector. 6 hours post transfection the cells were mock, HCMV Titan WT or HCMV Titan 
∆US28 infected with an MOI of 2 and grown overnight. The cells were reseeded in a 
white bottom 96-well assay plate and luciferase activity was measured 48 hours post-
infection.

Quantitative real-time-PCR
NIH-3T3 cells were cultured in a 6-well plate and harvested after 24 hours. The cells 
were centrifuged and the pellet was used to isolate RNA with RNeasy kit (Qiagen). 
Subsequently cDNA was prepared by the use of iScript reverse transcriptase 
kit (Bio-Rad) according to manufacturer’s instructions. qPCR primers used are: 
Hif1a F:TCATCAGTTGCCACTTCCCCAC,             R:CCGTCATCTGTTAGCACCATCA;  
Gapdh F:TCAACGGCACAGTCAAGG,       R:ACTCCACGACATACTCAGC; 
Glut1 F:GAGACCAAAGCGTGGTGAGT, R:GCAGTTCGGCTATAACACTGG; 
Vegfa F:GGCTCTTCTCGCTCCGTAGTAG, R:CCTCTCCTCTTCCTTCTCTTCCTC;  
Actb F:GGCTGTATTCCCCTCCATCG, R:CCAGTTGGTAACAATGCCATGT. 
PCR reactions were performed using SYBR Green mix with MyiQ Real-Time PCR 
detection system (Bio-Rad).  
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Western Blot
NIH-3T3 cells were grown on a 6-well plate on full medium. After overnight incubation 
the cells were either lysed (for detection of HIF-1α) or synchronized by replacing the 
medium with 0.5% (v/v) bovine serum DMEM and incubated for 24 hours before lysis. 
Cells were lysed with RIPA buffer or native lysis buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 150 
mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% (v/v) NP40 and 5% (v/v) glycerol) supplemented with 1 
mM NaF, 1 mM NaVO4 and cOmplete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche), sonicated 
and centrifuged to remove insoluble cell debris. Protein content of the lysates was 
determined using a BCA protein estimation assay according to manufacturer’s 
instructions (Thermo Scientific). For cross-linking experiments, cells were lysed using 
native lysis buffer, cross-linking was carried out on native lysates through incubation 
with 0.25% formaldehyde (Sigma) solution in PBS for 10 minutes at 25°C. Western 
blotting was performed according to standard procedures against HIF-1α (Millipore), 
AMPK phospho T172, AMPK total, PKM2 phospho Y105, PKM2 total (all Cell Signaling 
Technology) and β-actin (Sigma) specific antibodies. The protein levels were visualized 
by the use of Chemi Doc imager (Bio-Rad) and quantified with Image lab Software (Bio-
Rad).    

Thymidine incorporation assay
Cell proliferation in NIH-3T3 cells was measured using 3H-thymidine incorporation. Cells 
were grown in full medium and next day put on medium containing 0.5% bovine serum 
overnight with or without 1 μM Acriflavine, before labeling in DMEM supplemented 
with 0.5% bovine serum containing 1 μCi/ml 3H-thymidine (Perkin-Elmer). The next 
day cells were fixed with methanol, washed, lysed and radioactivity was measured with 
a scintillation counter.

Immunofluorescence
HCMV Titan-infected cells were fixed 48 hours post-infection using 4% 
formaldehyde (Sigma). Fixed cells were blocked using 5% (w/v) BSA/PBS (PAA) and 
immunofluorescence was performed with mouse anti-cytomegalovirus antibody 
(MAB810R, Millipore), rabbit anti-US28 antibody kindly provided by Alberto Fraille 
Ramos [20], and the secondary anti-mouse Alexa Fluor® 488-conjugated and anti-
rabbit Alexa Fluor® 568-conjugated antibodies. Imaging was carried out using a 
Olympus FSX-100 microscope.  
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In this thesis we examined the bimodal signaling through GPCRs involving G protein 
-dependent and G protein–independent, i.e. β-arrestin-dependent activation, of 
signaling pathways. As a model system CXCR4 and CXCR7 receptor were used in this 
thesis as they show these two modes of signaling. We asked whether they may affect 
oncogenic signaling differently. We also examined a third modality of signaling by 
a virus encoded GPCR. In this chapter the most important observations of previous 
chapters will be discussed in the light of current literature and the strengths of some of 
our hypotheses will be evaluated. Moreover, I will propose future perspectives on data 
processing and interpretation in order to achieve a better understanding of signaling 
networks in tumorigenesis.  

 

1. CXCR7 signaling and basal activity

As the youngest member of the chemokine receptor family, only being acknowledged 
as a chemokine receptor in 2005, CXCR7 has been the subject of many studies and 
controversies. Originally, it was discovered that this receptor (at that time named RDC1) 
binds CXCL12 and induces chemotaxis in T lymphocytes [1]. Subsequently, another 
group found that CXCR7, besides binding to CXCL12, also binds CXCL11 with somewhat 
lower affinity [2]. More importantly, this novel chemokine receptor does not engage 
in the usual mode of chemokine receptor signaling: This receptor neither activates G 
proteins, nor mobilizes calcium nor induces cell migration. Yet CXCR7 expression did 
lead to enhanced growth and survival of cancer cell lines [2-4]. Other studies rapidly 
followed, showing that CXCR7 expression increased tumorigenesis of for instance 
breast, lung and prostate cancer [3, 4]. Interestingly, its signaling properties remained 
debatable. Several reports showed that the main function of CXCR7 is scavenging of 
chemokines thereby limiting their availability for CXCR4 and CXCR3, known to bind to 
CXCL12 and CXCL11 respectively [5, 6]. Intriguingly, in rodent astrocytes and human 
glioma cells it was demonstrated that CXCR7 could signal through Gi/0 [7], contradicting 
claims of the receptor serving merely as a scavenger. We were not able to show any G 
protein-dependent signaling in our model system cell line, i.e. HEK293T cells. In our 
studies (Chapter 3 and 4) [8] as well as in other reports [9-11] CXCR7 mediated G 
protein-independent signaling through β-arrestin 1 and 2 was detected. These results 
confirmed our hypothesis that CXCR7 engages in a second mode (G protein-independent 
mode) of GPCR signaling, one that is independent of G protein activation.  They also 
demonstrated that signaling networks activated by a receptor are dependent on the cell 
type used as a model system. Such a phenomenon is also known as tissue bias and is 
widely observed in the chemokine receptor family [12].   We propose that this may be 
due to the relative activity of the receptors engaging in the two modes of signaling (i.e. 
G protein–dependent and β-arrestin-dependent).   

Further downstream pathways activated by CXCR7 have also been studied. In several 
cell lines CXCR7 activation by CXCL12 led to activation of MAPK signaling pathway [7, 
11, 13-15] as well as PI3K/Akt signaling pathway [4, 13, 16, 17]. In breast cancer cell 
line BT474 we also showed that CXCL12 is able to phosphorylate p42/44 MAPK through 
activation of CXCR7 (Chapter 5). Yet, very few studies performed in-depth analysis 
of how activation of CXCR7 by CXCL12 leads to the activation of these pathways. In a 
study performed in astrocytes the authors showed that CXCL12 solely activated CXCR7 
in astrocytes recruiting  G protein-coupled receptor kinase 2 (GRK2), but not any of 
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the other GRK-proteins [17]. Activation of p42/44 MAPK and Akt was dependent on 
the activity of GRK2. Phosphorylation of GPCR C-tail by GRKs also promotes binding of 
β-arrestins and initiation of receptor desensitization on the one hand and G protein-
independent signaling on the other hand [18]. Little is known about the  downstream 
signaling pathways activated by CXCR7. Recruitment of β-arrestins upon activation of 
CXCR7 is apparent as stated earlier and several studies show β-arrestin dependent 
activation of MAPK signaling pathway [11, 19]. Moreover, activation of CXCR7 by CXCL11 
leads to β-arrestin dependent migration of vascular smooth muscle cells [11], as well 
as MAPK signaling pathway activation in astrocytes [7]. In case of the other atypical 
chemokine receptor D6, which does not activate G-proteins, binding of chemokines 
to D6 leads to activation of the Rac1-PAK1-LIMK1 signaling pathway [20]. On its turn, 
this pathway phosphorylated cofilin through a β-arrestin1-dependent, G protein-
independent mechanism followed by degradation of chemokines. Based on this finding 
we maintain our hypothesis  that CXCR7 acts through a second mode of signaling.  More 
research will be needed  however to test the strength of this hypothesis.

Next to the PI3K/Akt and p42/44 MAPK signaling pathways, the p38 MAPK signaling 
pathway has been documented to be induced by activation of CXCR7 through CXCL12. 
In the ovarian cancer cell line SKOV3, CXCR7 was found to phosphorylate p38 MAPK 
upon exposure to CXCL12, leading to increased expression of matrix metalloproteinase 
MMP-9 thereby enhancing invasion of these cells [21]. Phosphorylation of p38 MAPK by 
CXCL12 activation of CXCR7 was also observed in Schwann cells [22] and macrophages 
[23]. In our RPPA dataset (Chapter 5) we also found that CXCL12 is able to phosphorylate 
p38 MAPK and that both CXCR4 and CXCR7 are involved in activation of this pathway. 
Finally, in the breast cancer cell line 4T1, CXCR7 is able to induce STAT3 phosphorylation 
upon CXCL12 activation, thereby enhancing CXCR7-mediated migration of this breast 
cancer cell line [15].

Constitutive receptor activity, i.e. ligand-independent signaling, is a phenomenon often 
observed in the GPCR family [24]. Most chemokine receptors however show no or 
only limited constitutive activity. CXCR7, unlike most other chemokine receptors, does 
display such basal activity. Several studies show that increased expression of CXCR7 
promotes several aspects of tumorigenesis. In a quite extensive study performed in 
prostate cancer cells it was shown that CXCL8 increases expression of CXCR7, leading 
to increased growth and proliferation [25]. On a molecular level, overexpression of 
CXCR7 in prostate cancer cells activated phosphorylation of EGFR and p42/44 MAPK 
independent of receptor stimulation. More recently, it was shown that overexpression 
of CXCR7 through downregulation of microRNA miR-340 in bladder cancer resulted in 
upregulation of p42/44 MAPK and matrix metalloproteinases MMP-2 and MMP-9 [26]. 
Similarily, in osteosarcoma cells downregulation of CXCR7 led to decreased proliferation 
and invasion by decrease in expression of PI3K, AKT, β-arrestin, proliferating cell nuclear 
antigen (PCNA), and matrix metalloproteinase-9 (MMP-9) [27]. In this thesis we show 
that constitutive activity of CXCR7 leads to phosphorylation of HER2 in breast cancer cell 
line BT474, and contributes to basal proliferation of these cells (Chapter 4). Moreover 
in the head-and-neck cancer cell line 22A we show that basal activity of CXCR7 can be 
inhibited by CXCR7-specific nanobodies, leading to a decrease in secretion of angiogenic 
chemokines (Chapter 3). The mechanism responsible for the observed constitutive 
activity of CXCR7 requires further investigations. To obtain a better understanding of 
constitutive and ligand-induced CXCR7 signaling and its interplay with CXCR4 signaling, 
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a system biology approach should be of added value, where different types of cancer 
cell lines that express CXCR7 could be investigated to find mutual key players and to 
investigate further how the two regulatory modes are intertwined (see section 8).  

2. CXCR7 in angiogenesis

Chemokine receptors in general are involved in all aspects of oncogenesis, including 
proliferation, apoptosis, migration, invasion and angiogenesis. In particular, the role 
of CXCR7 in angiogenesis had become apparent in early studies and is expanded in 
more recent studies. In the first described in vivo experiments in SCID mice injected 
with human B-lymphomas (endogenously expressing CXCR7), treatment with 
CXCR7 inhibitor CCX754 led to tumors that were poorly organized and had minimal 
vascularization [2]. Following studies in mammary and lung carcinoma showed high 
expression of CXCR7 in tumor-associated vasculature but not in blood vessels [3]. In 
prostate cancer, overexpression of CXCR7 led to increased CXCL8 and VEGF secretion, 
suggesting a role for CXCR7 in angiogenesis [4]. Also in colorectal cancer, CXCR4 
and CXCR7 together were found to regulate angiogenesis independently of CXCL12 
activation [28]. In multiple myeloma, inhibition of CXCR7 led to abrogation of trafficking 
of angiogenic mononuclear cells (AMCs) towards tumor areas and significantly inhibited 
tumor progression. Finally, in a breast cancer in vivo model CXCR7 inhibition by use 
of either shRNA or CXCR7 specific inhibitor reduced the amount of angiogenic marker 
CD31-positive cells compared to control tumors [15].   

In line with above mentioned findings, we showed in Chapter 3  that inhibition of 
CXCR7 by CXCR7-specific nanobodies in head and neck cancer cell line 22A led to 
reduced secretion of the angiogenic chemokine CXCL1. In addition, in mice injected with 
this same cell line, treatment with CXCR7 nanobodies led to decreased staining of the 
tumors with angiogenic marker CD31. The mechanism behind the effects of CXCR7 on 
angiogenesis remains unclear. Judging from the currently available literature it seems 
that expression alone of CXCR7 leads to increased angiogenesis and that this process 
is independent of chemokine stimulation. I hypothesize that in tumor-associated 
vasculature, hypoxia-induced factor-1 (HIF-1) leads to increased expression of CXCR7 
in these cells. It has already been established in certain cell lines that HIF-1 regulated 
expression of CXCR7 [29, 30]. After increase of CXCR7 expression, CXCR7 constitutively 
induces an unknown signaling pathway leading to increased transcription of several 
angiogenic factors, such as CXCL8, CXCL1 and VEGF. These factors on their turn may 
activate signaling pathways leading to increased blood vessel formation in tumors. 
It would be of great benefit to pinpoint the exact mechanism by which CXCR7, or the 
second mode (G protein-indpendent) of GPCR signaling, leads to angiogenesis in order 
to investigate whether combination therapy of CXCR7 inhibitors and inhibitors of 
angiogenesis would be beneficial in cancer therapy.

3.  CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 axis as a target in head and neck cancer 

Head and neck cancer comprises malignant tumors of the oral cavity, sinuses, nose, 
larynx and throat [31]. The most common histopathological type is the head and neck 
squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) which very often spreads to lymph nodes in the neck 
area and in a smaller proportion of the patients, also to distant sites [32]. Environmental 
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factors contributing to the development of these malignancies are cigarette smoke, 
infection with human papilloma virus (HPV) and alcohol [33]. Treatment of head and 
neck cancer has improved significantly in the past decade, including combinations of 
surgery, radiation, chemotherapy and targeted therapy such as use of EGFR-specific 
inhibitors [34]. However, advanced HNSCC is still very difficult to treat and up to date 
successful therapy is lacking. One of the hallmarks of advanced HNSSC is the ability of 
these tumors to grow under hypoxic conditions. These conditions make the tumor more 
aggressive, increasing its metastatic rate. Furthermore, these tumors are resistant to 
current therapies [35, 36]. Tumor hypoxia is characterized by overexpression of HIF-1α, 
which leads to increased expression of target genes involved in angiogenesis, energy 
metabolism, migration and metastasis [37]. CXCR4, CXCR7 and CXCL12 expression 
is known to be regulated by HIF-1α as mentioned in the previous section.  Therefore 
it comes as no surprise that studies of head and neck tumors show that there is a 
correlation between CXCR4 and CXCL12 expression and poor prognosis [38]. CXCR4 
expression is often found in primary head and neck tumors, while CXCL12 expression 
seems to occur mostly in stromal cells surrounding tumor cells, as determined by 
immunohistochemistry. This is an indication that this chemokine has a paracrine 
effect on the cancer cells [39]. These observations are in line with mode of action of 
CXCR4/CXCL12 axis in other tumor types [40]. Still, autocrine signaling through the 
CXCR4/CXCL12 axis is also found in head and neck tumors and shows to be of great 
importance in the development of more aggressive phenotype in oral squamous cell 
carcinoma’s (OSCCs) [41]. When looking at mechanisms of action by which the CXCR4/
CXCL12 axis may contribute to head and neck cancer, several signaling pathways 
should be considered. Activation of the PI3K signaling pathway leads to an epithelial-
to-mesenchymal (EMT) switch, thereby increasing the motility and invasiveness of the 
head and neck tumors [38]. Furthermore, activation of the MAPK signaling pathway 
induces the expression of several matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) leading to 
tumor cell migration and invasion in several types of head and neck cancers [38]. It is 
therefore important to note that in all aforementioned studies, expression or presence 
of CXCR7 has not been studied and therefore it is difficult to predict the influence of 
CXCR7 expression (together with CXCR4 and CXCL12). So far, only one study showed 
high expression of CXCR7 in both pre-malignant as well as malignant forms of OSCCs, 
while only 8% of normal tissue expressed this receptor [42]. Interestingly, expression 
of CXCR7 was always accompanied with expression of its ligands CXCL11 and CXCL12. 

In Chapter 3 we were the first to show both  in vitro and in vivo that inhibition of 
CXCR7 by CXCR7-specific nanobodies leads to reduction of angiogenic factor secretion 
in the 22A cell line and decreased tumor growth by decreased vessel formation in 
mice injected with the 22A cell line. Our findings were solely dependent on CXCR7, as 
CXCR4 was not expressed on this cell line. It would be of great value to screen several 
head and neck cell lines for expression of CXCR4, CXCR7, CXCL11 and CXCL12 and to 
investigate the mechanism of action of this dual (CXCR4-CXCL12 plus CXCR7-CXCL11/
CXCL12) axis on head and neck tumors. It would also be of interest to screen the 
already available tumor specimen for CXCR7 expression to establish whether CXCR4 
expression was accompanied by CXCR7 expression and what the consequences are of 
CXCR7 expression on the clinical outcome of these patients. The impact of targeting 
both CXCR7 and CXCR4 modes of signaling in head and neck cancer and other cancers 
in general will be further discussed in section 5.
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4.  CXCR4 and CXCR7 signatures in cells expressing both receptors

In previous sections I focused on the signaling characteristics of CXCR7 in cell lines 
where CXCR4 expression is not evident. Yet, there are still many cellular environments 
where both receptors reside, have their own impacts on cellular fate, as well as a 
combined, synergistic impact. CXCR4 and CXCR7 can either co-exist as separate 
homodimers on the cell membrane and influence each other’s signaling patterns or 
they can form heterodimers. It is also important to keep in mind that CXCR7 is often 
present intracellularly just as we observed in the BT474 cell line (Chapter 4). Therefore 
the location of CXCR7 (plasma-membrane-bound or intracellular membranes) will 
also influence the interaction with CXCR4. In HEK293T cells, when CXCR4/CXCR7 
heterodimers are formed, G protein-dependent calcium responses induced by CXCR4 
are decreased for increasing presence of CXCR7. However, knockdown of CXCR7 by 
siRNA in T-lymphocytes (which endogenously express both CXCR4 and CXCR7) led to 
increased chemotaxis at low CXCL12 concentrations [43]. Furthermore, CXCR4/CXCR7 
heterodimers recruit β-arrestin, thereby compromising G protein dependent signaling 
[19]. These heterodimers lead to β-arrestin dependent activation of p42/44 MAPK, 
p38 MAPK and SAPK in HEK293 cells, while chemotaxis of breast cancer cell line MDA-
MB-231 was further potentiated by increasing amounts of CXCR7. Additionally, it was 
recently postulated that by forming dimers with CXCR4, CXCR7 is able to downregulate 
protein expression of CXCR4 and thereby act as a negative regulator of CXCR4 [44].

CXCR4 and CXCR7 heterodimerization as described above is mostly studied in cellular 
systems where both receptors are overexpressed and little data exists on CXCR4/CXCR7 
heterodimers in cellular systems where both receptors are endogenously expressed. 
Very recently a study was published on the behavior of CXCR4 and CXCR7 in breast cancer 
cell line MCF-7 where both receptors are expressed to a similar level [45]. Expression 
of the receptors was monitored by fluorescence and electron microscopy through 
immunolabeling of the receptors. Overall the authors showed that CXCR4 and CXCR7 
existed both as single receptors and as heterodimers. Remarkable is the observation 
that both receptors were internalized upon stimulation with CXCL11 (which is CXCR7 
specific), suggesting that binding of CXCL11 to CXCR7 can induce internalization of 
CXCR4. In addition, stimulation with CXCR4 and CXCR7 specific inhibitors also led to 
internalization of the receptors.  Furthermore, activation of signaling cascades through 
phosphorylation of p42/44 MAPK was both CXCR4 and CXCR7 dependent but anti-
apoptotic effects only depended on CXCR7 activation. 

In the frame of this thesis, we conclude that the two modes of GPCR signaling that 
we observed for CXCR4 and CXCR7, do not operate independently. The mechanism 
may well be CXCR7 activated internalization of CXCR7-CXCR4 dimers.   It is perhaps 
fascinating that due to the heterodimerization, CXCR4 appears to be able to engage in 
CXCR7 mediated signaling:  by being activated by its ligand it may bind to and activate 
CXCR7, which then leads to internalization of the heterodimer.   This type of mechanism 
for cooperativity between the two signaling modes could also extend to the activation 
of signaling routes such as p42/44 MAPK and to phosphorylation of the receptors. A 
consequence of this scenario would be that the outcome of the signaling of ligands that 
are specific to either of the two modes of signaling may still end up in a mixed effect.

In Chapter 5 we used the breast cancer cell line BT474 to study the signaling upon 
activation by the chemokine CXCL12 when both receptors were endogenously expressed. 
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Importantly, in our system, the level of CXCR7 exceeded that of CXCR4 which could 
have implications for the  signaling characteristics. Similarly to the above described 
study we found that phosphorylation of p42/44 MAPK was induced by CXCL12. In our 
system CXCR7 was mainly responsible for this phosphorylation. This difference may 
confirm our above suggestion that relative expression levels of both receptors affect 
how the cellular signaling in that particular system is directed. Therefore it would be 
of great value to evaluate the effects of receptor-specific inhibitors on the expression 
levels of both receptors. For instance, in platelets it was found that CXCL12 binding to 
CXCR4, induced internalization of that receptor but through activation of p42/44 MAPK 
pathway Cyclophilin A-dependent ubiquitination of CXCR7 was induced. Consequently,  
externalization of CXCR7 to the cell surface arised [46]. CXCR7 on its turn induced 
platelet survival. This type of expression control might also occur in tumors. 

As a follow up to the study described in Chapter 5 further investigations of the 
localization of CXCR4 and CXCR7 in BT474 cells as well as of the effect of the used 
inhibitors on the expression levels of the  proteins is recommended. Furthermore, it 
is important to realize that studies performed in the past on the signaling patterns 
of CXCR4 through activation by CXCL12 did not take note of the possible presence of 
CXCR7 in these cells. Therefore, available data on CXCR4 signaling should be carefully 
interpreted keeping in mind that possible CXCR7 expression in these systems could 
have bypassed or interfered with CXCR4 dependent signaling.

5.  Targeting CXCR4 and CXCR7 in cancer

The chemokine receptor family initially received attention as potential drug targets due 
to the discovery that CXCR4 and CCR5 are co-receptors facilitating HIV-1 entry in CD4+ 
T cells and macrophages respectively [47, 48]. Since they belong to the GPCR family, the 
most successfully targeted family of proteins, the chemokine receptors are promising 
drug targets. It comes as no surprise that the first clinically approved drugs targeting 
the chemokine system are small-molecule antagonists that bind CCR5 (Maraviroc) and 
CXCR4 (AMD3100/Plerixafor) [49, 50]. Maraviroc is used to treat  HIV-1 infection. This 
small molecule non-competitively inhibits the interaction of HIV-1-encoded gp120 
with CCR5, leading to a decrease of viral load in CCR5-tropic HIV-1 patients [51, 52]. 
Plerixafor was originally also developed for HIV-treatment, however unexpected 
results in Phase I clinical trials led to failure of this drug to enter further development 
for HIV treatment. The observed side-effect however, i.e. an increase in circulating 
hematopoietic cells, led to further development of Plerixafor for stem cell mobilization 
in malignancies [53, 54]. Plerixafor has meanwhile been approved for use in patients 
with non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and multiple myeloma [50, 55], while currently further 
studies are conducted to investigate the use of this inhibitor for other malignancies.

Other small molecule inhibitors have been developed and extensively studied for 
several chemokine receptors, including CXCR4 and CXCR7 [55]. In Chapter 4 and 
Chapter 5 we made use of IT1t, which showed to have a very high affinity for CXCR4 
and had been used in crystallization of CXCR4 [56, 57]. For specific inhibition of CXCR7 
we previously designed VUF11207 based on the Chemocentryx patented compound 
scaffold and showed that this compound is able to recruit β-arrestin upon binding 
to CXCR7 [58]. This characteristic of VUF11207 enables the compound to initiate 
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internalization of CXCR7, thereby making the receptor unavailable for CXCL11 or for 
CXCL12 induced signaling. Inhibition of both CXCR4 and CXCR7 by these compounds 
successfully inhibits several signaling pathways in breast cancer cells, as described in 
Chapter 4 and 5. Following these studies, both compounds should be tested separately 
and in combination in an in vivo breast cancer model to investigate if these compounds 
may be of benefit as therapeutic agents.

 
5.1 Antibody-derived therapeutics
Besides small molecules, other types of inhibitors are developed that can inhibit 
chemokine receptor function.  These include peptides and antibody-derived biologics. 
As described extensively in Chapter 2, llama-derived nanobodies are an interesting 
novel way to inhibit chemokine receptor function. We have previously shown 
successful development of CXCR4-specific nanobodies that are able to inhibit HIV-1 
virus replication in vitro as well as stem cell mobilization in vivo (Chapter 2). Also, the 
use of CXCR7-specific nanobodies in a head and neck cancer model showed promising 
results (Chapter 3). Moreover, recent development by our group of nanobodies that 
bind CXCL12 or CXCL11 and neutralize their function provide an additional tool to 
study the CXCR4 and CXCR7 signaling axes (Chapter 2) [59]. In view of therapeutic 
targeting of the CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 dual signaling axis, it would be very interesting 
to test combination treatments of CXCR4, CXCR7 and CXCL12 targeting nanobodies. In 
addition a bivalent or multivalent nanobody could be produced and tested consisting of 
a heterodimer of linked CXCR4 and CXCR7 nanobodies to further assess the contribution 
of CXCR4/CXCR7 dimers to tumorigenesis.

As described in Chapter 2, an important benefit of nanobodies is their high affinity 
and specificity for the target. Nanobodies that were discovered to bind CXCR7 have a 
higher affinity for the receptor than the small molecule VUF11207 (Chapter 3). The 
same holds true for CXCR4 specific nanobodies as compared to AMD3100 [60]. In 
addition, the mechanism of action of the CXCR7 nanobodies is different as compared 
to that of VUF11207 and other small molecule compounds described for CXCR7. 
CXCR7 nanobodies inhibited CXCL12-induced β-arrestin recruitment to CXCR7, while 
VUF11207 recruited β-arrestin to the receptor. The two types of inhibitors would 
have a different effect on the second modality (G protein-independent) of chemokine 
signaling.  Direct comparison of the two types of inhibitors would be required to gain 
a better understanding of the differences and similarities of the two inhibitors and to 
make a judgment on which type of inhibitor would be therapeutically more beneficial.  

6.  Consequences of chemokine receptor – RTK crosstalk

Cancer treatment in the past decades has moved from the use of cytostatic drugs 
targeting any rapidly dividing cell, towards therapies specifically targeting mutated 
proteins associated with altered signaling or overexpressed membrane or secreted 
proteins [61]. This revolution in available therapies is mostly due to intensive research 
on cancer signaling networks. Most prominent candidates for targeted therapies have 
been the family of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs). These membrane-bound receptors 
activate signaling cascades upon binding of specific ligands, which are in most cases 
growth factors [62]. Divided into subfamilies, the epidermal growth factor receptor 
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(EGFR) family is an important target for cancer therapy, since members like EGFR and 
HER2 are often found to be overexpressed or mutated in different tumor types [63]. 
More specifically, EGFR targeting is successful in treatment of non small cellular lung 
cancer (NSCLC) and colon cancer, while HER2 targeting is mostly beneficial in breast 
cancer [64]. 

In Chapter 4 we described that CXCR4 as well as CXCR7 are able to influence signaling 
by EGFR family members, in particular HER2, in breast cancer cell line BT474. Cross-
talk between GPCRs and RTKs is a phenomenon described for many different receptors 
and it allows for additional control of cellular signaling. In healthy tissue, cross-talk can 
ensure continuation of important processes in the cell even if some mechanisms are 
disturbed. In disease however, cross-talk between receptors can be one of the drivers of 
resistance to therapy. Unfortunately, resistance to targeted therapy is the most common 
cause of treatment failure. For this reason, combination treatment consisting of two 
drugs targeting different classes of proteins is gaining attention. As we discovered 
in BT474 cells, basal proliferation depended on CXCR7 activity, which activates the 
p42/44 MAPK route.  Indeed, combination treatment of these cells with HER2 inhibitor 
Herceptin and CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207 led to additional inhibition of proliferation 
compared to Herceptin treatment alone. This data suggests that CXCR7 can play a role 
in some HER2-positive breast cancers. Further experiments on cells treated with or 
resistant to HER2 inhibitors should produce more insight on the role of CXCR7 in these 
cells. Effects of different types of inhibitors, like the small molecule VUF11207 and 
CXCR7 specific nanobodies could unravel mechanisms by which CXCR7 acts on HER2 
and influences proliferation. 

7.  Signalosome of viral chemokine receptor US28

The HCMV encoded chemokine receptor US28 has been studied extensively in the past 
years by our lab and others, leading to the discovery of several pathways activated by 
this receptor that contribute to tumorigenesis [65]. Constitutive activity of US28 is 
responsible for a proliferative and pro-angiogenic phenotype, while activation of US28 
by CCL5 leads to induction of migration. In Chapter 7 we demonstrated that US28 is also 
able to activate HIF-1 in 3T3 cells stably expressing the receptor, as well as in HCMV-
infected HFF and U373 cells. Furthermore, in 3T3 cells HIF-1 target genes like VEGF-A, 
GLUT1 and GAPDH are increasingly expressed. On their turn, these target genes are 
known to contribute to tumorigenesis [66-68]. 

Interestingly, we confirmed that US28 activity increased secretion of VEGF through 
several mechanisms, namely through activation of transcription factors NF-κB, STAT3, 
HIF-1 and of signaling pathways p42/44 and p38 MAPK [69-71]. These responses were 
detected in US28 expressing NIH-3T3 cells, murine fibroblasts, and human embryonic 
kidney HEK293T cells. The involvement of the separate components was determined 
by use of either specific inhibitors or by siRNA knockdown of these proteins. Since 
the involvement of these cellular proteins was discovered in independent studies it is 
hard to predict how these proteins interact. Is one of these pathways crucial for VEGF 
secretion or are all the pathways needed? Most of the inhibitors were tested for VEGF 
promoter activation.  Only HIF-1 inhibitor Acriflavine and COX-2 inhibitor Celecoxib 
were tested for their respective effects on secretion of VEGF. We showed that Acriflavine 
treatment alone can partially decrease VEGF secretion (Chapter 6) and same holds 
true for treatment with Celecoxib [70], indicating that other factors activated by US28 
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also contribute to VEGF secretion.  Another explanation for the involvement of several 
pathways in VEGF secretion is that the abovementioned pathways interact with each 
other, thereby forming a network leading to activation of VEGF secretion. For instance, 
Kaidi and co-workers showed that the COX-2 promoter contains hypoxia response 
elements (HRE’s) to which HIF-1 can bind and then induce transcription of COX-2 in 
colorectal cancer cells under hypoxic conditions [72]. In addition, a positive feedback 
loop is initiated by prostaglandin E(2) (PGE(2)), which is known to bind cognate 
receptors EP1-4. PGE2 on its turn increases HIF-1 transcriptional activity and VEGF 
secretion by activating the MAPK signaling pathway [72]. Similarly, STAT3 is known to 
control HIF-1 expression, both basal as well as growth factor-induced [73].  In view of 
future studies it would be beneficial to combine inhibition of STAT3, HIF-1 and COX-2 
and monitor the effect it has on VEGF secretion, not only in US28 expressing NIH-3T3 
cells, but also in cells infected with HMCV, and then to use  a systems biology approach 
to disentangle the individual and the combined effects.

Next to HIF-1 transcriptional activation by US28, we found decreased phosphorylation 
of AMPK and increased phosphorylation of PKM2. Both of these proteins are important 
for cellular metabolism and this aspect will be discussed further in sections 8.3 and 8.4. 
Decreased phosphorylation of AMPK could potentially explain the mechanism of action 
by which US28 activates HIF-1α protein expression and increases dimerization with 
HIF-1β in the nucleus, thereby inducing its transcriptional activity. Phosphorylation 
of AMPK at T172 is specifically activated by tumor suppressor gene LKB1 and leads 
to activation of mTOR [74], which can on its turn induce HIF-1α protein synthesis. 
Based on the data from Chapter 6 we propose that a US28-induced decrease in AMPK 
phosphorylation leads to increased activity of the mTOR signaling cascade, eventually 
leading to increased protein levels of HIF-1α. This hypothesis however would need to be 
further investigated in follow-up studies.

Another interesting enzyme found to be activated by constitutive US28 activity is 
PKM2. Next to its role in cellular metabolism (section 8.4), the other function of PKM2 
is to act as a transcriptional co-activator by translocating to the nucleus [75]. Upon 
translocation to the nucleus PKM2 has been found to act as a transcriptional co-activator 
of HIF-1, to phosphorylate STAT3 and to form a complex with β-catenin, thereby 
inducing TCF-lef transcriptional activation [76-78]. All three responses reported to be 
affected by PKM2 are also induced by constitutive activity of US28. Important follow 
up experiment on US28 expressing cells would be to detect the location of PKM2 in 
these cells by fluorescence microscopy. In addition, siRNA knockdown of PKM2 would 
give us more insight as to whether PKM2 is involved in US28-induced activation of the 
abovementioned transcriptional activity.

The findings described in Chapter 6 give us more insight into the US28 signalosome. 
Yet, more data is needed on US28 signaling in tumor cells in vitro and in vivo to be able to 
fully understand the importance of US28 expression in oncogenic signaling upon HCMV 
infection. Importantly, further insight into the mechanism of action of US28 would help 
us to determine how HCMV infection contributes to oncogenesis. In the past, several 
small molecule inverse agonists were developed to inhibit the constitutive activity of 
this receptor. Unfortunately, most of these compounds have a potency in the micromolar 
or submicromolar range making them unsuitable for in vivo studies [65]. Very recently 
crystal structure of US28 in complex with CX3CL1 was published [79]. Availibilty of this 
structure opens new doors to structure-based drug approach through virtual screening 
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for US28 inverse agonists.  In order to target US28 successfully with specific and more 
potent inverse agonists, antibody-derived therapeutics such as described in Chapter 3 
might be the answer. These therapeutics would need to be characterized first in vitro 
and in vivo.

 

8. Integration of signal transduction pathways and metabolism

Disturbed signaling networks are pivotal in all of the hallmarks of cancer that were 
originally proposed by Hanahan & Weinberg in 2000 [80].  Mutations in certain signaling 
proteins can lead to overexpression of oncogenes and silencing of tumor suppressor 
genes, which can result in deregulation of signaling networks. Changes that come about 
through one or more mutations in a cell ensure survival and/or proliferation of the 
cell inducing an oncogenic phenotype. Examples of mutated signaling proteins leading 
to dysfunction are numerous [81]. Still, deregulation of signaling networks is usually 
introduced by several mutations in a cell. For instance, tumor suppressor p53 is known 
to be mutated or deleted in more than 50% of human cancers [82, 83] and amplification 
of the epidermal growth factor family member gene HER2 (ErbB2) has been found in 20-
25% of all breast cancers [84], as well as in other cancer types like gastric cancer [85]. 
Additionally, several members of the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway and the MAPK/ERK 
signaling pathway are often found to have mutations in cancer [81]. The two respective 
pathways are initiated by the activation of RTKs and GPCRs by their respective ligands, 
and can trigger changes in gene expression patterns that influence the expression of 
genes involved in the signaling networks as well as in cellular metabolism. In addition, 
changes in metabolism have significant effects on the behavior of cancer cells. Hence, 
reprogramming of energy metabolism was added to the Hanahan & Weinberg list of 
cancer hallmarks when it was recently revised [86].  

While examining the US28 signalosome in Chapter 6, we showed that US28 can 
induce activation of transcription factor HIF-1, leading to upregulation of expression 
of genes involved in metabolism, such as GLUT1 and GAPDH. In addition, we found 
that phosphorylation of AMPK is decreased in US28-expressing cells and that PKM2 
phosphorylation is increased. PKM2 is also involved directly in cellular metabolism, 
whereas AMPK is involved indireclty. These findings suggest that constitutive activity 
of US28 is able to induce changes in the concentration of metabolic proteins. Cross-
talk between signaling and metabolic networks has started to receive attention only 
very recently and have been extensively reviewed [86-90]. In the following section I 
will elaborate on the metabolic switch in cancer cells as well as on the role of metabolic 
proteins, focussing on those affected by expression and signaling of US28 (Chapter 6). 

8.1 Metabolic switch in cancer cells 
Cellular metabolism is the basis of any cellular process. In order for a mammalian cell 
to avail of the energy needed to maintain cellular processes, grow or divide, the uptake 
and breakdown of energy rich molecules is needed.  For most mammalian cells, glucose 
is the substance of choice.. Through glycolysis and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, 
glucose is completely converted to CO2 and H2O to harvest (Gibbs free, i.e. useful) energy 
in the form of ATP (Figure 1A). This process is dependent on the availability of oxygen. 
At low oxygen levels cells switch to the conversion of glucose to lactate, which is far less 
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efficient in terms of production of ATP. Already in the 1950’s Otto Warburg discovered 
that even in the presence of sufficient oxygen, cancer cells, also converted glucose to 
lactate [91]. This phenomenon is referred to as aerobic glycolysis or the Warburg effect 
(Figure 1B). In this situation glucose uptake is increased by the cell, while the oxygen 
consumption remains relatively low. Because of conversion of pyruvate into lactate, less 
metabolites enter the TCA cycle [92]. 

Glutamine can also serve both as a carbon and as a nitrogen source for both nucleotide 
and amino acid synthesis.  Hereby parts of the TCA cycle may be used in non-cyclic 
modes  such as the one indicated in Figure 1 [92]. In order for cells to make this metabolic 
switch, metabolic reprogramming of the cell is required, which is accomplished in part 
through primary mutagenesis and in part through an altered activation of the cell’s 
signaling pathways.  For instance part of the signaling pathway enabling the cell to cope 
with transient periods of oxygen deprivation is often activated, but now permanently.  
This leads to increased expression of proteins involved in glycolysis and TCA cycle [93, 
94].  In the following two subsections I will go into more detail on the contribution 
certain proteins have in the metabolic reprogramming of cancer cells.

8.2 HIF-1 and its contribution to cellular metabolism
As its name implies, hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α) is normally active in cells 
undergoing hypoxia; under hypoxic conditions, the protein is rescued from degradation 
by post-translational modifications [93]. Upon dimerization with HIF-1β in the nucleus, 
the resulting HIF-1 transcription factor regulates expression of many genes involved in 
the cell’s response to oxygen deprivation, such as those inducing angiogenesis, mobility, 
and glucose and energy metabolism [95].  Many of these genes provide a selective 
advantage to beginning tumor cells and are also associated with tumorigenesis.  

In energy metabolism, HIF-1 induces the expression of most glycolytic genes, including 
those encoding hexokinase 1 and 2 (HK1 and HK2), enolase 1 (ENO1), pyruvate 
kinase M2 (PKM2), and lactate dehydrogenase A (LDHA) [96, 97]; it also regulates the 
transcription of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 1 (PDK1) and glucose transporters 
GLUT1 and GLUT3 [98]. Under hypoxia, HIF-1 reprograms the metabolism of the cell, 
from oxidative to glycolytic metabolism where gene expression of several glycolytic 
enzymes is altered in order for cells to survive when low levels of oxygen are available 
[99]. The switch of hypoxic cells to use glutamine as the source of acetyl-CoA for lipid 
synthesis (which involves reversal of the upper part of the TCA cycle) is also HIF-1 
dependent [99]. Important to point out is that many mutations occurring in cancer lead 
to an increase of HIF-1 activity under normoxic conditions [95]. For instance, oxygen-
independent preservation of HIF-1α occurs through mTOR-induced protein synthesis of 
HIF-1α in multiple tumor types. Deregulation of mTOR, and the consequent synthesis of 
HIF-1α, can be caused by loss of function of PTEN or by HER2-induced overexpression, 
among other causes [96]. In addition, mutants of HIF-1α itself have been reported that 
have enhanced stability in aerobic conditions, as compared to wild type HIF-1α [100]. 

Interestingly, HIF-1α is stabilized by α-Ketoglutarate (αKG), a tricarboxylic acid 
(TCA) cycle intermediate that in this way provides feedback and acts as a signaling 
molecule [100, 101].  Conversely, it is destabilized by 2-hydroxy-glutarate, which is 
in turn produced from αKG by mutated forms of isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH1/2), 
a TCA-cycle enzyme [102]. This situation where HIF-1α regulates metabolism, while 
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Figure 1 Simplified view of cellular metabolism in healthy and cancer cells. (A) In normal 
situations, glucose mainly flows towards pyruvate which is then converted by PDH to acetyl-CoA, 
which subsequently enters the TCA-cycle to produce reducing equivalents in the form of NADH 
and FADH2.  The latter are converted to ATP-energy by oxidative phosphorylation. (B) In cancerous 
tissue, a different situation occurs more often: The flow towards the TCA cycle is much reduced e.g. 
because PDK has phosphorylated and thereby inactivated PDH . Pyruvate accumulates and can be 
converted to lactate thereby making the (NADH/NAD; )redox balance neutral also in the absence 
of oxygen.  Cells with an enhanced growth rate will also derive precursors from intermediates 
of the glycolytic pathway, such as NADPH and sugar backbones for nucleotides from glucose 
phosphate through the pentose phosphate pathway, and amino acids from various intermediates 
upon transamination by glutamate. The resulting 2-oxoglutarate drives a non-cyclic form of the 
TCA cycle, such as the one depicting the synthesis of oxaloacetate (OAA), which can be used as 
substrate for amino acid synthesis.  The nitrogen stems from glutamine and is captured partly in 
glutamate.  Superfluous carbon or ammonium are secreted in the form of lactate and urea.  
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metabolism regulates HIF-1α is called circular causation [103]. 

As shown in Chapter 6 US28 through its constitutive activity is able to increase the 
protein level of HIF-1α as well as upregulate the transcriptional activity of HIF-1. 
Further research into this mechanism of activation is needed to decipher whether 
US28 increases HIF-1α protein level directly or indirectly through activation of other 
signaling pathways. 

8.3 AMPK in relation to cellular metabolism and signaling networks in cancer
Liver kinase B1 (LKB1) is known for its activity as a tumor suppressor, but also for 
connecting cell growth and energy metabolism by directly activating AMP-activated 
protein kinase (AMPK) [104]. AMPK acts as a sensor of intracellular ATP, ADP and 
AMP levels, and can serve as a central metabolic switch by promoting the generation of 
ATP by catabolic pathways and inhibiting anabolic pathways [105]. It can induce acute 
metabolic changes by phosphorylating certain metabolic enzymes, but it also exerts 
control on metabolism by modulating the transcription of genes encoding metabolic 
enzymes [74]. Interestingly, AMPK is able to control cell growth and tumorigenesis by 
suppressing mTOR dependent transcriptional regulators [74], thus providing feedback 
from energy metabolism to the cell growth machinery. Even though phosphorylation of 
AMPK at its T172 is specifically activated by the tumor suppressor gene LKB1, the role 
of AMPK in cancer has been controversial [106]. AMPK’s main function is considered 
activation of catabolism and inhibition of anabolic metabolism, which is not in favor 
of cell proliferation. Still the level of AMPK activation, the type of subunits present in 
the cell and the cellular content seems to be important to determine whether it acts in 
favor of or against cell proliferation. This phenomenon was also observed in our results 
(Chapter 6) where phosphorylation of AMPK was decreased but total AMPK levels 
were increased in US28 expressing cells. Further mechanistic insight into the activation 
of AMPK in US28 expressing cells is necessary to explain the current findings. 

8.4 PKM2 in relation to cellular metabolism and signaling networks in cancer
Perhaps the most prominent example of glycolytic enzyme dysregulation in cancer is 
pyruvate kinase (PK), the final enzyme in glycolysis (see Figure 1A). In many cancers, 
the dominant form of PK is its embryonic splice variant, known as pyruvate kinase M2 
(PKM2) [101]. PKM2 can form either homodimers or -tetramers [101]. The tetrameric 
form, which is the predominant form in differentiated cells, has a high affinity for its 
substrate phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) and exemplifies that PKM2 is not restricted to 
cancer cells [107]. In contrast, dimeric PKM2 has a higher Km value for the substrate 
PEP and is therefore nearly inactive at physiological PEP concentrations [101, 108]. 
Interestingly, the formation of PKM2 tetramers is interfered with by phosphorylation 
of the Y105 residue of the protein by fibroblast growth factor receptor type 1 (FGFR1) 
[109]. This phosphorylation is common in human cancers [109], and consequently, 
dimeric PKM2 is often found in cancer cells. 

Other tyrosine residues of PKM2 can also be phosphorylated by FGFR1 but they do not 
regulate PKM2 activity. Several metabolites can allosterically modulate the activity of 
PKM2, such as fructose-1,6-biphosphate(FBP) and serine [110, 111]. Post-translational 
modifications of PKM2 additional to Y105 phosphorylation affect its activity [112]. In 
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Chapter 6 we show increased phosphorylation of PKM2 in cells expressing US28 and 
we show increased presence of PKM2 dimer as compared to mock cells. Additionally, the 
levels of acetyl CoA or the TCA cycle activity could be investigated in US28 expressing 
cells versus mock cells to determine whether PKM2 function is also controlled by US28.

Increased PKM2 expression is associated with increased glucose uptake and lactate 
secretion as well as decreased oxygen consumption [113]. However, the reduced 
catalytic activity of dimeric PKM2 does not explain how this protein is responsible for 
increased lactate production and reduced oxidative phosphorylation in cancer cells. 
Among the explanations is the enhanced expression of (other) glycolytic enzymes 
in cancer cells. The impact of individual enzyme activities on pathway flux has been 
extensively studied through metabolic control analysis [114]  well as applied in the 
context of cancer [115, 116]. In addition, it has been postulated that PKM2 interaction 
with HIF-1 and other transcription factors in the nucleus (as described in section 7) 
leads to increased expression of several genes that on their turn induce the switch 
from oxidative phosphorylation to glycolytic metabolism [112]. Furthermore, it was 
suggested that PKM2, when present in its dimeric form, causes congestion in the 
glycolytic pathway, with the build-up of glycolytic intermediates eventually overflowing 
into other pathways, such as anabolic routes that lead to the formation of building blocks 
for amino acids, nucleotides, and more (Figure 1B).  Indeed, the effect of the increase 
in KM for PEP should be expected to increase concentrations of glycolytic intermediates 
from PEP to Fructose-bis-phosphate which can serve biosynthesis of various amino 
acids, as well as an increase in anaplerotic filling for the TCA cycle facilitating the 
synthesis of yet other amino acids. [101]. 

The above described role for PKM2 in cancer is a great example of how interaction 
of metabolism changes in cancer and impairment of signaling pathways (e.g. STAT3 
and β-catenin as described in section 7) leads to hallmarks of cancer cells such as 
proliferation and cell cycle progression. 

More importantly, it is highlighted that the complexity of the interactions should be 
studied by a systems biology approach in order to get a full understanding of the 
various interacting mechanisms which cancer cells have acquired and enable their 
growth, survival and expansion under conditions that are suboptimal for the cell type 
they originate in. In case of US28-induced tumorigenesis, it would be interesting to 
find out whether the presence of PKM2 dimers by itself leads to increased glucose 
uptake and lactate secretion. These experiments should be performed in cells with 
a low serum concentration to ensure the same conditions as was used to determine 
PKM2 phosphorylation. Several different time-points should be measured after serum 
starvation. Lactate and glucose levels in the medium can be measured directly by use 
of hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography (HILIC)-MS. However, measuring 
glucose consumption in a medium containing a high concentration of glucose is 
challenging, since the consumed glucose is very low compared to what is still left in the 
medium. In addition, further analysis of protein expression of glycolytic enzymes and 
their enzymatic activity would give better insight in whether and how US28 controls 
cellular metabolism.   
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9.  Systems biology approaches to dissect oncogenic and metabolic signaling 
networks 

On the quest for finding effective treatment of cancer, scientists have generated a vast 
amount of data, varying from genomic sequencing to high throughput proteomics of 
several tumors, the effects of inhibitors and knock-outs and knock-ins in (transgenic) 
animal models and tumor cell lines. With great advances in available technologies one 
has been able to approach cancer from a systems view and look at the cellular process 
as a whole. These attempts have resulted into the acknowledgement that cellular 
processes do not function as linear responses but rather form complex networks with 
a diversity and hierarchy  of feedback loops [103, 117]. Cancer can therefore be viewed 
as a Systems Biology disease, as malfunctioning of several subparts of the system 
contributes to the disease only through an effect on network function as a whole [116]. 
In order to integrate the understanding of all the complex sub-networks involved, a 
data integration approach is needed that makes each bit of data predictive.  Because 
cell function is often the result of a number of positive and negative effects, the data 
integration needs to be fairly precise and mathematical modeling of the system is 
required. 

9.1 Modeling of metabolic and signaling networks
Mathematical models are a cost- and time-efficient way to study known systems and to 
test hypotheses for feasibility. Systems that are biochemically very well-characterized, 
such as yeast glycolysis, can be modeled using experimentally determined kinetic 
parameters and yield consistently accurate predictions (e.g. [118]). For those systems, 
hypotheses about network behavior in reality may even be tested in silico [119]. 

However, for most systems such quantitative biochemical information is unavailable, 
usually because of the experimental difficulty of determining kinetic parameters, but 
also because the importance of high-quality quantification is not always appreciated. 
Enzyme kinetics are affected by pH, temperature, and many other factors. Some of 
these factors may even be unknown (e.g. allosteric effectors), yet if they are not all 
taken into account, the kinetic parameters one finds may not apply in vivo [120, 121]. 
On top of this, the experimental determination of all kinetic parameters in a system is 
often rendered infeasible by the size of the system. Fortunately, for systems of such size 
and complexity to be robust, they cannot be very sensitive to the accuracy of all kinetic 
parameters, as such systems would be unmanageable and very fragile. Recent modeling 
efforts of larger networks have taken such properties into consideration, by sampling 
parameters and looking for robust responses [122]. 

Despite their very different structure and purpose, signaling networks are traditionally 
modeled in much the same way as metabolic networks: using kinetic parameters 
and small numbers of reactions (e.g. [123]). This technique has proven effective 
(albeit labor-intensive) in the study of isolated systems, but has the same limitations 
as described above for kinetic models of metabolic systems. For larger signaling 
networks, successful models have been reported that use simple mass-action kinetics 
for which the parameters are fitted to experimental data and were subsequently used 
to determine optimal drug combinations [124]. Also, under the assumption that it is 
the output message that counts, rather than the speed at which the message is relayed, 
signal transduction networks have been modeled using Petri nets [125]. However, 
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although modeling signaling networks using Petri nets may be conceptually attractive, 
dependence on kinetic properties remains. That said, well-characterised and fairly 
localized signaling networks can be and have been modeled successfully, such as the 
EGF-induced MAPK signaling pathway [126, 127].  Such models have been used for drug 
candidate evaluations [128].

Well-executed mechanistic models of this type have the advantage that they are 
also consistent with known physical chemistry as well as molecular biology and 
biochemistry: although not enough details may be known, all relevant details that are 
known can be put into these models, as can be the generic laws of thermodynamics 
and maxima in association rate constants due to diffusion limitations.  Therewith they 
should enable one to discover principles of the functioning and control of networks 
that do not depend on detailed kinetic parameter values.  Examples of these are the 
relationships between control of kinases and phosphatases on the amplitude and 
duration of peaks in the phosphorylation of signal transduction components [129] and 
even generic considerations of the nature of multifactorial diseases and the analyses 
thereof   [116].

Real challenges arise when models of metabolism, gene expression and signaling are 
to be combined. The ubiquitous feedback loops in both systems, complicate matters 
from a conceptual point of view, and can only be fully understood through modeling 
[103], or sophisticated control [118, 130] analyses or regulation analyses [131]. There 
are successful examples of such combined models in biotechnology [132]. However, a 
major challenge lies in the identification and determination of parameters that describe 
the interactions between molecules and reactions. It seems that the important open 
questions in this area are in the interactions between metabolites and transcription 
factors, and conversely, in the functional implications of post-translational modifications 
of enzymes and signaling proteins. Intriguingly, these modifications often involve the use 
of metabolites as substrates [133]. Unfortunately, these interactions between metabolites 
and transcription factors, as well as the feedback from metabolism to signaling are 
usually overlooked in otherwise successful attempts at integrating metabolism and 
signaling in a single model [134, 135]. The ammonia assimilation pathway in E. coli is 
a detailed exception, for which the effect of the metabolites glutamate and alpha-OG 
on signal transduction proteins and the effects of those signaling proteins on covalent 
modification and inactivation of the enzyme glutamine synthetase have been integrated 
into a single detailed model [136, 137].  It seems that the difficulty is no longer in the 
mathematics or the behavior of individual modules – it is in identifying, quantitatively 
characterizing, and modeling the ways in which these modules interact. 

9.2 Applications of the Systems Biology approach
In Chapter 5 we attempted to map CXCR4 and CXCR7 signaling in response to 
CXCL12 in BT474 cells by use of RPPA. We generated data where changes in protein 
phosphorylation were identified and by use of specific inhibitors we were able to 
modulate this specifically. Differential clustering analysis was used to select which 
changes in phosphorylation patterns had been induced by which receptor. However, 
validation of the data we obtained was proven to be a challenge, especially when taking 
the temporal effect of CXCL12 into account. Several factors play a role in this observation, 
mostly dependent on culturing of cells and their state (e.g. passage number, growth 
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rate) at the moment of testing. Small cellular adaptations to their environment can lead 
to large changes in cellular responses on the level of post-translational modifications, 
such as the phosphorylation status. It is therefore beneficial to perform experiments in 
cells which are around the same passage number, as it is to include multiple replicates 
within one experiment. As a result, a more robust and consistent data set can be 
obtained for analysis and validation of the RPPA data. With the current available dataset 
we were able to create a CXCR4 and CXCR7 signaling signature where we made use of 
our experimental data and literature based signaling pathways. However, to create a full 
model for CXCR4/CXCR7 signaling, other approaches are needed in addition to an RPPA 
analysis (e.g. [124, 138]). First of all a selection should be made of several different cell 
lines where both receptors are expressed at similar levels. Next, these cell lines should 
be subjected to studies on DNA, RNA and protein level to get the full understanding of 
the cellular responses to CXCL12 and CXCL11 stimulation. Genome sequencing, miRNA 
expression, promoter methylation status, protein-protein interactions and other post-
translational modifications by use of novel methodologies should be explored. Most 
importantly a proper mathematical model (see section above) should be selected for 
processing of all data in order to obtain as much information as possible from the 
experimental data. In addition, visualizing the signaling networks discovered and using 
this visualization as a hypothesis-generating tool is an important part of data analysis. 
Just recently such an approach was used to perform re-analysis of gene-expression data 
obtained in cells expressing US28 [139]. By this analysis, an additional network cluster 
was found that led to the hypothesis that US28-induced activation of β-catenin [140] 
is initiated possibly by an increase in hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) expression. HGF 
on its turn leads to activation of RTK c-Met, which can initiate the release of β-catenin 
into the cytoplasm. This hypothesis is currently tested in our laboratory. Such a systems 
biology approach could also be used to understand how the different networks activated 
by US28 (i.e. COX-2, STAT3 and HIF-1) are intertwined.

9.3 Combination therapy for successful cancer treatment
Decades of cancer research have taught us that cancer is a disease where several aspects 
of cellular signaling are disturbed. Therefore, combining drugs aimed at several different 
targets has become practice in cancer treatment [141]. Still, resistance to therapy is very 
common leaving us in need of better combination therapies to prevent this phenomenon. 
The use of CXCR4 and/or CXCR7 inhibitors might be beneficial in combination with 
other cancer therapeutics. Preclinical studies have shown a beneficial effect when using 
CXCR4 inhibitor AMD3100 in combination with cytotoxics and radiotherapy [142, 143]. 
Furthermore, it is postulated that the increase of CXCL12 levels in tumors treated with 
other therapeutic agents, such as VEGF inhibitors, could lead to these tumors being 
more sensitive to drugs targeting CXCL12-activating pathways [144]. In addition, high 
expression of CXCR4 in metastatic renal cancer patients correlated with poor response 
to RTK inhibitor sunitinib [145]. These findings led to a proposition to use the CXCR4 
inhibitor AMD3100 in combination with VEGFR, EGFR and COX-2 inhibitors in non-
small cellular lung cancer (NSCLC) patients when other treatment options are not 
available [146]. In Chapter 4 we showed that the use of HER2 inhibitor Herceptin in 
combination with CXCR7 inhibitor VUF11207 further decreased proliferation of BT474 
cells as compared to Herceptin alone. There is however still limited knowledge on how 
to target the CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 signaling pathway successfully in tumors where 
this pathway is activated. Further research is needed to apply CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 
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specific therapies, the success of which could well depend much on the temporal 
activation of this pathway. Stimulation of the receptors by their ligands at various points 
in time often leads to diverse responses of the downstream signaling level, as we have 
discovered in Chapters 4 and 5.  It may also be important to investigate thoroughly the 
consequences of using inhibitors of this pathway as it is seen very often that feedback 
loops are activated when a certain pathway is inhibited. In view of this phenomenon, 
a systems biology approach would be the most useful way of mapping how a certain 
model system would respond to certain types of treatments. Such an approach should 
enable to estimate implications on signaling response of moderate changes in gene 
expression or single nucleotide polymorphisms.  Ideally when this information would 
be available, it would bring us one step closer to truly personalized therapy where the 
molecular signature of a patient (i.e. gene and protein expression pattern) would tell us 
which treatment would be beneficial.

Using a systems biology approach in cancer has led to successful profiling of several 
tumor types and in some cases to predictions of drug resistance and possible drug-
combinations that could be of benefit in cancer treatment [147]. In particular, 
interactions between cellular signaling and cellular metabolism are highlighted by 
this approach (section 8). Recent investigations of this interface have shown that drug 
resistance often occurs when one of the two networks is inhibited through feedback 
loops that activate the other network [148]. Control of core metabolism by several 
signaling proteins such as mTOR, HIF-1α, c-Myc and p53 have been gaining more 
attention in the past years and more data is generated that supports the importance of 
these molecules in the metabolic switch that takes place in cancer cells [93]. Likewise, 
central metabolic intermediates such as succinate and NAD+ [149] are shown to have an 
important regulatory role of cellular pathways.  Integration of cellular metabolism and 
signaling networks is an important step in establishing the exact interactions taking 
place and how they impact each other. In this way a complete picture can be generated 
of what network parts contribute substantially to oncogenesis. By a systems biology 
approach hypotheses can then be generated and tested experimentally to find potential 
targets for combination therapy.

This avenue may seem long and compromised by the complexity of the tasks ahead.  
Yet, given that the complexity is inherent in the problem at hand, i.e,. the regulation of 
cell function and its complex deregulation in the context of cancer, the avenue may well 
be the only one that leads to a rational, successful therapy rather than management of 
cancer.

10.  Concluding remarks

This thesis focused on the oncogenic signaling by three chemokine receptors, i.e. CXCR4, 
CXCR7 and the viral chemokine receptor US28. In Chapter 3 we have successfully 
generated CXCR7-specific nanobodies and shown that they are able to bind and 
functionally inhibit CXCR7-induced oncogenic signaling both in vitro and in vivo in head 
and neck cancer cells. The potential of targeting CXCR7 in this particular cancer type 
should be exploited further. Furthermore, we stipulated that this group of chemokine 
receptors, consists of two subgroups, with different, almost opposite response modes.  
The one, highlighted by CXCR4, stimulated the G protein-dependent downstream 
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signaling pathways.  The other, highlighted by the CXCR7 response, often leads to 
down regulation due to internalization of the receptor and to activation of alternative 
signaling routes. Intriguing complications between the two signaling modes arise 
when both types of receptor are present and form heterodimers in the membrane.  In 
Chapter 4 we examined the joint operation of the two types of receptor experimentally.  
We demonstrated that in the breast cancer cell line BT474, endogenous expression of 
CXCR4 and CXCR7 contributes to activation of EGFR family members through activation 
of CXCR4 by CXCL12, while CXCR7 expression contributes to increased phosphorylation 
of HER2, i.e. to activation of a different type of pathway.  Accordingly, we found that 
CXCR7 expression in these cells has a profound effect on proliferation and that inhibition 
of CXCR7 in combination with HER2 inhibition leads to an additional decrease in 
proliferation in comparison to solely inhibiting HER2. This finding should further be 
explored in other HER2 positive breast cancer cells that simultaneously express CXCR7. 
This should also further test our hypothesis of the dual signaling axis CXCR4-CXCL12 
and CXCR7-CXCL12. In Chapter 5 we focused on signaling patterns activated and/or 
inhibited by CXCL12 stimulation of CXCR4 and CXCR7 in BT474 cells. By use of an RPPA 
approach, we showed that both CXCR4 and CXCR7 are able to activate several signaling 
pathways exclusively through activation of one receptor and others in concert. We 
validated that phosphorylation of p42/44 MAPK in BT474 cells mainly depended on 
CXCR7 activation. The CXCR4 and CXCR7 signaling signature in BT474 cells obtained 
by the use of RPPA may constitute a useful first step into gaining more insight into the 
complex interplay within the dual CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 signaling axis.

Finally in Chapter 6 we found that the HCMV-encoded viral chemokine receptor US28 
effects yet another mode of signaling:  it constitutively activates transcription factor HIF-
1 by increasing HIF1α protein expression through inhibition of AMPK phosphorylation 
and activation of mTOR. We proposed that US28 can alter cellular metabolism through 
activation of HIF-1, as well as through phosphorylation of PKM2. These findings expand 
the US28 signalosome and contribute to discovering how US28 contributes to HCMV-
associated tumorigenesis. 

Taken together, the work performed in this thesis highlights the importance of the 
threefold (CXCR4, CXCR7 and US28) chemokine-chemokine receptor axis in oncogenic 
signaling and further broadens the range of control this system exerts on cancer cells. 
Further exploitation of therapeutic targeting of CXCR4, CXCR7 and US28 should be of 
interest in combination with already existing therapies. 
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Oncogene eigenschappen en gerichte therapie tegen chemokine receptoren CXCR4, 
CXCR7 en US28

Dit proefschrift beschrijft het onderzoek dat ik heb uitgevoerd om het functioneren 
van chemokine receptoren CXCR4, CXCR7 en US28 in kanker cellen te bestuderen.  
Chemokine receptoren behoren tot de superfamilie van G eiwit –gekoppelde receptoren. 
Over het algemeen zijn receptoren eiwitten die zich bevinden op de celmembraan van 
verschillende cellen en die tot taak hebben om signalen van buitenaf te ontvangen en 
om te zetten naar signalen binnenin de cel. Het kan dan gaan om verschillende signalen 
van buitenaf zoals licht, geur of smaak, maar ook bepaalde stoffen die door het lichaam 
worden afgescheiden als je je bijvoorbeeld gelukkig voelt of als je een wondje hebt. 
Het gevolg binnenin de cel kan dan zijn dat je licht waarneemt, bepaalde lekkere of 
vieze geur ervaart of dat je wond gaat helen. Met andere woorden, receptoren zijn 
belangrijke punten van communicatie die aan cellen doorgeven welke taken ze dienen 
uit te voeren. In sommige gevallen kan de communicatie ontregeld worden doordat een 
bepaalde signaalstof de cel niet kan bereiken of doordat de receptor niet meer in staat 
is de signalen op de juiste manier door te geven binnenin de cel. Als dit gebeurt kan er 
een ziekte ontstaan dat varieert van een onschuldige spierkramp tot ongecontroleerde 
groei van cellen dat leidt tot kanker.

Meer specifiek, chemokine receptoren binden signaalstoffen genaamd chemokines. 
Chemokines worden afgescheiden door imuuncellen in geval van een ontsteking of 
beschadigd weefsel. Zodra chemokines in hoge concentratie worden afgescheiden en 
een gradiënt vormen, wordt dit “aangevoeld” door cellen die chemokine receptoren tot 
expressie brengen op hun membraan en worden deze cellen (vaak witte bloedcellen) 
geleid in de richting van de chemokines. Als er binding plaatsvindt van de chemokine 
met de chemokine receptor worden er signalen in de cellen doorgegeven om het 
herstel van beschadigd weefsel te starten of om de ontsteking te remmen. In sommige 
gevallen treedt er een verstoring van het systeem op waardoor teveel of juist te weinig 
chemokines afgescheiden worden en hierdoor ook de aantrekking van cellen naar de 
behorende plekken anders verloopt. Dit kan leiden tot het ontstaan ofwel het verergeren 
van bepaalde ziektes. Één van deze ziektes is kanker en daar is in dit proefschrift 
onderzoek naar gedaan. 

Er zijn in totaal 22 chemokine receptoren met 50 chemokines momenteel bekend. 
Sommige receptoren kunnen meerdere chemokines binden, maar bepaalde chemokines 
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kunnen ook op verschillende receptoren binden. In dit proefschrift ligt de focus op twee 
humane chemokine receptoren CXCR4 en CXCR7 en een virale chemokine receptor 
US28. CXCR4 kan alleen 1 bepaalde chemokine binden, namelijk CXCL12, terwijl CXCR7 
twee chemokines (CXCL11 en CXCL12) bindt. US28 bindt een scala aan chemokines, 
maar het bijzondere aan dit receptor is dat hij “constitutief actief” is. Dit houdt in dat 
alleen al de aanwezigheid van de receptor op de celmembraan leidt tot activatie van 
allerlei signalen binnenin de cel. Er hoeft dus geen chemokine te binden om de receptor 
te activeren.

In de afgelopen jaren is er veel onderzoek gedaan naar de betrokkenheid van CXCR4 in 
kanker. De interesse naar deze receptor is ontstaan toen uit een onderzoek bleek dat het 
onstaan van uitzaaiingen op specifieke organen wordt veroorzaakt door de verhoogde 
concentratie CXCL12 die bij die specifieke organen aanwezig is. Verder onderzoek heeft 
aangetoond dat hoge expressie van CXCR4 op de primaire tumorcellen leidt tot de 
verplaatsing (migratie) van deze cellen richting de CXCL12 gradiënt. Tot op een aantal 
jaar terug is CXCR4 de enige receptor geweest die CXCL12 kon binden.  De ontdekking 
van het bestaan van CXCR7, die ook onder andere CXCL12 kon binden heeft geleid tot 
nieuwe vragen. Is de werking toegekend aan CXCR4 wel daadwerkelijk afkomstig van 
CXCR4 of is CXCR7 verantwoordelijk voor bepaalde observaties? Deze vraag en andere 
hebben geleid tot meer onderzoek naar CXCR4 en CXCR7, waaruit is gebleken dat 
CXCR4, CXCR7 en CXCL12 een gecompliceerde signaal transductie cascade in werking 
zetten die heel erg afhankelijk is van de celtype.

Naast CXCR4 en CXCR7 heb ik onderzoek gedaan naar de virale chemokine receptor 
US28. Deze receptor wordt tot expressie gebracht door humaan cytomegalovirus 
(HCMV). In meerdere onderzoeken is aangetoond dat dit virus mogelijk betrokken 
is bij, onder andere, kanker. HCMV brengt een viertal virale chemokine receptoren 
tot expressie, waarvan US28 tot nu toe het meest onderzocht is. In ons laboratorium 
hebben mijn voorgangers aangetoond dat US28 consitutief actief is, en dat de receptor 
oncogene processen in een cel kan aanzetten en bespoedigen. US28 voert dit uit door 
middel van activatie van meerdere signalerings cascades die een bijdrage leveren aan 
verhoogde groei van cellen.

In hoofdstuk 1 van mijn proefschrift is een algemene introductie te vinden over 
chemokine receptoren en hun betrokkenheid bij verschillende ziektes. In hoofdstuk 
2 is de focus op gerichte therapie tegen GPCRs met antilichamen. In dit hoofdstuk 
wordt uitgebreid beschreven wat de zogenaamde nanobodies zijn en hoe ze gebruikt 
kunnen worden als remmer van chemokine receptor signalering. Vervolgens hebben 
we nanobodies gemaakt en gekarakteriseerd die specifiek binden aan CXCR7 en de 
signalering van deze receptor remmen. Hoe deze nanobodies ingezet kunnen worden 
in het remmen van hoofd- en nekkanker celgroei is beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. In 
hoofdstuk 4 bestuderen we een borstkanker cellijn die zowel CXCR4 als CXCR7 tot 
expressie brengt. In deze cellijn kijken we hoe deze twee receptoren de interactie 
aangaan met een andere klasse receptoren, de zogenaamde receptor tyrosine kinases 
en meer specifiek de epidermal growth factor receptors (EGFR familie).  We tonen aan 
dat zowel CXCR4 als CXCR7 de activatie van deze receptoren kan bewerkstelligen door 
middel van CXCL12 binding met de receptor. Daarbij kan CXCR7 ook zonder binding 
van een chemokine de receptor HER2 activeren. Combinatie van remming van CXCR7 
en HER2 leidt tot een verdere remming van celgroei in vergelijking met het remmen van 
HER2 alleen. Het effect van CXCL12 stimulatie van deze borstkanker cellijn is verder 
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onderzocht in hoofdstuk 5. Om dit te onderzoeken is gebruik gemaakt van de Reverse 
Phase Protein Array (RPPA), wat inhoudt dat tegelijk is gekeken naar de activatie van 
verschillende eiwitten in de cel. Dit heeft geleid tot het vinden van eiwitten die specifiek 
door CXCR4 of door CXCR7 geactiveerd worden, maar ook eiwitten die door beide 
receptoren worden geactiveerd. Uiteindelijk zijn er een aantal signalering netwerken 
gevonden die beinvloedt worden door CXCR4 en/of CXCR7 activatie.

Als laatste hebben we in hoofdstuk 6 de focus gelegd op US28 en een nieuwe route 
van signalering van deze receptor ontdekt. We tonen aan dat US28 hypoxia induced 
factor 1 (HIF-1) kan activeren en dat dit leidt tot verhoogde expressies van meerdere 
genen, onder andere van vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). VEGF op zijn beurt 
leidt tot bloedvaten aanmaak in tumor cellen, een proces genaamd angiogenese. We 
tonen ook aan dat cellen geïnfecteerd met het HCMV virus HIF-1 kunnen activeren en 
dat US28 daarbij betrokken is. 

In hoofdstuk 7 worden de bevindingen van het gehele onderzoek bediscusieerd en in 
verband gelegd met behandeling van kanker. Ook worden er hypotheses gegeven en 
voorstellen gedaan voor vervolg onderzoek.

Samenvattend wordt in dit proefschrift de signalering van CXCR4, CXCR7 en US28 
onder de loep genomen en worden er nieuwe signalerings cascades beschreven. Daarbij 
zijn er CXCR7-specifieke nanobodies gemaakt en is er een startpunt gemaakt met het 
onderzoeken van de voordelen die hoofd- en nekkanker patiënten kunnen hebben van 
CXCR7-gerichte therapie.
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English Summary

In this thesis I describe the research I performed during my PhD, which focused on 
oncogenic properties of human chemokine receptors CXCR4, CXCR7 and viral chemokine 
receptor US28. The aim of my research was to provide a better understanding of 
chemokine receptor-induced oncogenic signaling and of potential targeting of this 
network.

Chemokine receptors are members of G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) family. They 
bind chemokines, which attract immune cells that express a subset of chemokine 
receptors, to sites of inflammation and thereby initiate the process of pathogen 
clearance. Because of this important role in immune cell responses, chemokine receptors 
contribute to several disease types. In Chapter 1 a detailed introduction is given on 
the chemokine receptor system with the focus on several disease types these receptors 
contribute to. Chemokine receptors can serve as drug targets because of the specific 
responses that they activate in immune cells. Some examples of successful targeting of 
the chemokine receptor family are described in the first chapter. In Aim of the thesis I 
explain why we are interested in investigating the oncogenic properties of specifically 
CXCR4, CXCR7 and US28 and what I hope to achieve with my research.

GPCRs in general, including chemokine receptors, can be targeted by several approaches. 
Most commonly, small molecules are designed that can bind specifically to the receptor of 
choice thereby disrupting its signaling ability and positively contributing to the disease 
state. Other approach is the use of antibody based therapeutics, which is described 
in Chapter 2, mainly focusing on the use of nanobodies. For targeting of chemokine 
receptor CXCR7 we have developed and characterized specific nanobodies, described 
in detail in Chapter 3. We show in this chapter that CXCR7 nanobodies are specific for 
this receptor and that they are able to block CXCR7 signaling in head and neck cancer 
both in vitro and in vivo. 

Chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7 share the same ligand (CXCL12) and are known 
to interact by forming heterodimers or by activating and/or inhibiting each other’s 
signaling pathways. In Chapter 4 the CXCR4/CXCR7/CXCL12 axis is investigated in 
relation to interactions with epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) family in a 
breast cancer cell line endogenously expressing both CXCR4 and CXCR7. We found that 
EGFR family member HER2 is phosphorylated by stimulation of CXCR4 receptor by 
CXCL12, while CXCR7 is able to regulate the endogenous phosphorylation level of HER2. 
Furthermore in this chapter we outline a hypothesis to explain the cross-talk of CXCR4/
CXCR7/CXCL12 axis with HER2 in HER2-positive breast cancer cells.
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Oncogenic signaling networks activated by CXCR4 and CXCR7 in the same breast cancer 
cell line are explored further in Chapter 5 by means of Reverse Phase Protein Array 
(RPPA). The advantage of such an approach is that a large number of phosphorylated 
proteins are investigated within the same sample set. The cells were stimulated by 
CXCL12 for various amounts of time, in the presence or absence of selective inhibitors 
of CXCR4 and CXCR7. An unsupervised correlation-based analysis found that several 
phospho proteins were specifically modulated by CXCR4 or CXCR7 and others by both 
in non-additive ways. 

HCMV-encoded viral chemokine receptor US28 is the third receptor that was investigated 
in this thesis. In previous studies this receptor was shown to promote tumorigenesis 
by constitutively (in absence of ligand) activating several pathways leading to tumor 
growth. In Chapter 6 we show that US28 is able to activate hypoxia induced factor 1 
(HIF-1), a regulator of angiogenesis and energy metabolism. By activation of HIF-1 
US28 regulates cellular proliferation and secretion of angiogenic factor VEGF.

Finally, in Chapter 7 the obtained results are discussed and put into a broader perspective 
to show the relevance of the work described in this thesis. In short, the signaling axis 
of the investigated receptors CXCR4, CXCR7 and US28 in oncogenic setting is further 
characterized and the range of control this system exerts on cancer cells is extended. 
Further exploitation of therapeutic targeting of CXCR4, CXCR7 and US28 should be of 
interest in combination with already existing therapies.
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Opis sadržaja na Bosanskom 
jeziku

Onkogene karakteristike i ciljana terapija protiv hemokininskih receptora CXCR4, CXCR7 
i US28

Ovaj doktorski rad bavi se istraživanjem koje sam sprovela da spoznamo funkciju 
hemokininskih receptora CXCR4, CXCR7 i US28 u ćelijama raka. Hemokininski receptori 
pripadaju natporodici G protein -povezanih receptora. U principu, receptori su proteini 
koji se nalaze na membrani razaličitih vrsta ćelija i koje imaju zadatak da primaju 
eksterne signale a zatim ih pretvore u signale unutar ćelije. To može uključivati   nekoliko 
tipova eksternih signala, kao što su svjetlo, miris ili okus, ali također i neke supstance 
koje tijelo luči kada se na primjer osoba osjeća dobro, ili ako se neko ozlijedi i stvori se 
rana. Posljedica unutar ćelije može biti da primjetiš svjetlost, osjetiš ukus ili miris, ili 
da rana zaraste. Drugim riječima, receptori su važne tačke komunikacije koji prenose 
zadatke ćelijama. U nekim slučajevima, komunikacija može biti poremećena zbog toga 
što navedeni signal ne može doći do ćelije, ili zato što receptor više nije u mogućnosti 
da prenese signale na ispravan način unutar ćelije. Kao posljedica toga, moguće je 
nastajanje bolesti što može da se manifestuje u različim oblicima, počev od grčenja 
mišića do nekontroliranog rasta ćelija što dovodi do raka.

Preciznije rečeno, hemokininski receptori spajaju molekule pod nazivom hemokinini. 
Različite imune ćelije luče hemokinine u slučaju upale ili oštećenja tkiva. Čim su 
hemokinini prisutni u visokim koncentracijama i stvori se gradijent, ćelije koje 
ispoljavaju hemokininske receptore na svojim membranama “osjete” taj gradient, te se 
ove ćelije (često leukociti) kreću prema tom gradijentu hemokinina. Kada se hemokinin 
spoji sa hemokininskim receptorom, signali u ćelijama se aktiviraju kako bi počeo 
oporavak oštećenih tkiva. U nekim slučajevima, može doći do poremećaja sistema, što 
dovodi do lučenja previše ili premalo hemokinina. Time se remeti privlačenje imunih 
ćelija na potrebna mjesta. To može dovesti do pojave ili pogoršanja određenih bolesti. 
Jedna od tih bolesti je i rak i to je glavna tema ovog doktorskog rada.

Trenutno znamo za postojanje ukupno 22 hemokininska receptora i 50 hemokinina. 
Neki receptori mogu spajati više hemokinina, dok se samo određeni hemokinini mogu 
spajati sa različitim receptorima. Ova teza se fokusira na dva hemokininska receptora 
ljudskog porijekla CXCR4 i CXCR7 i virusnog hemokininskog receptora US28. CXCR4 
može spojiti samo jedan specifični hemokinin; CXCL12, a CXCR7 spaja dva hemokinina 
(CXCL11 i CXCL12). US28 se može spojiti sa raznim hemokininima, ali posebna 
karakteristika ovog receptora je da je on sposoban aktivacijom raznih signala, bez 
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spajanja sa hemokininima. To je takozvana konstitutivna aktivacija signala unutar ćelije.

U proteklih nekoliko godina mnogo je istraživano što se tiče CXCR4 i funkcije u raku. 
Jedna od studija je pokazala da mjesto metastaza kod raka dojke ovisi o povećanoj 
koncentraciji CXCL12 kod specifičnih organa. Dalja istraživanja su pokazala da visoka 
ekspresija CXCR4 na ćelijama primarnog tumora dovodi do kretanja (migracije) ovih 
ćelija prema CXCL12 gradijentu. Do prije nekoliko godina CXCR4 je bio jedini receptor 
koji je mogao spojiti CXCL12. Otkriće postojanja CXCR7, koji također spaja između 
ostalog CXCL12 dovelo je do novih pitanja. Da li je funkcijonisanje dodijeljeno CXCR4 
stvarno rezultat tog receptora ili je CXCR7 odgovoran za određena zapažanja? Ovo 
pitanje kao i mnoga druga, doveli su do značajnijih  istraživanja CXCR4 i CXCR7 koja su 
pokazala da CXCR4, CXCR7 i CXCL12 pokreću komplikovanu transdukciju  signala koji 
ovise o vrsti ćelije.

Osim CXCR4 i CXCR7 također sam istraživala virusni hemokininski receptor US28. Ovaj 
receptor humani citomegalovirus (HCMV) dovodi do izražaja na infektiranim ćelijama. 
Nekoliko studija je pokazalo da ovaj virus možda doprinosi različitim tipovima raka. 
HCMV kodira četiri virusna hemokininska receptora, od kojih je US28 najviše proučavan. 
U našoj laboratoriji, moji prethodnici su pokazali da je US28 konstitutivno aktivan i da 
je ovaj receptor u stanju aktivirati i ubrzati onkogene procese u ćeliji. US28 to radi kroz 
aktivaciju signala koji doprinose povećanju rasta ćelija. 

U prvom poglavlju ove teze susrećete se sa uvodom o hemokininskim receptorima i 
njihovoj ulozi u raznovrsnim bolestima dok se drugo poglavlje fokusira na ciljanu 
terapiju sa antitijelima protiv GPCR. U istom poglavlju su opisana nanotijela, takozvana 
Nanobodies, koji se mogu koristiti kao konice signala hemokininskih receptora. U 
sljedećem poglavlju, smo napravili i karakterizovali nanotijela koja se ciljano spajaju sa 
CXCR7 i koče signalizaciju ovog receptora. Ova nanotijela se mogu koristiti kao terapija 
u tretmanu protiv raka glave i vrata. U poglavlju br. 4, su ispitivane ćelije raka dojke koje 
na membrani ispoljavaju CXCR4 i CXCR7. U ovim ćelijama smo istraživali kako ova dva 
receptora mogu komunicirati s drugom klasom receptora, poznata kao receptor tirozin 
kinaze, i, konkretnije, receptora epidermalnog faktora rasta (EGFR familija). Dalje smo 
dokazali da CXCR4 i CXCR7 mogu dovesti do aktiviranja te familije receptora pomoću 
spajanja CXCL12 sa CXCR4 ili CXCR7. Osim toga, CXCR7 je sposoban aktivirati HER2 
receptora bez spajanja sa hemokininima. Kombinacijom kočenja CXCR7 i HER2 dovodi 
se do daljeg kočenja rasta ćelija u odnosu na kočenje HER2 samog. Efekat CXCL12 
stimulacije na ćelije raka dojke dalje je istraživano u poglavlju 5. U cilju istraživanja, 
korišten je Reverse Phase Protein Array (RPPA), što znači da je u isto vrijeme testirano 
aktiviranje različitih proteina u ćeliji. To je dovelo do pronalaženja proteina koje posebno 
aktiviraju CXCR4 ili CXCR7, ali i proteina koje aktiviraju oba receptora. To je dalje dovelo 
do pronalaženja većeg broja signalnih mreža koje CXCR4 i / ili CXCR7 mogu aktivirati.

U 6. poglavlju, fokus je bio na US28 i novi način aktiviranja signala ovog receptora. 
Dokazali smo da US28 može aktivirati hipoksija izazvani faktor 1 (HIF-1), što dalje 
dovodi do povećanja ekspresije nekoliko gena, uključujući i  vaskularni endotelni 
faktor rasta (VEGF). VEGF, sa svoje strane, dovodi do proizvodnje novih krvnih sudova 
u ćelijama tumora, i nastaje proces koji se naziva angiogeneza. Također smo pokazali 
da ćelije zaražene virusom HCMV mogu da aktiviraju HIF-1 i da US28 doprinosi tom 
aktiviranju.
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U posljednjem poglavlju, cjelokupna istraživanja opisana u prethodnim poglavljima, 
razmatrana su i položena u vezi sa liječenjem raka. Također su hipoteze opisane i dati 
prijedlozi za buduća istraživanja.

Ukratko, u ovom radu su ispitani CXCR4, CXCR7 i US28 i opisan novi način sprovođenja 
signala u ćelijama raka. Osim toga, napravljena su CXCR7-specifična nanotijela i započeta 
istraživanja  što se tiče tretmana raka glave i vrata sa CXCR7 specifičnom terapijom.
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At last! There are many people whom I’d like to thank, that have contributed to this 
journey one way or the other and I sincerely hope that I don’t forget anyone.

Allereerst mijn promotoren; Martine, heel erg bedankt voor het vertrouwen dat je in mij 
had en de kans die Rob en jij mij hebben gegeven om binnen MedChem te promoveren. 
Je hebt je hard ingezet om voor mij een plek te vinden binnen je groep en dat waardeer 
ik zeer. Ik heb met plezier 4 jaar op het lab gewerkt en leuke projecten mogen doen 
met verschillende labs en zelfs een bedrijf. Mijn verblijf als gast PhD student bij MD 
Anderson Cancer Center in Houston spande de kroon, bedankt voor deze prachtige 
kans!  

Hans, ik wil u hartelijk bedanken voor uw belangrijke bijdrage aan mijn proefschrift en 
de discussies die we gevoerd hebben in de laatste fase van het schrijven.

Naast mijn promoten zijn Rob en Marco ook heel belangrijk geweest in mijn 
promotietraject. Rob, ik zal je betrokkenheid in de aanvraag van de Mozaïek beurs nooit 
vergeten. Heel erg bedankt voor je bijdrage en vele uren die je eraan besteed hebt. Dit 
was een leerzaam proces ondanks dat ik uiteindelijk de beurs niet gekregen heb. Ook 
wil ik je bedanken voor de altijd scherpe vragen, hierdoor heb ik met een kritische blik 
naar mijn data leren kijken. 

Marco, ik wil ook jou bedanken voor je steun in de afgelopen jaren. Ik heb veel geleerd 
van de discussies die we gevoerd hebben en je was altijd bereid om een blik te werpen 
op de data en met nieuwe ideeën te komen voor vervolg experimenten.

Then I need to thank the person who probably had the biggest contribution to my 
development as a scientist: David. You have guided me through the basics of how to 
culture cells and use pipettes properly when I was doing my bachelor internship under 
your supervision and you have been my mentor when I started my PhD all the way to 
the end of the road, even after you had left the VU. I cannot thank you enough for all 
your support both on scientific subjects as well as on other important things. We have 
had some great times in the lab, in particular our long days at the RNC! Thank you for all 
the times you cheered me up when things were not going well, for listening to my crazy 
ideas and for inspiring me to always do better and give it my all. I think we made a great 
team and who knows maybe we will work again together one day!
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Ook wil ik graag mijn mede AIMMS collega’s bedanken. Allereerst Joost, dank je wel 
voor de leuke discussies en tijd op het lab. Ik vond het erg leuk dat we samen aan het 
AIMMS project gewerkt hebben, inclusief de muizen ;).  Bas en Frank, bedankt voor 
jullie begeleiding en voor het delen van jullie kennis wat betreft systeem biologie en 
metabolisme. Ik heb veel van jullie geleerd en heb met plezier met jullie samengewerkt.  
Petra, Wilfried, Martin and Mannfred, thank you for the analytical perspective in the 
AIMMS project and all the fruitful discussions.

Special thanks goes to Dr. Prahlad Ram. Thank you for the wonderful opportunity to be 
a visiting PhD student in your lab. I have learned so much during my stay and enjoyed 
working with you and your group. Melissa, you have been my angel helping me with 
everything and driving me around whenever necessary. Your hospitality was immense 
and I hope that one day I will return the favor. Sergio and Kakajan, thanks for your 
help from the systems biology perspective and for the fun lunches and conversations 
non-work related. Other MD Anderson colleagues that made my stay in Houston 
unforgettable: Ellie, Terry, Bonnie and Molly, thank you so much!

I would like to continue with thanking my colleagues who made my PhD experience 
complete. Ellen, naast David ben jij degene geweest die mij veel over wetenschap 
geleerd heeft tijdens mijn master stage. Ik wil je bedanken voor je steun en de vrijheid 
die je me hebt gegeven in deze periode om mijn eigen kunnen te ontdekken. Je stond 
altijd voor mij klaar en luisterde naar al mijn ideeën hoe vergezocht ze soms ook waren. 

Dan mijn kantoorgenootjes van O-249: Folkert, Sabrina, Jody en Anitha. Sabrina en 
Jody, zonder te overdrijven, zonder jullie had ik mijn PhD niet overleefd.  Ik moet jullie 
bedanken voor alle weteschappelijke discussies maar vooral voor alle rare gesprekken 
die we over de jaren gehad hebben. Alle momenten van lachen en soms ook huilen. Jullie 
zijn mij heel dierbaar geworden en ik ben zo blij dat we elkaar nog steeds regelmatig 
zien. Folkert, ik weet dat het soms ondraaglijk was in de kippenhok maar je hebt je goed 
staande gehouden :). Ik wil jou ook bedanken voor al je morele en wetenschappelijke 
steun en je goede advies over de jaren heen. Ik bewonder jouw manier van communiceren 
en ben heel blij dat je mijn kantoorgenoot was. Anitha, I really enjoyed chatting with you 
about so many different things! Thank you for your support in time of need and for the 
laughs we have had!

Then there are so many MedChem  colleagues whom I want to thank, in no particular 
order: Dennis, Saskia H., Leontien, Obbe, Saskia N., Anne, Petra, Henry, Ovidiu, Meritxell, 
Martien, Danny, Erik, Jib, Herman, Tiffany, Ken, Kim, Andreas, Raymond, Jan Paul, 
Alexandra and Reggie.  We have had such great times, especially during lunch. I still miss 
these times and hope for a big reunion soon! Also I want to thank other FAR colleagues 
for the fun chats in the hallways, BBQ’s, Christmas dinners etc:  Atilla, Luc, Albert, 
Chimed, Ewald, Oscar, Mark, Kristina, Andrea, Enade, Hans, Chris, Maikel, Jacqueline, 
Iwan, Marija, Reka, Henk,  Angelina, Sanja, Harini, Marlies, Galvin, Michiel, Shalenie, Jan, 
Nico, Jelle and Jan Simon.

Very important contributors to my research were the students I supervised over 
the years. Special thanks to Caroline, Marlies, Betül, Alies, Marten, Mike, Marjolein, 
Churnella, Judith and Tamara. Each of you has had their little (sometimes big) part in 
the end result of my thesis, thank you for that. I have had fun working with you and feel 
very proud of all your accomplishments!
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Furthermore I need to thank my current colleagues: Mark and Emmanuel, thank you 
for giving me the opportunity to join your group and for giving me the room to finish 
my thesis. Fellow scientists Femke B., Dowty, Josyanne, Femke W., Saskia, Marloes and 
Michelle as well as my team Gerard, Oscar, Mary, Laura and Vicky, thank you for listening 
to my challenges regarding the writing of the thesis and for giving me the mental support 
to work on my thesis in the evenings and weekends.

My dear friends: Hay-Yeng, Ismayil, Ebru, Tineke, Maarten, Daniël, Amanda, Sebastiaan, 
Bouchra, Fatma, Edwin, Ana, José, Aylin, Khadija, Fadoua, Randle, Dounia, Qing,  Andrea 
en Barry. Bedankt voor de morele steun en de afleidingen in de afgelopen jaren!

Aissam, jij hebt vanaf het begin (dwz middelbare school) in mij geloofd en met interesse 
geluisterd naar mijn wetenschappelijke uitdagingen. Ik kan je niet genoeg bedanken 
voor het maken van de voorkant en de hulp met de layout. Zonder jou was het boekje 
niet zo mooi geworden! Ik ben heel blij dat je als paranimf naast me gaat staan op de 
grote dag!

Mansi, or shall I say Dr. Shah, I am so happy that I have met you during our internship in 
Vienna. You have inspired me to start this PhD journey and I feel honored that you will 
stand next to me as my paranymph at the end of the journey. 

I have saved thanking most important people in my life last. Mama i tata, vama se 
zahvaljujem za sva odricanja da bi meni dali bolju budućnost. Bez vaše podrške ne bih 
bila danas ovo što jesam.

Mojoj dragoj familiji, tetkama, tetkovima, dajdži, dajdžinci, majki, djedu, rodicama i 
rođacima hvala na strpljenju i podršci ovih par godina. Drago mi je što će neki od vas 
biti prisutni na mojoj odbrani doktorata! Također se zahvaljujem svekri, svekrvu i Fuadi 
na podršci. 

Fuade, za tebe riječi nisu dovoljne. Ti najbolje znaš kako mi je bilo i hvala za razumjevanje  
u svakoj situaciji.

Imrane, bio si u maminom stomaku kad sam pisala najteži dio i dao si mi energiju da 
završim ovu knijgu. Najveći dar je što ćeš ti biti sa mamom kad postane doktor nauka.

Last but not least: The first verse from the holy Qur’an revealed was “Read in the name of 
your Lord who created”. For this reason I need to finish with the following: In the name 
of the most Merciful, the most Beneficient, Amin.
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